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ELLSWORTH, MAINE, WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON, APRIL 29,

aoDmtffmcmft.

LOCAL AFFAIRS.
NKW ADVKKTIHRM KNT8 THIS WEEK

The Burrill National Bank
will pay you 2 per cent,
check balances of $500
interest

Holr—Bakery.
Notice—Charles C Burrill.
hotel-Selling out.

Wanted—Housekeeper.
**

OP ELLSWORTH

crSiting

A

Cirone’s

on
or

your
over,

monthly.

Unsurpassed service and monthly interest should be an
inducement. Write us to-day. State some amount as an
average balance and let us show you what you are losing.

—Salesman.
For sale—Express wagon.
For sale or rent—Farm.
New England Tel A Tel Co.
Exec notice—Edward E Chase.
Exec notice—Watson Gilbert.
Admr notice—Est Martin Alley.
Notice—Cemetery lots.
For sale—Windmill frame.
In Bankruptcy—Benj H Sturdee.
J A
washer.
C W Grindal—Groceries, grain, coal, etc.
Notice—Hancock County Progressive Convention.
H C Austin & Co—Undertaker and furni-

Thompson—Vacuum

^

Hours, 9 to 4; Sat., 9 to 1.

POSTOFFICB.

-a
MAILS RECEIVED.

From
From

Wbst—7.13am; 1.14pm.
East—11.06, a m; 6 36, 10.62 p

Going W’est—10.30,
Going East—6.45 a

5 00, 9 p
3.45 p m.

a m;
m;

m.

an

IN

KLLSUOKTH

—

POP

Week

Ending at Midnight Tuesday,
April 28, 1014.

[From

observations
taken at the power
station of the Har Harbor & Union River
Power t o., in Ellsworth.
Precipitation is
given in inches for the twenty four hours
ending at midnight; snowfuH is, ol course
reduced to water. I
Weather
Prccipcondition*
itatiou
Temperature

ing Co. FIRST in Bangor, FIRST in Maine and 4:’.rd
in the entire country among trust companies capitalized *100,0u0 or more, comparing surplus and profits
to capital. This means strongest possible protection
for YOUR funds if you are a depositor here. Write
for special information how we can best aid YOU.

4

ni

a

Wed
34Thurs 30—
Fri
31—
Sat
33Sun
30Mon
41Tues
40—

12 m
54—
43—
48-

51—
4552—
58-

forenoon afternoon
fair
fair
clear
clear
clear
clear
clear
clear
fair
fair
fair
fair
fair
cloudy

Miss Mabel N. Joy
visit of a week.

came

Saturday

Quality Store”

of the

nationally advertised

lines

we

carry:

Bookcases,

Ostemodr

Matrtresses,
Easy Chairs,
Haywood Bros. & Wakefield Reed Goods,
Koval

Wizzard Polish and Mops,
Guaranteed Brass Beds,
Crex Rugs and Carpets,

National

Harry
Undertaking

C. Austin & Co.,

and Furniture.

Ellsworth, Maine

COAL

! Water
!

Street,

Telephone 66-3

for

a

Alexander

moved

where it

from

Acteon

as

was

operrock-crusher lot on

Hutchings,

Melissa Trask,

was

in

of

the

Ellsworth

[ yesterday,

one

week

Ellsworth.

Fellows and Rebekahs turned

force at

the

Baptist

church

o^it

Sunday

for them.

Unitarian club met last Wednesday
evening with Miss Delia Hopkins. Miss
Edith Lord, one of the members, was
pleasantly surprised when the meeting
turned out to be a linen shower in her
The

Wm. E. WHITING. Ellsworth, Me.

Norris.

At

a

her

trip

initial

for

Mr. Grindal will

In

bay ami

to

street,

had

to the

with

us

it will be to your advantage to

checking

on

accounts in accordance

with

stated

Savings Department

we

pay

interest from the first of the

Our cafe

deposit

and theft.

vault

boxes in

The cost is

our

is the

safest to keep your valuables in.
are proof against both fire

big steel vault

but normal.

♦ ♦«'

“If the young man ever expects to succeed in business he must hr? economical.
No matter how small
the sum the boy or young man is receiving, he should
save

a

of his income.”

portion

Hancock

»«*

County Savings Bank,

Established 1873.

Ellsworth,

Me.

'«*»«»«»«***«*««*»««»****»*«**»»«»«MO»**«»**4**»M

island towns.

K.
a

our

The little steel

always

as a

depositor

a

month, such deposits being exempt from taxation.
We deni in investment bonds of established value.

the

her

use

not

We pay interest

schooner

gasolene

are

account.

an

terms.

week,

The house of E.
cock

Hopkins

Han-

on

escape from

narrow

teachers of the schools

some

talk to

!

ELLSWORTH

ages of eighteen and forty-five years on
the date of examination, and must be citiof the

zens

cants

United States.

must measure

applifeet,

Male

FALLS.

Miss Florence Giles, of Amherst, is visiting her sister, Mrs. William M. Davis.

not less than five

Lorenzo D.

four inches in
height, without shoes.
i Men whose normal
weight is less than 125

Smith,

of

Amherst,

has been

brother Charles.

here this week with his

Mrs. Fred Warren, of Surry, is here
helping eare for her mother, M?s. William
carrier, who is under this weight. For the Young.
required application form, and a pamphlet
Raymond McCarty and Clifford Patten
of general information containing speci- are home from
Abbot, where they have
men examination
questions, application been working in the mill.
be
made
to
Leon
E.
local
secremay
Rowe,
Earl Jordan visited his brother Philip in
tary, at the Ellsworth postoffice. Appli- Dexter last week.
He
to
to

pounds

apply, as no male eligiappointed, either as clerk or

should not

ble will be

cations should be filed not

expects

later than 4.30

Booth bay Harbor next month to

May 18.

p. m.,

w

go
ork.

Jude left Saturday for Castine.
Jude will remain for a few days
Judson A. Austin
longer with her
W.

F.

Mrs.

State Highway Construction.
Plans for the State highway construction

parents,

and wife.

the

fore the animal turned and
road

at

a

having

trotted

three-minute
horse

a

The animal

kept

down

clip,

Mr.
step

that could

along some, and giving the

moose a

to the

lively
for

road

mile, finally turning off near
The large
the Frank K. Moore camp.
“bell” on the animal’s neck distinguished
it as a bull, though its horns had not yet
started.
than

more

She

was

who

soon

a

is survived

for

preserving
EGOS

Comer Opp. Post Office

came

to Ellsworth to

business.

Later

by

one

the

brother—Daniel

Mrs.
Boston, and one sister
Caro Baldwin, of Philadelphia. The funeral was held at the Bonsey home Monday, Rev. S. W. Sutton officiating.

Lane,

The

Water Gass

afterward

lirst central
telephone office in Ellsworth. Mrs. Jeiiison

Residents of towns
tween

Bangor

of

—

Sunday

joined in the
competition the lirst

schools which

interesting contest

of the year, will gather in a
ing at Hancock hall Sunday

union

meet-

are now

an

effort to have this

that

on

of

ena

the

Mrs.

Nancy

Maddocks is

Harbor,
Icaphene Brewer,

east

H. and Sullivan C.,

titia B. Sprague, and
van

W.,

one

daugh-

sister—Lebrother—Sulli-

taught by Mr. Guptill, ended Sunday, be-

ing

one

won

by

at Ellsworth or Bar
The postmaster at Ells-

service examination

The banner which will be presented the

the

men.

j

Funeral services of George Hdgar Higgins, of Somerville, Mass., were held at

j

the church

j

any route starting from any point
in Hancock county, should take the civil
9.

her

Sunday school of attendbetween the ladies' class, with Mrs.
Maddocks as teacher, and the men’s class,

Rev. O. J.

Tuesday afternoon
Guptill officiating.

at 1

o’clock,

COM I Mi KVKM’S.

on

May

on

The contest in

sons—Wil-

of Bock land.

on

Harbor,

ance

any vacancy which may arise in the position of rural carrier not only in Ellsworth,

Harbor

Bar

King

ten add wife.

for him

Cundidnte Tor Rural Carrier.
Persons who desire to be considered for

but

of

A. M. McGown, wife and little daughter
Knthryn, of Lagrange, spent Sunday with
Mrs. McGown’s parents, George VV. Pat-

Henry T. Webster, an old and
highly-respected resident of this place,
dropped dead. His wife, thinking him
noon,

liam

ill.

way to Ureen Lake to teach.

—

one

seriously

spent Sunday with Helen

Tremout Man Dropped Dead.
West Tremont,
April 28 (special)
While out clearing his pasture Monday

gone rather long, went to look
and found him dead.

located.

is

Austin has gone to Northwhere he has employment.

Roland B.

Miss

evening, May worth will furnish information and apmeeting the trophies won in plication blanks.
the contest will be presented to the victors,
Municipal Court Judges.
and Rev. H. R. Whitlock, a well-known
Oov. Haines y6oterday announced the
Sunday school worker, will deliver an address. The combined vested chorus of the appointment of R. E. Mason as judge ol
and
Union
Baptist
Congregational the Ellsworth municipal court, and Forchurches will sing. The occasion promises rest B. Snow, of Bluehill, as judge of the
to be very pleasant as well as profitable. Western Hancock municipal court.

of the Reliable clothing store.

George

NICOLIN

year’s work done
route, arguing
that it would thus serve for travel both
Bar Harbor and
on the
Washington
county routes.
ing

son

mak-

At this

winning school was made by the ladies of
Mrs. Hastings’ bible class of the Falls
school, and is on exhibition in the window

Paris, where his

along the route be-

and Ellsworth

nearly eighty-one years ago.
Besides the widow, he leaves
married there to Mr. Jeiiison,
ter—Mrs. D. E. Norwood, two

engage in the tailoring
he became manager cf

honor.

insurance:

protected in the largest companies and at reasonable rates.

II.

in Belfast

25^ Qt.
fire

Woodbine

returning to-day ^o Bangor,
Lucy, widow of Albert T. Jeiiison, one
where his vessel is discharging cement.
of Ellsworth’s oldest residents, died SatMr. and Mrs. Herbert E. Johnson, of
urday at the home of Mrs. P. H. Bonsev,
Bar Harbor, are receiving congratulations with whom she made her home for the
on the birth of a son (Herbert Frank).
past three years. She had been an invaMrs. Johnson was formerly Miss Lillie lid several
years. Mrs. Jeiiison was born

at Great

Sale begins to-day and continues

made
this

engineer.

race.

ilfiucrttBcmnua

^ J°u want to
buy house furnishings cheap call at
GJROINE’S MOTEL
Do not call unless you mean to buy.
Complete bedroom sets may be seen in rooms. Dining chairs, 75c ea.

and A.

Grindal’s

W.

freighter

The Odd Fellows’ minstrel show at Odd
Fellows hall Monday evening drew out a
large attendance. The affair was in the

—

of

clerk.

C.

3.

House Furnishings
===== BARGAINS

board

If you

open

equipped this year witn larger engines,
developing fifty horsepower. Capt. George
Farrell is in command, with Pearl Lord
j

morning, whenjthe pastor, Kev. P. A. A.
Killam, preached a special anniversary

Ellsworth.

...

Bridge hill,

on

schooner

Odd

GRINDAL~

Giles,

Frazier

sermon

C. W.

the

meeting of the trustees ¥ Monday, Mr.
Parcher was elected president and superintendent; Col. Burrill, treasurer, and Mr.

Require Causes’'.

in

Groceries, Grass Seed.

;

on

Hodgkins

L. W.

the

Swett. of

Kerosene Oil by the. Barrel,

elected to

trustees have been

new

cemetery association. The new trustees"
are Capt. Joseph M. Higgins, C. L. Morang
and L. F. Giles. The other trustees are
George A. Parcber, Col. C. C. Burrill, Dr.

of the Unitarian church again next Sunday morning. His subject will be “Effects

ated last year, to the
Town House hill.

Lime, Hair, Cement,
Roofing:, Sheathing Paper,

Three

8

100,000
Surplus,
100,000
Total Resources, 1,600,000

'*0vC»#4<

apartments,
to tho Jacob Frost house on

fill vacancies

Company

pupils on the objects of the day. for the coming season are fast assuming
Mrs. Arno P. Laffin and child, of MaChief Engineer Clement, of the tire de- definite shape. Within a week several
James L. Cook and wife, who spent the
are visiting her parents, George L.
partment, plans a tour of inspection in contracts will be advertised, and between chias,
with
their
winter
children in Massachu- the business
district, for the purpose of now and the first of June it is expected Jordan and wife. Mr. Laffin was here over
setts, returned this week.
locating aud having removed fire-breed- that all work contemplated to be done the Sunday.
Charles W. Hurley and Perry Bowden ing places. It is hoped that house-owners present season will be advertised and let.
Mrs. Frank H. Cowell and son Erdman
left Saturday for Ohio, where they will be
On State highway M., from Bangor to left Saturday for their home in Tarry^ill catch the spirit of the day, and make
careful inspection of their premises for Mt. Desert bridge, 6.1 miles will be built town, N. Y. Mr. Lowell returned home
employed by the Ambursen Co.
two weeks ago.
on the Trenton road.
Moses Moulton, of Sanford, and Mrs. prevention of fire.
Besides the State highway work, which
A. M. Bailey, of Bangor, were week-end
Arthur L. Frazier was driving in from
Joseph Lyman and family have moved
guests of Wellington Haslam and family the Hale camp at Nicolin Monday fore- will amount to about 125 miles this year, into the Hayes house on Mill street, and
it is expected that the commission will
Mrs. Seth T. Campbell, of Island Falls, noon, when his horse stopped suddenly
William Saunders and wife have moved
supervise the construction of 125 miles into the house vacated
spent Friday night with her parents, E. at the sight of a huge moose which stood
by Mr. Lyman.
more of State aid highways.
This latter
K. Hopkins and wife, returning home in the middle of the road, about 100 yards
Frank
E.
Fernald
went
to Portland last
be
construction will
distributed practicalahead. Mr. Frazier urged his horse up to
Saturday.
among all of the cities and towns in the week to visit his daughter, Miss Mary
ly
of
the moose beRev. J. W. Tickle will occupy the pulpit within twenty-five yards
Fernald. He will extend his visit to South
State.

the lot

Corn. Meal, Cracked Corn, Feeds, Flour,

occupying

the

destruction by fire early this morning,
Mary F. Hopkins, now of Orono, Tb€ fire started about the furnace in the
city a few days last week.
cellar, and burned through the floor near
Mrs. E. E. Strout, of Stockton, Cal,, ar- the
fireplace in the back parlor. Mrs.
rivejj Saturday evening to visit her sister, Hopkins was awakened by the crackling
MrC. F. A. Orcott, on the Surry road.
The firemen responded
of the flames.
Miss Lenora G. Higgins is at horn# from promptly to the alarm, and the fire was
Portland on a week’s vacation from school confined to a comparatively small area,
duties.
though the smoke damage throughout the
house is considerable. The loss is covered
B. 8. Jelliaon returned Fciday from a
business trip to Providence and Sayles- by insurance.
To-morrow' is “fire-prevention day”.
ville, R. 1.
Irene chapter, O. E. 8., will have a regu- Plans for a public observance of the day in
lar meeting next Friday evening.
Circle Ellsworth have not materialized, but the
day will not pass unhonored. Superinsupper at 0.30.
tendent-of-Schools Conley has suggested
There will be a meeting of the Unitarian

Capt.

;

the

in the

The rock-crusher has been

WE SELL

of

M. Qallert, Sec y.

ELLSWORTH

Capital,

going thence to Rockland for a load cf
lime for Ellsworth. The Acteon has been

at 7.30 o’clock.

Springs.

OF"

carrying freight to
points dh Bluehitl bay, Mt. Desert island,
Cranberry Isles and Swan’s Island, and

society at the vestry to-morrow evening

Yalspar-finished Tables,
•lap-a-Lae, Bissells Sweepers,

friends

Miss

was

fejv

Ellsworth

Henry H. Higgins, Trees.

Union Trust

family

and will leave here with his

move

season

Mrs. Helen C. Rhodes, of Rockland, is
in Ellsworth for a few days.
OOGOOv _n_“ _>OOOOOOOOOOOOOOo CX^OOO uOCwXMXKXMXMXaXHXKXMXtOOC

John A. Peters, Pres.

♦

Central street.

hour before mail closes,
WEATHKK

An impartial Roll of Honor of all trust companies
in the United States puts the Eastern Trust & Bank-

(1 lobe-Wernecke

Lisbon,

will

m.

♦©♦O#0VO*D4O404O*O4O*O#O»O*O*O*O*0fO*a*a*O*)C ♦0#040«

Dr. C. H. Gibbs, who has been practicing medicine in Ellsworth, the past year
and one half, has decided to locate in

who has been

POSTOFFICE

Registered mail should be at postofflce half

FIRST IN MAINE!

A

Ernest L. Smith has leased the Dorr
building on Main street, and is moving
his creamery and grocery business there
from the Odd Fellows block. The building has been renovated and fitted up
for his occupancy.

of Frank
Macomber the north half of the Macomber
house on State street, the south half of
which 1b own*d by E. E. Springer, and
will move in at once. Mrs. Alice Finn,

effect Feb. 2, 1914

4fihft4BrjluntB.

of

family regret their removal.
Hollis Mosley has purchased

SCHEDULE OF MAILS
XT ELLSWORTH

MAIL CLOSES AT

“The

an anniversary "entertainment,
for Odd Fellows and Rebekabs,
with members of their families and a few
guests. The performance was a creditsble one, and there were many expressions |
of regret that it was not a public affair
Supper and dancing followed.

I

•

was

to-morrow.

In

83 Main St.,

nature|

and

) NNTBBID AS 8BOOND-CLASS MATTBB
AT THE KL LA WORTH POATOPPICB.

1914.

ELLSWORTH.

Society hall, Friday evening—May

1—

Dance.

Wednesday evening, May 6, at Hancock
hall—Original sketch, “At the Big GaIne,’,
under
lowed

auspices of the Dirigo club, folby a ball. Admission, 25 cents;

reserved
sale at

seats, 35 and 50 cents.
Moore’s drug store.

Tuesday, May 12,
convention

State

at

Tickets

on

Ellsworth—Annual
of
Knights

council,

Columbus.

!3t)brrti0muntB.

VAC U UM

WASH ERS.

Xot the kind that are offered as premiums in any newspaper, but the origspecial civil service examination will inal and
only really vacuum washer on the market, made of the best heavy tinbe held at Ellsworth, May 23, at 9 o’clock
This washer originally sold for $3.50.
Having a few on hand I will sell them
a. in., to establish a register of eligibles
for #2.50 while they last. Call and see them, also try them.
for clerk (male or female) and carrier
(male), from which two regular carriers J. A. THOMPSON,
Ellsworth, Maine
A

and

two

substitute carriers will be ap-

pointed when the proposed establishment
of city delivery service is installed on June
22, and others as the needs of the office
Eligibles on the present
may require.
clerk register for the Ellsworth postoffice
should enter this examination if they desire to be considered for these appointments. Applicants must be between the

MONEY

to

LOAN

On Improved, Productive Real Estate, on Collateral and Commercial

C. C. BURRILL & SON,

Paper.

16 State St., Ellsworth, Me

SUNDAY SCHOOL.
Lesson V.—Second Quarter, For

May 3,

1914.

THE INTERNATIONAL SERIES.

EDITED BY “aUNT

Its Motto:

“Helpful

WOMAN COULD I
NOT SIT UP

MADGE”.

and

Hopeful.'1

The purposes of this column nre succinctly
staled In the title and motto —it Is for the mutual
uenetlt, and alma to be helpful and hopeful.
Deluk for the common good. It is for the common use—a public m rvatit, a pmveyor of Information and suggestion, a medium for the Interchange ot Ideas. In this capacity It solicits
ideations, and Its success depends largely
the support given It In this rcr-pect. Communications must he signed, but the name of
writer will not be printed except by permission.
Communications will be subject to approval or
rejection by the editor of the column, but none
will oe rejected without cood reason. Address

comma
on

Text of the Leeeon, Luke xv, 11-24.
Memory Verse*. 17-19—Golden Text,
Luke xv, 13—Commentary Prepared
by Rev. D. M. Stearns.
In tbis third part of tbe parable
which is spoken of ill verse three as
"this parable." including the three
stories of the lost sheep, the lost coin
and tbe lost son. we have beautifully
Father,
set forth tbe heart of God tlie
<.od could
as no one but the Sou of
tell it oil for "no uiau knowetb tbe
Son but tbe Father, neither kuowetb
save the Son. and
any man the Father
he to whomsoever the Sou will reveal
him" (Matt si. 27i. We are told in
Father,
many places of the love of the
and
as in John iii. 1G; 1 John tv. S. 10;
of the love of the Son. as in Gal. ii.
20; EpL. v, 25. The love of the Spirit
is mentiomd in Rom. vc. 3:». The love
of God and ills unwillingness that any
should perish are two of the great
foundation truths of all Scr.pture. and
are perhaps uowbere more simply told
than in this threefold parable. Man's
helplessness, ids deadness and his selfishness and enmity to God are also
forth.
hero
It may be difficult to see quite clearly whom tbe elder brother represents,
but we would not need to seek far or
long to find some really saved people
who act a good deal like tbe elder
set

brother when sinners wtio have wandered very far away are welcomed
borne.
1

have

read

chapter by

a

a

discourse

upon

mis

{Treat Bible student

In

which he thinks that both the elder
brother and the ninety-nine just persons represent the angels who never
There seem to me to be
sinned.
many difficulties in this interpretation.
We are quite safe in dwelling upon
the love of God in seeking and welcoming home the lost ones, and we
shall understand many things better
when the intelligence symbolized by
the many eyes of the cherubim shall
be ours.
IIow many seem to think that they
have a right to demand of God a portion of this world’s goods and to do
Such self will
as they please with it!
is the essence of sin and shows the
heart of man toward God. and yet
God often permits it. Every sinner is
in the far country, far away from God.
without God and without hope, living
unto himself, his life all dark and
void and nothing glorifying to God in
it (Gen. i. 2; Dan. v. 23). The ungodly
are compared to dogs and swine by
our
Lord Himself and also by the
Spirit through Peter (Matt. vii. 0;
II Pet. ii, 22). The comparison would
not be at all flattering to some respectable sinners, but the Bible never says
nice things about the enemies of God.
There are many ways of wasting one's
substance, and when we read that he
had spent all we think of the sick
woman
who spent all that she had
upon physicians and was nothing bettered. but rather grew worse (Mark
v, 25).
It was a good thing for this lost son
that he became so desperately in want
that he would fain have eaten swine’s
food, and it was a good thing for him
that no man gave unto him. Possibly
some “down and out” people might
come to themselves sooner if no one
helped them to be comparatively comfortable in their low down estate.
It is a great thing when one is led
to see himself in his true light before
God. when his heart cry is. “God be
merciful to me. a sinner.” It is a good
experience for a saved sinner when
he is led to say as Job did. “1 abhor
myself” (Job xlii. (b Whatever leads us
to see more of God and His goodness
is a helpful experience. It was good
for this man when he began t<> think
about bis father and the abundance,
there which he might be enjoying
It
was well when be determined to return to his father, confess his sin and
ask to be given a servant’s place, but
it was better when he actually arose
and came to his father.
See
the father’s heart in verse
20, "When he was yet a great way
nff his father saw him and had compassion and ran and fell on his neck
and kissed him." No upbraiding, not
a
word of faultfinding, just a loving welcome home and a kiss of
reconciliation. Do we know God as
such a Father, and are we ready to
tell lost ones of such a welcome awaiting them if they will turn with true
The son said part
penitence to Dim
only of what he had intended to say.
but was not allowed to finish it. instead of the servant’s place it is the
best robe, a ring on bis hand, shoes
an
his feet and a feast of welcome,
because the lost one had come home.
If we really believed that there was
such

a

reception awaiting penitent
how could we help urging

sinners,
Ibem to come home?
It is said that they began to be
merry—salvation is only the beginning
of joy that knows no end. Consider,
the elder brother as representing one
who has from his yonth known the
way of life, a child of godly parents
end truly saved, having at some time
got definitely known to himself accepted the Lord Jesus. He never fell
Into bad habits, but was always
known as a good sample of a consistent
Christian, though by no means a
He did not know his
happy one.
father as he might have done anu had
no use for
returning prodigals. Did
you never see such a one in the glass
or elsewhere?

all communications

THE AMERICAN,
Mleworlh, Me.
HELPFULNESS.

11 I can stopone heart frton breaking,
1 shall not live in vain;
If I can ease oue life the aching.
Or cool one pain.
Or help one fainting robin
Unto his nest again
I shall not live in vain.
—Emily IVickiiuoH.
N

for 1 know I never would have been as
well if X had not taken it and I recommend it to suffering women.

>

»

white and

about the

F. Butts,

a

single

“Mary

American writer and

teacher,

collect china It is a n ost f s nl noting hobby.
Do yonknow that sweet peas started in the
house are successful" l.ast year 1 was invited
to see the lovely things in a greenhouse helonging to one of the iarge estates at Bar liarThe moot interesting thing to me was
the peach house, full of peach trees iti full
bloom, such dainty blossoms, like tiny wild
roses. The palm house, too, was a delightful
place, such immense palms and ferns, but as
1 went by a bench of.seedlings in little pots, I

1914.

Dear Aunt Madge and Sinter*:
Well, spring will soon be here and I am not
Haven't we had a cold winter.
It
sorry.
I hear the
made us think of past winters.'
What a
bell ringing for Sunday school.
pleasant sound it has. and I wish we were all
there to enjoy the lesson with our friends.
Oh! we had company from Bluehill a while
She invited
ago, and she knew Aunt Madge.
me to go over and spend a week with Ler, and
call on Aunt Madge. Wouldn’t that be fine,

to

Being

to

j

Roxhury,

placed

one

ore

our

on

fire drills, also deck department work in gcueral, and alt other
duties consigned to him by the managetion to boat and

The Klwworth Americas and Bangor tow*
mercioi for publication.
Hav Blaisdbll,
Alpkkta DrNBAR,
Alich White,
Committee.
BAY

267, SALISBURY

VIEW,

ment.

April

was on

to visit that

I wonder if it
place.
April 10 in the forenoon that X. Y. Z.

away from

tias

passed

A£>ril 22,

but

was

a

as

no

many

presented a
ing topics

tuce iu

It

begin at

enlarge

the

us.

w

ill be

the

i
!

a

May

are

and

a

hedge of

tine

so?”

responded
again, and here

goes
that’s

uncle.

iar

spruces

was

set

comes

the other side to take the
of the board fence.
EAST

place

BLUEHILL, 252.

applications were received. Supper was served. The hour being late, the
lecturer furnished no program.
and two

MA8SAPAQUA, 477, SOUTH BLUEHILL.
April 15 four candidates were instructed
I in the third and fourth degrees.
vest feast

making it.”

Spring Laxative aud Blood Cleanser

Sunfying

democratic meeting.

canning

April

1

|

was

A

har-

served to about

seventy-five,
visitors from Halcyon, East
Bluehill, Sedgwick and Rainbow granges.
April 22 three applications w ere received.
A committee was appointed to prepare for
the Pomona

May

7.

factory

is all

ready for i
repaired, |

and the weirs have been

from

Haskell

Presque Isle,

!

408, WINTER HARBOR.
afternoon Schoodic grange

6CHOODIC,

Thursday

sewing circle met in the hall and spent
afternoon

making

aprons in

an

preparation

the

body.

where

Suffering

or

BEECHAM’S
PILLS
(n« Urjul 111! ol Any MmIIcIm In

Ik,

Wo,.it

the safest, surest, most
convenient ami most econor. ieal remedy. They cjear t
system of poisons, purify
blood, relieve suffering a
ensure such good health a
strength that all th« 1"
organs work naturally and;:
erly. In actions, feelings
looks, thousaads of women 1
proved that Beecham's Pi
are

I

j

■

27.__Nihil.
SOUTH DEER ISLE.

Mrs. Avery Stiuson, w ho has been ill, is
gaining slowly.
Guy Cleveland, of this place, is working
for Josiah Stiuson.
11.

ting

Make All
The Difference

Buckminster, of Oceanville, is cut-

weir

April 24.

Sold everywhere,

I _________—-

J

NORTH LAMOINE.
Mrs. P. B. Russell is occupying her cottage here.
Mrs. Coleman Hagen has
beeu ill of

grip

the past week.
Fred McCarty, of
Passadumkeag,
visiting her sister, Mrs. Bernice Salis-

bury.

April

27.

& Poor’s

Take Ml u-uu Now
I’er; fpi ily
Harmless but acts Or.k-kly
—

and

preventable with timely,

|

intelligent

treatment.

These appalling facts should warn
that after

work

Tc;i
grocer you want and must bav.

STOMACH AOONA

,

in the United States and the surprising truth is that most eases are

I

:

Don’t take any old kind.

IF YOU SUFFER ANY

Consumption Takes
350 People Every Day

us

"

Y.

^tncruBWurr

j

Always ask for Mustards,
Flavoring Extracts by

ami

Stickney

Mrs.
is

la boxce, toe.,

Women will hod the direction* withe'
vcr> valuable.

Imp.

sickness, colds,

over-

any other drains upon
strength, Scott’s Emulsion should
be promptly and regularly used because tubercular
germs thrive only
in a weakened system.
or

Effec.ively.

When you feel nervous, him
irrittvc
able, tired and dizzy—when yen
headaches, sour stomach, heart! .in
and I'aius in the colon and uo\\'!s-you are suffering from indigestionyou need lli-o-na at once.
Mi-o-na is not a cure-all but a spec
for stomach ills.
It builds up and
strengthens the stomach walls and
glands, improves quickly the digestiy
system and assists nature to properly
digest and assimilate the food, thus in-

suring good health.

—-

>
r.;
not suffer another day.
Get a
fifty cent box of Mi-o-na Tablets from
G. A. I'archer.
Keep them with you
The tested and proven value of constantly
they will help you get
well
and strong and immediate relief
Scott’s Emulsion is recognized
|
by is sure. Jf not benefited Mi-o-na costs

Xro

—

the greatest specialists because its
medical nourishment assimilates

quickly

to

build healthy

aids in the

tissue;

development of active,
life-sustaining blood corpuscles;
strengthens the lungs and builds
physical force without reaction.
Scott’s Emulsion is used in
tuberculosis camps because of its
rare

body-building, blood-making

1

a

The main reason why so many
women suffer greatly at times
is because of a run-down c< ndition. Debility, poor circwlation show in headaches, languur, nervousness and worry.

|
|
|

Mrs. Maynard Stinson is very ill.

the

simi-

wick granges. Five candidates were instructed in the third and fourth degrees

there

out the accumulated waste
and
poisons of the months; cleans your stomach,
liver and kidneys of all impurities. Take Dr.
King's New Life Pills; nothing better for
the blood. Mild, non-griping laxave.
Cures constipation; makes you feel
fine. Take no other. 25c, at your Druggist,
Bucklen’s Arnica Salve for All Hurts.

from

attended

will not return for another year.

the

April 25, about 100 were present, including visitors from Bayside, Arbutus,
Halcyon, Massapaqua and North Sedg-

—

Flush

came

they

they attended conference. The Methodists here much regret that Mr. Pelley

able

on
a

row on

it I
the locomotive including

“Well,

where

Rev. Mr. Pelley and Rev. H. B.

the

It is hoped to plant

western line.

trained in
noise you
“Is that

Friday

Joshua Davis lodge, 1. O. O. F.f and
Kockbound Kebekshs attended the Congregational church Sunday morning, by
iu-itatiou of Rev. $. E. Baton.

day, April 24,
grounds, accordingly, on that date, the brothers came
to work and the sisters provided dinner.
Besides a
general clearing up ol the
grounds, considerable grading was done,
on

i.

cttJt’rmsnnmie

illness of his mother.

~—-===r

shrill

on

no fish have been received as yet.
William McKenzie, manager on the J.
L. Goss quarry at Crotch Island, is at
Ontario, Can called there by the severe

meet Fri-

Now that

clsimed
April 27.

and

!

but

orchestra. Refreshments will be served.
The committee is composed of Walter
Clark, Ernest Hall aud b. 8. Brooks.

to work

isius to

Health

The

under the auspices of
1, with a first-class

May

grauge

w

Between Women’s

opening

once.

ball

correspondent

Capi. Harry Grey is home from Boston
Jor a few days w hile his yacht is being

a

The dramatic company has been requested to repeat the play, “Oak Farm,”
aud has set the date for May 8.
There

The funeral of Mrs. Josephine L., daughter
of the late Capt. Joseph and Eunice Gott Herrick, and wife of Koscoe O. Allen, was held at
her late home, 83 Portland street yesterday
afternoon at 2.30 o'clock. Mrs. Allen was born
in New Haven, Conn., June 18, 1847, but had
made her home in Haverhill since 1871. Mrs.
Allen had been in failing health for the last
five years, yet by her sunny disposition and
kindly spirit had endeared herself to her
many friends, and although many hours have
been passed in pain, yet she was ever thinking of some kind deed to those in distress,
She leaves to mourn her loss, a husband,
Hoscoe G. Allen, aud three sons—J. Wallace,
Guy H and E. Roy Allen, all of Haverhill.
Mrs. Allen had been a life-long member of the
Methodist church, and although much of her
last years of life'had been passed indoors, yet
“She hath done what she could”.

woodcraft.

The

mistake was made m regard
Mrs.
;.»>r
Hardy, wife of the captain of the
Charles K.
Buckley. Her father was
-uad
lightkeeper at Providence, R. I
of Seabright, N. J., but w ent to > >
_’ht
is in I

out-

quarry to load random stone for
New York.

Ellsworth

There

hall,

<ie

island

put iA commission.
J. C. Harmon and J. T. Snow

VIEW, 484, WEST EDEN.
regular meeting the lecturer
good program. The followwere ably discussed:
“Is it

voted to

was

ne

w

Schooner \V. 1). Hilton is at the Crotch

hotbed, and how large should
be when transplanted?” E. T*.

a

plants
Higgins.
the

|

vessel, the schooner George 11
being discharged.

D. Welch, manager of Ryan-Parker
Co., is in New York on business.

have returned

are

«

his

VV.

instructed

as

day.

Montford Haskell can
from New York Saturday to

poles in this place.
Rev. H. Barrass has gone to Presque
profitable for the farmer to have a hot- Isle to attend the Methodist conference.
bed?” by Geo W. Mayo; “How to make a
Charles Bray went to North Haven Monhotbed aud w hat seed to plant in it,” L>. day to gel the cottage mid boats of ConG. Hall; “Is it worth while to
Peters, of Massachusetts, ready
plant let- gressman
for the summer.

contributor to your Mutual

boy scouts, uncle,

at).

STONINGTON.

MOUNTAIN

the column:

We

April

was

same

Capt.

and

John L. Goss, of Dorchester. Mass
town for a few days.

Wednesday, April 29,
members

ing the

selectmen

cur

went

Brown went to

from making the island attracThe work of tree planting and fix-

lined for

aud social in the evening.

last

petition

ing up around the grange hall

requested to meet Saturday afternoon,
May 2, and clear away any tire traps that
may exist. There will be a picnic supper

the

to

f.

w

Mrs. Carrie Stinson and MrGeorge
Belfast Saturday. r«-turn-

bending their efforts
hustling committee
to get

tive.

476, ELLSWORTH.
wag

Capi. Charles E. Haskell and
New York last Thursday.

accruing

Beuefit column under the name of Eunice, !
and okhough unable for some time to do
LA MO INK, 204.
any writing, she never lost interest in the
April 21, Hoy Smith way elected assistAunt Madge column.”
I received an
ant steward. It was voted to receive new
Easter card from her.
members quarterly beginning with SepThe following has been furnished for
tember. it w as also decided to

j

appointed

are

At

A

visiting MiSg

to

road commissioners
busy
clean up our town and Milages and roadsides, and arouse the people to the benefits

NORTH RROOKSV1LLK.

grauge
of the

are

line.

and

450, SURRY.

candidate

oue

Miss Har.cl Marshall is
Bessie Scott.

contribution to the “De-

Hitch ins.

the second aud three degrees.

will be

huince is at re»t.
In a personal letter
which brought me the sad news, the
w riter says: “Mrs. Allen, you w ill remem-

her,

was

MEUUKUL KKSOLl'TIONl*.

work to

highly esteemed,

along tbis

Wher«u», it has pleased our Heavenly
Father u> remove from our midst our beloved
sisU-r, lassie (Jriudle, therefore be H
ii’aoived, Thai iu her death we have lost
a true and failhfiti member, a willing worker,
aud one who was ever ready to auvauce the
interests of our order.
HeuUvea, That we extend to the bereaved
family our heartfelt sympathy iu this great
loss, aud commend them iu their sorrow to
the Uue “W ho booth all things well”.
A<solved, That our charter be draped in
mourning for thirty days; that a copy of
these resolutions be spread upon our records;
that one be sent to the bereaved family, aud
oue to The Ellsworth American for publication.
Alice Cucltkk.
Esther shohky,
Mika Loud,

was

to you that
one whom we

members

the

Committee.

iu

was

regret to make known
another of our number, and

our

Here kith Powers and son Carlton
Saturday for New York to j. n their

yacht.

velop Maine Movement”, it is felt there is
ample scope in our own community, and

VaHNlM,

Ltmbj.

BAYSIDE

there.
I

Mary

As

gor.

Hex.

Capt.
left

provement”

adopted:

were

20._

NORTH DEER ISLE.
Miss Agnes Greenlaw is visiting Mrs.
Charles Lowe.

COVE.

April 22 the topic of the evening
‘•Community Service”. A« i«rt

Wherea*, The Divine Master, in His infinite
wisdom, bus seen in to remove from our order
our sister, Mary Roberts, therefore be it
That iu bcr death Penobscot
JitsoU-fU,
gruugc has lest a true and faithful member.
JitBolved, That we extend to her relatives
our heartfelt sympathy iu this their great bereavement.
Ut-Bolvcd. That a page iu the grunge records
be devoted to her memory, that a copy of these
resolutions be t>eui to her relatives and one to
Tub Ellsvvohth Amkxican for publication.
W 8. ihuouEs,

RAINBOW, 2U3,

me

hear is the call of the loon

Jour

quilting
Supper

■

April 23 the following program was presented:
Headings, iicrt (Jolt, Jeame
Jones aud others; »oug, Jay bauuders;
reciiaiion, Koss Griudle. Uue feature of
the next program will be a mock trial.

tended in this week’s column to say to all
who read it never to miss an opportunity

A

—

Hancock

of

Committee.

delighted with her letter, just the same.
We also went to Franklin park, and 1 in-

to me.

—

!

when I say she has “taken
the wind ail out of my sails”, but J am

Bernaud, April 17,1914.
Well now. Aunt “Madge, don’t feel ho important; haven't fl, too,; been on a trip to
Portland and IiuHton.il should like to know,
with Mr. X. Y. /...audlif I had known you were
there. Aunt Madge, {I should surely have
called on you. J>hould need a great deal
more money than|l have to make me want to
live in a city, but I .do enjoy an occasional
visit The greatj 6tores are a never-ending

Check Your April Cough
Thawing frost^and April rains chill yon to
the very marrow, you catch cold
Head and
longs stuffed
You are[are feverish
Cough
continually and feel miserable—You need Dr.
King’s New Discovery. It soothes inflamed
and irratated throat and lungs,
stops cough,
head clears up, fever leaves, and you
eel fine.
Mr. J. T. Davis, of Stickney Corner,
Me., “Was cured'of a dreadful cough after
doctor’s treatment and all other remedies
failed.” Belief or money back. 50c. and $1.00,
at your Druggist.
Bucklen’s Arnica Salve for All Sores.

1

captain's wife, X. Y. Z. will

a

resolutions

!

see

were as

understand

always glad to welcome

friend gave^us a^delightful ride in his
automobile through .the iFenway and out to
Franklin park, where jwe saw the collection
of birds; more| beautiful ones than 1 ever
know existed, sofstrangely and wonderfully
colored that it seemed impossible they could
“grow that way1'.
I, too, greatly enjoyed the display of Easter
flowers, but of the fashions I have little to
say. They surely are not made for stout
middle-aged ladies ofjconservative tastes.
I explored several second-hand stores in
Portland, (you remember I'm an old china
crank) and was| delighted to unearth some
lovely old blue plates, and at an auction room
in Boston I gathered in an old silver lustre
teapot. I wonder if any more of the M. B.’s

visiting bis parents.
Mrs. Martha Eaton has gone to DorChester, Mass., called there by me
illness
of her granddaughter, Adelaide Eaton.
is

RESOLUTIONS.
The ladies’ aid society held a
The silent messenger has again
bee at the chapel Thursday.
our
w8S
entered our midst and summoned heme
!
there- served tq lbs members aud their husdearly beloved brother, Uvron Arnold,
bands.
fore be it
true
Besolred. That the grange has lost a
The selectmen have appointed
Charles
member,
brother, a kind, genial auJ obliging
Powers road commissioner for the
I T.
the parents an only *ou,
northern section of the town, and George
loan
Rrtolrert, That while we mmi n our
Davis tor the southern part.
teoder re«ird»
we extend to the family our
Walter E. Scott, of
and heartfelt sympathy in thrir hour of afflicMass,
tion. and commend them to that infinite love
formerly of Deer Isle, will perform the
which never fails,
duties of post mate on the eastern diRe olreii. That our charter be drape-1 iu vision of the Eastern
Steamship <
Capt.
mourning for thirty day*, a c«-p> **f th«
Scott will confer with the first officers or
bereaved
family
resolution* be sent to the
those in charge, paying particular attenaeut to
record* and

order

ARBUTUS,

transplant as anyeasy
they
When I came home. I at once
thing else.
planted a few seeds of my best sweet peas,
using small pots and tin cans and putting two
and three seeds in each.
Nearly every seed
I set them out on a rainy day. disturbgrew.
ing the roots as little as possible, and filling
the hole with water before putting in the
plants. I only lost one, and they blossomed
about two weeks earlier than those planted
out of doors. So I felt well satisfied.
Something new to me in the eating line is
dried lima beaus. Vegetables are scarce aud
poor at this time of year, and a new one is a
boon. Put teem to soak an hour or two, and
then stew gently in water to cover until they
Add
taste “done”—about two hours usually.
salt when they begin to soften. When done,
drain aud season like green peasor beans with
butter and a little cream and salt to taste.
A nice syrup for griddle cakes, etc., is made
of one cup each of white aud brown sugar,
with enough water to dissolve. Boil slowly
for ten minutes or longer. Test by dropping
from t£e spoon. If it strings it is too thick,
and a little more hot water should be added.
Serve bot. Flavor with 1-4 teaspoon vanilla if
you like.
Am sure the waste basket will get this if I
write any more. Besjj wishes to all.
X. Y. Z.

the M. B.’s to her home, so when you
make that visit she w ill expect to eee you

pleasure

surprised

care

well remembered
about fifty presthem Jwere three
with, for I have a
someone will remember me on my birthday with a book.
I haven't had a sleigh ride this winter, and
there are five horses in the stable, but it has
been too cold to go to ride. I have written a
number of nice letters in my miud. but can't
remember them now, so you w ill have to put
Had a pig killed so had
up with a poor one.
the hams to salt and cheese to make; and the
had
the
measles
and there is always
boy
something to keep one busy on a farm.
It has been two weeks since I wrote the
above. How cold it is yet!
Bluehill mountain is covered* with suow. aud iu a few
minutes it will be here. Last Friday was my
birthday. Iu the afternoon one of my old
friends called, and how 1 enjoyed it!
When
she went home 1 rode dowu to the home of
auother friend who had invited me to tea.
There I found two of her sisters and her aunt
invited in honor of my birthday. We chatted
of this and that—the "nothings that make up
life"—and how we enjoyed it! It had been
some time since we had all met.
Oh. by the way. Jesse came after me with
Dandy and the sleigh, so I had my first sleighride March 20. My frieuds remembered <Tuy
birthday. I received seven post-cards, a
booklet^handkerchief and cup aud saucer.
Sometime when you make a johnny-cake,
put in one^large'spoocful of flour aud nearly
one-half cup of molasses, and see how nice it is.
As soon as the balm of gilead trees begiu to
bud, pick the.small buds, fill a bottle about
half full, then.fill with rum or alcohol. It is
nice for a sprain or lame w rist. Water won't
do, “Dell,’^it won’t bring out the oil.
I wish you all a pleasant i-pring and summer.
And may we all meet at Irish Molly's
next fall.
Yours forever,
is

to

following

they were sweet peas,
for 1 always heard they could not be transThe
gardener said that with proper
planted.
was

sisters!
Oh. yes, “X. L. H.,” I was
Christmas and New Years,
cards.
ents and
Among
books which I was pleased
new book-case, and 1 hope

Madge

|

j

AI.AMOOSOOK. KAtrr ORLA.NI>. 409.

safest crops for this section of the
State?.Norris L. Heath, A. B. Wood
Program host grange

bor.

Ellsworth, March 8,

The program included readserved.
fun.
ings, recitations, and chips of

three

If you have the slightest doubt
that Lydia E. IMnkham’s Vegetable Coin pound will help you.write
to Lydia E.Pinkham MedicitieCo.
(confidential) Lynn, Mass., lor ad- j
vice. Your letter w ill he jpciicd,
read and answered by a woman
and hehl in strict confidence.

born in Rhode Island lb3t>.'’

Aunt

j

Vegetable Compound ?

line

writer, which is this:
an

town.

was

Conferring fifth degree
Vocal music (original).Roy Henderson
Topic: What, in your judgment, sre the

fourths of the joy of living, when they
can find health in Lydia E. Pinkham’s

B. Friend*:

but

Call

half-hearted existence, missing three-

I have used the second poem because its
author was alluded to by Aunt Sue last
found

SCLLIVAX, 381.

JOHN IJORITY,

Ledroit Greenlaw, who has been tm.
April 25, the third and fourth degrees
harvest supper !
were exemplified and a
ployed in Millinocket during the winter

reason.

Thursday, May 7—Meeting:

Street, Ironton, Ohio.
Why will women continue to suffer
day in and day out and drag out a sickly,

Scold, wiud.scoid.
So bitter and so bold!
Shake the windows with your tap. tap, tap!
With half-shut, dreamy eyes
The drowsy baby iips
Cuddled closely in his mother’s lap.
Mary F. Butta.

1 have

rnjoyed.

she
of the
She was in Closing
Smith
was thirteen years old.
program, the VV. M. and L. L.
school and was a nervous wreck, and j
read the report of the committee on the
PENOBHCOT, 240.
!
could not sleep nights. Now she looks
at the State grange in BanApril 17 the first and second degrees above given
so healthy that even the doctor speaks
Smith
gor, and Sisters Alley and Fossil
were conferred ujiou one candidate, after
of it. You can publish this letter if you
“Roadside Imwhich a good program was enjoyed. The read the prize story on
like.”—Mrs. Rena Bowman, 161 S. loth
w hich was also given in Ban-

On her liitle fluffy mat.
And beside her nestles close her furry child.

week.

Fred Joyce* who bus been employed
in
Florida, this winter, is visiting friends in

MEMORIAL

Daughter Helped Also.
“I gave it to my daughter when

Shriek, wind, shriek!
Make the branches creak!
Battle with the boughs till break of day.
In a snow cave warm and tight.
Through the icy winter night.
The rabbit sleeps the peaceful hours away.

Dear M.

good

DEER ISLE.

pre»entt

rhe column is open to all granger* for the
discussion of topics of general interest, and
for reports of grange meetings. Make letters
short and concise. All communications must
be signed, but names will not be printed except by permission of the writer. AH communications will be subject to approval by
the editor, but none will be rejected without

Pinkham's Vegetable Compound enough

Hi HT.

Blow, wind, blow’
Drift the flying snow!
verhead.
Send it twirliug, umiiiu,
There's a bedroom in a tree
o~u be.
\\ hire, snug is
The squirrel nests in his cosy bed.

Call, wind, call,
In entry ftud in hall.
Straight from U the mountain
wild!
Soft purrs the pussy cat

es-

I ronton, Ohio.-“ 1 am enjoying bet- Pomona grange with Massapaqua grange,
ter health now than I have for twelve j South Hluchill.
years. When I beHANCOCK POMONA.
gan to take Lydia E. ;
Following is the program for the meetFinkham’s Vegeta- !
ble Compound I ing of Hancock Pomona grange with Mascould not sit up. I *apaqua grange, South Bluehill, May 7.:
had female troubles Opening exercises
and was very ner- Address of welcome.Lincoln H. Sibley
vous.
I used the Response.Herbert Hale
remedies a year and Business
If the labor unions' eight-honr
I can do my work Topic:
system be extended to farm work,
and for the last eight
the effects?
what would be some of
months I have
John Wood, J. M. Hutchins
worked for other Music; piano solo
women, too. I cannot praise Lydia L.

to

WINTER

This column Is devoted to the Grange,

pecially to the granges of Harcnck county,

Now Does Her Own Work.
Lydia EL Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound Helped Her.

COUNTY NEWS.

in May.
a Mle to be aoaie time early
in the evening the regular grange meeting
a great many
was held and although not
was
«Vere
yet a social gathering
for

Among tljc (E'rangcra.

atforrttannmtft.

fflutual benefit Column.

prop-

erties and because it
contains no
alcohol or
habit-forming
drug.
Be sure to insist on Scott’s.
Scott & Bowae,

Bloomfield.

N. J.

U-7*

|

nothing.

NERVOUS?
AflmndwaT Awtr*t Sarsaparilla

*

■oUforOOMan.
f

*

** w Doctor

Pauper Notice.
Elj1*

contracted with the City of
worth to support and care for those who
may need assistance during the next five
•Od are legal residents of Ellsworth,
rorbid all persons
trusting them on my
count, as there is
plenty of room and accommodations to care for them at the City Farm
house.
m. J. Drummby-

HAVING

news.

^hjnty

SOUTHWEST HARBOR.
to the B»r Harbor
J C. Kalpb went
l»»t week for treatment.
hc*piUl
Clark la alowly recovering
Mr9 ]>. L.
attack of grip.
from a severe
Nellie F. Crippen. who apent
M

_

Mr,

Catnpw„,ter w ith her daughter,
Allaton, Maaa., arrived
bcll Hunt, at
to apeud the summer with her
Mrs.

all sorts of

things—some

do not amount to
anything.
There have been tremendous

during these
be

two

there

have

By

changes

weeks, though

admitted that

TRIANGULAR
AFFAIR

which

of

but

been

parta for the cloae
,nd getting ready
Miss Mayo ia planning an
o( the term.
cantata for the grammar
or
clasa

operetta

school closing exercises.
Mrs. Venia C. Hodgkins,

who has

apent

usual with her daughter,
the winter
N. Y.,
Mrs.J- 1). Whitcomb, in Syracuse,
Harbor Friday, and
came to Southwest
with the grip,
though at present suffering
Lowell at
her son
sill, after visiting
to Sorrento for the
northeast Harbor, go
as

summer.
OBITUARY.
8. Moore, which
lnthr death of John
occurred at his home at Seawall April 19,
ono of ita most reSouthwest Harbor loses
citizens. His loss will be widely
tel
1,,,.,
and honored one of
,elt ov Ri| who loved
and kindly men, a tender
the most genial
husband and father ;and neighbor, who
of hia life.
made the golden rule the guide
and
Mr Moore was eighty-si* year* old,
illness two years ago,
except for a severe
he was rewhich impaired his vitality,
mind.

roarhably healthy in body and
Though gradually failing through the
he was up and about the
pas: winter,
He ate his
house until the day he died.
friends
dinner as usual, and talked with
who called until about 2.30 p. m. when he
suffered an ill turd, and at 4.20 be dropped
away as though going to sleep.
The funeral was held at the home Wednesday, April 22, under masonic honors.
Rev. J. N. Walker, of Mt. Desert, officiMasons
ating, with a large number of
and Eastern .Star members in attendance'
The interment was In tho old cemetery
Flowers were beautiful and abunnear.
dant. The selections of the choir were
favorite hymns of the deceased.
Mr. Moore was the third child of eleven
children born to Joseph and Joanna Stanley .Moore. Only one brother remains—
Cspt. William C. Moore, of Port Townsend, Washington. He leaves also his wile,
and one daughter—Mrs. Mattie Dolllver,
who, w ith her husband, Frank Dolliver,
has faithfully cared for her parents for
many years, and three grandchildren
Mrs. Annie Hopkins, of Manset; Isabel

very late indeed for this part of the country. However, to-day is Easter Sunday,
and it is a beautiful
day. The Easter season, lasting from Good Friday until Tues-

day morning,

is

a

holiday,

and

every-

so

prays for tine weather.
We are certainly getting it. This fine w’eather is
a tremendous boon to those
city people
who have to work indoors for
many
months, and who are now taking a short
vacation. Everywhere it is green and the
plum blossom is in its full glory.
Up in the Midlands there is a little piece
of paradise. It is the Vale of Evesham
and the Birmingham Pont,
speaking of its
present beauty, says: “There are gardens
one

where,

when the

sun

is

shining,

the eye is

almost dazzled by the brilliance of the
white damascene (plum)
blossoms, and
seeks relief on the ground, where, as far as
can be seen, stretch acres of
pheasant-eye
narcissi, yellow daffodils, and rich-looking gilly flowers.”
The country certainly is sweet and de-

lightful at the moment—long may it stay
so.
By the way, the Vale of Evesham is
not only the fruit centre of England but it
is also the market-gardening centre. Also,
but

it is

from the ancient
Worcester, Tewkesbury, Stratshort distance

a

towns of

ford-on-Avon, Warwick,

Kenilworth,

and

their wealth of interesting associations. I expect to fill the pulpit .of the
Evesham Unitarian church next month,
and then I will tell you more about it.
Last week-end I was in the cathedral
city of Gloucester, where 1 filled the pulpit
of the Unitarian church. It is a beautiful
little church (or rather chapel) as it is
called) and dates back to the time of the
with all

Puritans.

It has

but until

recently

remodelled,

been

few years ago it still contained
the ancient oak pews with their doors and
a

uncompromising backs, and with the pulpit according to the old arrangement—in
of at the

the centre of the church instead
end

as now.

little personal relaxation from two
services, I attended evensong at
the cathedral, and 1 enjoyed it immensely*
As

a

strenuous
There

was

no

The

sermon.

members of

—

Ferdinand Dolliver, of Seawall, and
three great
John, Jr.,
grandchildren
Evelyn and Althea Hopkins.
“Uncle John,” as so many loved to call
him, wdl live in the memories of hia
and

—

family

and friends

as one

who

was ever on

the side of right, and ready to lend a hand
in every good cause.
Spray.
April 27.
EAST ORLANI).
Priscilla club met with Mrs. E. G.

The

the cathedral choir

are

salaried

men

and

boys, and each one is picked for his really
tine voice. The boys attend the cathedral
school, which, of course, is a tine one.
Owing to the immense size of the building
the whole service, including the prayers,
is sung.
Even the scripture lessons are
carried

on a

reader

note unless the

has

a

very clear and powerful voice. A prebend
read the prayers, a bishop read the lessons, and the lord bishop of the diocese
gave the benediction.
that it was Lent, there
sence

of

Owing to the fact
was

entire ab-

an

color, for only black vestments

Wiley Thursday.

are

F. F. Mason and wife and Miss Emily
Dunbar sj»ent Sunday in Bucksport, the
guests of W. T. Hill and wife.

I walked down to the
Severn, the second largest river in England. Owing to the fact that the river di-

Miss

Moores,
begin

Grace

Friday

arrived

to

of

Springfield,

school at

Dun-

oar's corner, where she taught last year.
Mrs. Mabel Herrick is teaching at Higgins'corner, and Mrs. Alice White at the

superintendent will
Craig’s Brook hatchery Tuesday.
new

arrive

at

Ho will

occupy the farm house. Mr. Atkins, the
present superintendent, who has been appointed fl*h culturist, will still live at the
government cottage. Their many friends
are glad that
they will remain here.
Frank Robertson, fifteen years of age,
of William Robertson, while at work
in W. L. Wentworth’s
mill, tripped and
fell, thrusting his arm into a planer and
crushing it so badly that it had to be amputated just below the elbow'. The accident occurred Wednesday. He is recovering rapidly. Dr. Hnow, assisted by Dr.
son

Brown, operated
April 27.

on

the

arm.

M.

FRANKLIN ROAD.

•

Mrs. Fannie Bartlett, of Ellsworth, was
recent guest of her mother, Mrs. Daniel

Hamilton.

Miss Sadie Mullan, who is teaching at
Mt. Desert
Ferry, was home Saturday and

Sunday.

is

vides at Gloucester each

portion

small,
posite

Union river op-

about
the

cester is

day

a

as

wide

as

the

very

But just below* Glouplace of pilgrimage for the holi-

foundry.

go to see the “bore”.
the tide comes up the Bristol chan-

They

crowds.

wide delta of|the river,
it is forced through! the narrow

nel it enters the
aud then
neck

of

rushes

the

up the

mouth.
river

high, carrying'

all

in

Consequently

before

it,

it

several feet

a wave

aud

making

considerable noise.

Yesterday I

went

seaside resort called

down 'toj
Paignton.

local train which took

on a
a

one

quarter to do seventeen and

a

a

popular

I

travelled
hour and

half miles,

aeroplaues. j;I
j seen aeroplanes before, but only once
I Been one in actual flight, and |that
The attraction

was

have
have
was

high up in the air that it was a mere
speck. But yesterday 1 was interested to
watch the great machine run aloug the
ground and then rise like a great dragonfly into the air, where the pilot; caused it
feet
to circle around several hundred
so

above

School is in session, taught by Miss Eva
M. Dunham, ot Corinna.

season.

After the service

When

school here.

The

permitted

at that

our

heads.

I had luncheon at one of the) “swell”
restaurants of the place, and the^service
I ought to say something
was execrable.
It fearoused my
stronger, but I won’t.
American ire so that 1 felt compelled to

strong protest. The excuse I got
they never expected or prepared
for such an immense crowd, but I noticed

enter
was

a

that

audjbut few'
Henry White and Miss Priscilla
were left, it still took a long time
people
of
Jordan, Bar Harbor, are guests of Mrs.
to get the simplest order filled. *There
U* !• Stewart.
was no water, no napkin, no butter; and
Mrs. Mary Butler was a recent
guest of everything you wanted was “sorry, but
her
Slighter, Mrs. C, E. Scribner, at ’am is horf, sir.” The average American
Hreen Lake.
^ lJiJm
±
“quick” lunch is slow compared;witb the
friends and former neighbors here of average English restaurant, but when an
Mrs. Elizabeth
Tracy, of Ellsworth, are English restaurant is slow, it is the slowthat

Mrs.

80rrv to

learn of her serious illness.
Mra. t' F.
Graves, with sou Charles,
''ho has been here
caring for her father,
-V

Marshall,

returned

Brewer Saturday.
April 27.

to her

in

home

M.

has gone away

for

the

are being made on the
stable at the
Baptist parsonage.
Edward L^ach, who is employed at
esboro, spent tbej week-end with his
tsmily here.

Rev. Charles
Hargrove, of Bluehill,
reached in the
Baptist church Sunday,
April

with Rev. Charles Smith.

25._MAY.
makiaville.

ii)t”'llarle8
old friends

waH

s

°n

*n

and

town Sunday call*
neighbors.
Mr. Crowley have

Utorge K iuceid and
“v
yachting for the
8

7*
April

27.

summer,

wore on

thing in creation.
morning 1 attended Easter service

a

fair

intellectual endowment, but there was
one feature In bis makeup that kept
him constantly In hot water. As It is

!

the nature of

melody,

so was

«

parish

church.

on

Mr.

of Bangor.
F.

you.

no Ip

(

1

FERTILIZERS

Cooperation
Every
gives it a

person who reads the following paragraph ar.d
moment’s consideration will, I think,accept it as

true:

_________

Our operators are desirous of giving good service and are
anxious to avoid errors. Error calls simply make additonal
work for them; therefore every instinct of self-interest

suggests that they
Mistakes

answer

occasionally

calls

promptly

and

will occur, some

correctly.

unquestionably

resulting from operating errors, others from the calling of
wrong numbers by subscribers. Not infrequently some
defect in the delicate equipment of the Central office is
found to be

responsible

for

a

fault which the subscriber

attributes to the operator.

duty ard our desire to strengthen these weak
in our service, whether the weakness be human or
mechanical, and we-can do it if subscribers do not wait
It is our

points

until criticisms become complaints.

May I suggest this form of co-operation: if

there are
there is doubt of the accuracy of
“wrong number,” “line busy,” or “don’t answer” reports, I
recommend that the chief operator be called at once. She
is directly in charge of the operation room and
responsible
for its discipline. Therefore service criticisms should be
slow

answers,

or

if

CT discussed

with her rather than with the regular operator
whose obligation of service to other subscribers forbids the
consideration of matters outside the regular routine of

handling

calls made

by

number.

If the trouble is
be

persistent, I
especially grateful to those

want to hear of it and 1 will
whose criticisms give dates

and facts upon which to base a definite

Young,
girl?”
residents, died Wednesday, April 22, at the
"I don't know. I feel more at home home of Mrs. Caroline Lully, in this place,
with Helen Swift than with any other where he was boarding, lie was eightyHe is survived by one
eight years old.
girl. I reckon I’ll settle on her.”
daughter-Mrs. Frank Garland; two sons
"Well, then, send word, ns I have told
Charles, of Trenton, and Alfred, of Bar
you, to Miss Stevens and Miss Jones Harbor; two brothers -Arad, of Trenton,
and Joseph, of Bar Harbor; and one sister
and propose to Miss Swift. When you
—Mrs. Eliza J. Day, of Bar Harbor.
are really engaged these two will let

inquiry.

C. C. Cutting, Manager.

—

you alone.”
Ned wrote the notes as advised and
the same evening proposed to Miss
To the latter he declared bo
Swift.
was In earnest, but confessed that he
The
was in trouble with other girls.
young lady not only accepted him, but
promised to stand by him no matter
what the other girls might do.
The next day Tom Alsop received an
earnest request from Ned to come to
On Tom's arrival Ned desee him.
clared that he bad received two formal
What
challenges to mortal combat.
should he do? Would Tom take the
Tom said
matter up in his behalf?
that he would, and went immediately
to his own friend. Dick Thurston, laid
the matter before him and it was
agreed that Tom should act for Ned
In the case of Miss Stevens, while Dick
acted for him In the case of Miss
Jones.
The next thing Ned heard from Tom
wns that a meeting had been arranged
with both Miss Stevens and Miss
Jones for the next morning at a secluded spot in the country, the two
girls to draw lots as to which should
have the first crack at her recreant
lover.
Ned was thrown into a state
of consternation at this and endeavored to induce his second to find some
way out of the matter without bloodshed. Tom claimed that it was not in
his power to have the affair called off
and advised him to consult with the
lady he bad last proposed to and who
had promised to stand by him. Ned
went at once to Miss Swift, who, after
consideration, agreed to go with him
on
the field and make an effort to

Not Animals.
The negro teamster had been arrested for using his whip too freely on the
public street.
“You are charged with cruelty to animals,” said the judge. “Flow do you
plead ?”
“Why, jedge,” answered the prisoner.
“I wa'n’t crool to no animiies. Them
beasts dat I wuz lickin’ war mewls.”—
Buffalo Express.

I

Tobacco that is cut up at the factory gets dried up
its way to you. Result—it bums fast and hot, and
“bites.” When you cut your own tobacco off the Sickle
plug, you are well repaid for a minute’s work by fresh
tobacco—because all the flavor and moisture are pressed
into the plug and held in by the natural leaf wrapper.
on

The Box Was Good.
Wife—Charles, wasn’t that a good
box of cigars | gave you on your
birthday? Husband—I never saw a
better box, my dear.

FOR STOMACH TROUBLE
John

W. Skillen of

Sidney, Ohld,

Has Found a Remedy.
Experts declare that the reason

stomach disorders are so common In
this country is due to hasty and careStomach
of
habits
eating.
less
conditions
troubles and run-down

usually

go

Any Sickle Smoker Why

he sticks to Sickle plug and slices off each pipeful as he
needs it, when he could get tobacco already cut up, in
packages. He’ll tell you, “because the Sickle way is the
only way to get fresh tobacco, that smokes cool and
sweet, and doesn’t bite the tongue.” He knows.

'jtobmtsrtnmte,

I

Get a plug of Sickle at your dealer’s today. Notice
how much more tobacco you get, when you don’t have
to pay for a package.

3 Ounces

Slice it

10c

you

as

use

it

together.

John W. Skillen of Sidney, Ohio,
"I had a bad stomach trouble
says:
for years, and liecame so weak that
I could hardly walk or do any work.
My appetite was poor, and It seemed
Impossible to get any relief. Since
ts.king ‘Vinol’ I find a remarkable im-

The service

new organ
ward and addressed them as follows:
servii-e but owing to unforeseen eccle- j
“Ladies, it seems ridiculous to spill
siastical difficulties ('and others) the little ;
blood on account of one man when
old wheezy, creaky instrument had to perthere are three here, or one for each
form its old duties once more. But its
girl. I am sure these gentlemen. Mr.
wheeziness and creakiness could not spoil
Alsop and Mr. Thurston, cannot be inthe heurtiness of the singing by the vol- sensible to the charms of Miss Stevens
not
notes
The
choir.
may
unteer village
and Miss Jones.*'
have been very correct, but what does that
Instinctively each girl named looked
behind
the
is
heart
matter when the
j
What could
at the man she preferred.
words!
the men do?
Nothing but surrender
airs.
luai
auu
to
Iam very Klad indeed
to the girl who had looked at him. and
Booth has bo far recovered that she felt
the affair, so far as Ned and his last
was
a
I
me.
well enough to accompany
and best girl w’as concerned, was endlittle doubtful about the experiment—but,
ed then and there.
well Easter time is the time for new hats,
!
Mr. Truesdale was the most delightand if a new hat is not to be shown off on
He strutted
ed mau in the universe.
the right day, what is the good of it?
about, glorying in his reprieve and
Our babies thrive apace. The elder one,
crowing over his seconds.
John, is an exemplar of perpetual motion,
The seconds subsequently each sent
the younger one, Teddie, an exemplar of
was
with an occasional him a challenge, but the matter
and
eat,
sleep
perpetual
| amicably arranged.
howl to relieve the monotony.

Ask

Koreans and Chinese.
While the Chinese do not care for
alcoholic drinks. Nte ev»? a^Jlcted to
opium, the Korean* CSft, sitting drink
and do not care for opium.

pacify the girls.
On the appointed morning Ned drove
to the home of this last and only true
consisted of matins and the Wonderfully j
ladylove, and the two arrived on the
The whole
beautiful communion office.
(
ground In due time, finding the two
lasted somewhat over one hour and a half
principals and Ned’s twq seconds there
without any sermon. It had been hoped
for the fray. She stepped forinstalled for ready
the little

for Information that will

LOWELL AN IWAL*

of
in

a note from Miss
Belle Stevens, a girl to whom he had
Among nominations for postmasters in
told his story and who. not knowing Maine confirmed by the Senate Friday
of his Idiosyncrasy, was preparing her were the following: Guy L. Thurston,
trousseau.
Having heard of his at- | Bethel; Amos Nichols, Searsport; Lee M.
tentions to another, in her missive she Treat, Vinalhaven; Josiab H. Hobbs, Camstated that she did not propose to be den; Joseph A.Lincott, Farmington; BenShe scorn- jamin F. Pierce, Mars Hill.
so ignominiously treated.
ed to sue for breach of promise, and
The sardine factories along the east
the only method left her of punishing coast of Maine are still looking in vain for
him was to act Just as if she were a the little fish. None of the factories have
She started
man nnd use a man's methods.
up yet. Some of the old-time fishwas in some respects a new woman
ermen say the fish need not be looked for
duel.
in
a
and had lost her grandfather
until about May 10, and not then if the
These facts taken together, she had de- cold, stormy weather continues.
cided to give him his choice between
Frank F. Pereria, of Hampden, was
keeping his promise and giving her drowned in the Penobscot river Sunday by
satisfaction.
the upsetting of a canoe, while fishing.
The most natural tiling ror Ned to He was steward of the
Conduskeag Canoe
do was to inform Miss Marian Jones, and
Country club. Scott Emery, his comthe last girl to whom he had given his
panion in the canoe, succeeded in reaching
heart, of the alternative that had been shore after an unsuccessful effort to save
offered him by her rival, with a request Pereria.
that she show him a way out of the
WEST EDEN.
difficulty. He sent Miss Jones the letter he had received from Miss SteMiss Octavia Ilarnor has gone to Bar
vens, whereupon Miss Jones, who was Harbor for the season.
a militant suffragette, returned It with
Miss Gertrude Leland, of Hull’s Cove, !
nn
indorsement written in a bold is employed at Henry Graten’s.
hand on the face of it to the effect
A social will be held Thursday evening i
that if he did not keep faith with her at the
chapel, for the benefit of the C. E.
(Miss Jones! she, too, would demand society.
satisfaction under the code.
W. F. Higgins left to-day for Bar Har“The plot thickens,” remarked Ned
bor to resume his work as gardener for
to himself, and, fearing to confide in
Eugene Leland.
any more girls lest he get more duels
Extensive repairs are being done on the
on his hands, he went straightway to
his friend Tom Alsop and laid the two grange hall. An addition of twenty-one
feet is being built on the back end.
The
letters before him.
“There's but one thing for you to do. stage will be moved back, and two large
Ned; you must bluff 'em. Write a let- dressing-rooms will be added. It is hoped
ter to each stating that you have been the work will be completed by May 8.
M.
April 27.
unaccustomed to deal with women as
with men. but if she insists on being
NORTH ORLAND.
so treated you have no option but to
Mrs. Caroline Gray has gone to Veazie.
grant her request.”
Mrs. Ruby Gibbons is in poor health.
"What, fight two women!”
"It won't come to that. When they Her daughter, Mrs. N. A. Saunders, of
find that you're not to be trifled with Bucksport, is with her.
they’ll haul in their horns, and you’ll
Eliza, wife of Albert Atkinson, died
be free of both of them.”
Sunday after a lingering illness of heart
Ned was not so certain of thus gain- disease. She leaves besides her husband,
ing his freedom and told his friend so. three children—Mrs. O. P. Witham, oi
"If you wish to make the matter Bucksport; Mrs. George Adams, of Nova
sure,” said Tom, "you must follow the Scotia, and George Davis, of this place.
B.
April 27.
matter up by really and seriously engaging yourself to a girl whom you
OTTER CREEK.
would like to marry. Is there such a
Willard
one of
Eden’s oldest

This

at

Sena

crossing from Indian island
to the mainland at Old Town one night
last week, and carried over the Milford
dam in his canoe. The body has not been
recovered.

bird to pour forth
It In Ned’s nature to

Producing Power

If we are not represented in your town, send for Agents' terms.
Lovell Fertilizer Co., 40 Vo. Market St, Boston, Mass.

the ice while

a

make lore.
Finally he received

be

Joseph Sappier, aged t. .ity-three,
Fredericton, an Indian, was caught

this

Extensive repairs

exchange

the afternoon

born with

to

A grain mill and three residences were
burned and twelve buildings damaged by
fire at South Paris Friday, with an aggregate loss estimated at f3Q,000.

to have the fine

SOUTH PENOBSCOT.
Mrs. Albert Leach is ill.
fred Roberta
summer.

est

bb

was

has

United States attorney for the district of
Maine.

SARAH BAXTER

Ned Trnesdale

Wilson

President

The

of your land depends upon its fertility. Whatever may be its present condition Lowell Fertilizers will improve the soil because they are
made of Organic Animal Substances,nature’s
best plant food.

nominated

Stephen C. Perry, of Portland,

it must

Thursday
few changes in the
Harmon.
amount of rain.
daughter, Mra. George
Work on the laud is behindhand and the
clasa of the high school
The graduating
is
not nearly finished.
seeding
This is
a farce for May 13,
busy now preparing
js

Frank L. Knowles, aged twenty-eight,
of Brooklyn, N. Y., was drowned at lake
Auburn Sunday, while fishing.

A DOUBLE

I By Rev. Sydney 8. Booth.1
It is just two weeks since I last wrote
these notes.
Two weeks crowded with

doing

fet-onUumctits.

KITTKRY TO CARIBOU

ENGLISH NOTES.

(

provement in my health, my digestion
is much stronger, and I have gained
I would not be without
in weight
iVinol."
Vinol makes weak stomachs strong
because It strengthens and tones up
overtaxed
the weakened, tired and
Vinol
nerves of the digestive organs.
Is easily assimilated by the weakest
stomachs, and is delicious to the taste.
Try a bottle of Vinol with the understanding that your money will be

If It
| returned
p. s.—Stop

does not help you.
scratching, our Saxo

Salve stops itching.
G. A. Parcher,

We guarantee it

druggist, Ellsworth, Me

Rich Hair*
Long, thick, heavy hair. Want this kind?
Ayer’s Hair Vigor promotes growth.
Does not color the hair.
•
Ask Yoor Doctor.

tiSi

KILL THE CATARRH

GERn==lJSE HYOMEI
It’s the direct-to-the-spot method—
you breathe it. I)o not delay and continue to suffer from catarrh, head
colds, bronchitis or sniffles. It is not
only needless and annoys your friends,
but dangerous to your general health.
Begin the Hvomi treatment at once.
It is one of the easiest, quickest, and
surest Ways to clear the head and
quickly and permanently banish
catarrh.
Ilvomei being medicated air immediately reaches the sore and irritated membrane and tissues—its antiseptic and germicidal healing begins
at once.
You will surely like Ilyomei—its relief is not only immediate but lasting.
Money refunded by U. A. Parcher if
you are not satisfied.
Get the complete outfit—$1.00 size.

Druggists everywhere sell Hyomei.

FRECKLE=FACE
Wind Bring Out t'gly Spots.
How to Remove Easily.

Sun and

chance, Miss Freckle-face, to
for freckles with the guarantee of a reliable dealer that it will not
cost you a penny unless it removes the
freckles; while if it does give you a clear
complexion the expense is trifling.
Simply get an ounce of othine— double
Here’s

try

a

a

remedy

strength—from any druggist, and a few
applications should show' you how easy
it is to rid yourself of the homely freckles
and get a beautiful complexion. Rarely
is

more

worst

than

one

ounce

needed

for

the

case.

Be sure to ask the druggist for the
double strength othine, as this is the prescription sold under guarantee of money
back if it fails to remove freckles.

$bc Ellsworth 3lmertcat
IXKJAL AND POLITICAL JOURNAL
PUBLISHED
<*Y*RY WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON

Huerta and the Mexican

The appointment of Harry Hinckley as
postmaster of Bluehill was confirmed by

The war news from Mexico has
overshadowed the mining strike riots
in Colorado, which otherwise would
have been “scare-head stuff” for the
daily papers. Already the death list

BT THE

HANCOCK COUNTY PUBLISHING OO
Inscription Price—$2.00 a year ; $1.00 lor si
months; 50 cents for three months; If pal 5
strictly in advance, $1 50, 75 and 38 cent s
respectively. Single copies 5 cents. All a;
Advertising Rates—Are reasonable and will b
made known on application.

from the strike riots numbers half a
hundred, and this includes many
women and children.
Striking miners

Bneinesscominunications should be addresse !
to, and all checks and money orders made paj
*ole to the Hancock County Publibhin
Oo., Ellsworth, Maine.

have beeh running amuck, shooting
down anyone who crossed their path,
and dynamiting or
firing mines in

This week’s edition of
American is 2.000 copies.

Tb< 5

Average per week for 1913,

2,67 7

which women and children had taken
The Colorado state militia
refuge.
has been unable to control the sitnation, and President Wilson yesterday

are

reckoned

the

at

rate

of $2 pc

r

rear.

WEDNESDAY,

early nests this year in
evergreen trees, as the deciduous trees
will be late in making their leaves.”

Another

wages.” This is not the
utterance of a republican.
It is th<
utterance of a democratic newspaper
Chicago has been asked to appropriate *1,000,000 to help
ployed wage-earners.

its

ment”.
a

on

“Civic

unem-

and

This paper was delivered ai
of Green Mountain Pomont

should devote

part of the day
looking after fire-breeding places
home and around their

places

E.

j

call

is

that he has with-

of Bar

out

for

Thompson,

M.

for

open

of

in

j

Tremont

Mount

second.

ppultry

and eggs.

the number of

Bluehill leads
with

as

a*candidate

of friends

to

he

at

felt under

of busi-

rowD Clerk him! Prominent Business
Man of Dedham.
Dedham, April 27 (special)—With deep
regret the many friends of Hadley P. Bur-

nil, of this place, learned of hi* death
April 28. He had been in failing health
for

ency and

it

Tacts
ber

distinctly

understood that he is

a

can-

American
the foreign

NOMINATION PAPERS

Among

nomination

FILED.

school

integrity.

He

was

a

dealer

in

reneral merchandise, and manufactured
rarious kinds of lumber, owning large

office.

didate for clerk of courts, not for sheriff.

Sunday

foremost in every plan pertaining to public welfare, his place can scarcely
be filled, and few have to their credit a
record such as bis, of kindly deeds and
public service.
He was for many years first selectman
tnd town clerk, besides holding at diffler;nt times otherjpsblic offices with efficiwork and

to be used for the State

in connection
with the nomination for sheriff and wishes

a

year.
A leader in church and

for

Stuart had been mentioned

fourth.

HADLEY P. HL'KKILL DEAD.

political obligations,

some

name

Sedgwick

third and

higher up in the party, to whom

to allow his

hens,

also leads in the estimated value of eggs
produced, with Bluehill second, Lamoine

office of State auditor. This change,
Mr. Bunker says, is due to the insistence

Encouraged by

potatoes,

worth of

>

Harbor, clerk.
progressive

l'he withdrawal of John E. Bunker as
the democratic candidate for renomination

throwing

third

Eden excells in the

berry Isles leads in geese, with Penobscot
second, Orland third and Mount Desert
fourth. But when it comes to hens! Hancock county last y%ar produced £154,025.20

the

COO bushels.
More than a million
dollars which should have gone into
the pockets of the American farmers
the

second, Mount Desert

Desert third and East brook fourth. Cran-

the

October, November and Decem- for clerk of
courts, in which it was underber, 1912, under adequate protection, stood he would have no
opponent, has
the importation of potatoes into the
brought to the front several prospective
United States was a little less than candidates for the
office, but as yet only
41,000 bushels. Under the present one has formally announced himself.
law
tariff
the importation for the cor- John A. Stuart, of Ellsworth, is first in
responding months in 1913 was 2,880- the field with nomination papers. Mr.

markets

Eden

turkeys, with

of

and announced himself

In

abroad.

with

and Castine fourth.

Clerk-of-Courts John E. Banker, who by
j mutual consent of the Hancock county
| democrats was given a free field in the
; campaign for renomination for that office,
I has withdrawn from the county ticket,

ness.

were sent

and

with their eggs, to the value of
last year. Deer Isle leads in the
number of ducks raised during the year,

Augusta, the candidate for congressman in this district,
will address the convention.

Arboi

a

ducks

geese,

county convention to be held at Hancock
hall, Ellsworth, Tuesday, June 2, at 10.30
a. m.
Halbert P. Gardner, of Patten, the
progressive candidate for governor, and

It ii

fires might have been prevented by
inspection of chimneys and flues.
To-morrow is “fire-prevention day”
in Maine. The people of Ellsworth

the

complains against

rumors

Reginald Ingalls,

The

grange, but is “good reading” foi
others as well as grangers. It is mort
than a paper—it is a sermon, interest-

Chimney fires in Maine last yeat
a damage to
property of approximately $400,000. Most of these

for

turkeys,

|2,340

for the demo-

candidate

produced

county

The Hancock county democratic committee met in Ellsworth last Friday to
organize and to talk over the coming campaign. Harvard C. Jordan, the member
from Ellsworth, was elected chairman,

meeting

caused

little surprising to learn from the
State board of assessors that Hancock
a

Sedgwick
third
and
second, Eden
Stonington
;
fourth. Penobscot leads in yalue of eggs
drawn from the fight.
This time it is
Goulds boro second, Bucksport
Charles R. Clark, of Surry, who says be is produced,
third and Bluehill fourth.
Penobscot
in the fight to stay.
the circulation of

Improve-

ingly and forcibly presented.
particularly appropriate at this
day season.

republican

nomination for sheriff

We print this week, on anothei
page, a paper by A. E. Chilman, o

Salisbury Cove,

It is

cratic nomination for State senator.

month in

for the

“Look

.NOTES.

candidacy

of

of woodland and
men

toloist,

employing

in his woods and

his talent

was

a

mills.

num-

As

freely given

a

in

1

acreage is to be doubled next year.

with the secretary of 9tate
ing from Hancock county:

One of the republican speakers of
national prominence
who will be
beard in this year’s campaign in
Maine, is Gov. Hadley, of Missouri.

Republicans—Willis A. Ricker, Castine^ appointments by Forest Commissioner for Hancock County.
for representative; B. E. Clark, of Eden,,
for judge of probate; M. L. Allen, of Mt.
State
Forest Commissioner Viies has
Desert, for county commissioner; Percy
L. Aiken, of Sorrento, for county at- .* nnounced the appointment of the followfire
wardens in Hancock county
ng
torney; A. B. Holt, of South Gouldsboro,
Chief Wardens
Ezra N. Williams, of
for representative; L. W. Rmnill, of West
Ireat Pond T 30, 40, 41, 42, W, % 34 and
Tremont, for representative.
Democrats—Frank L. Heath, Ellsworth, ; <o. 33 plantation; F'red 8. Bunker, of
•'ranklin, T 7, 8, fc, 10 and 16, W, & 22, 28
for county treasurer; Jerome H. Knowles,
Southwest Harbor, for judge of probate; 1 nd No. 21 plantation.
H. Fremont Maddocks, Ellsworth, for
Deputy Wardens—W. H. Farnsworth, of
county commissioner; D. E. Hurley, Ells- 2 k)uth Beddington, E % No. 28, E % 34,
worth, for county attorney; Roland A. V ^ 29 Washington county; Nahum JorFlye, Brooklin, for county commissioner; < lan, of Aurora, N % No. 22, W ^4 No. 28;
Joseph J. Roberts, Winter Harbor, for loward B. Moor, of Ells worthy and John
representative; Cecil E. Wasgatt, Deer * ). Whitney, of Ellsworth Falls, general
Isle, for representative.
Stephen D. < leputies of county; Simon Bunker, of
Bridges, Verona, for representative; W. £ast Sullivan, T 7 and 10, 8 D; Albert E
B. Blaisdell, of Sullivan, for county atdace, of Aurora, general deputy; Anton
Iordan, of Aurora, N % No, 22, No. 21
torney; Joseph W. Small, of Mt. Desert,
for representative; Harvey H. McIntyre, ] ilantation; Edgar Mclnincb, of Great
of Bloehill, for representative.
Jond, T 39, 40 and No. 2; John F. Haynes,
»f Great Pond, T 34; Guy Chick, of Great
(ToruBponornce.
aond, T 33; Charles Merritt, of Deblois,
<os. 22 and 16; Walter Madden, of Myra,
Mr. Hunker lor State Auditor.
r No. 32; W. L. Robertson, of Cherry field,
Bab Hakbob, April 29, 1914.
£ % No. 10, S E y4 No. 16; E. H. Traey, of
To the Editor of The American :
;herryfleld, watchman on Lead mountain;
I desire to avail myself of tbe opporSagene Havey, of East Sullivan, general
tunity to express through the columns of leputy; Howard C. Fletcher, of tow
nship
your paper my deep sense of appreciation
!<o. 8, T No. 28; H. H. Madden, of Greento all those citizens of Hancock county
leld, T 38 in Hancock county.
who, in the election of 1910, assisted by
their ballots in electing me to tbe office of

Gov.
who

Hadley was one of “the seven”
persuaded Roosevelt to stand
again for the presidential nomination.
He went to the Chicago convention
as a Roosevelt leader,
but
when

Roosevelt would accept the arrangement. He is a thoroughly progressive republican,
and
a
pleasing

speaker.
The democratic teeter-board tilted
up at a sharp and dangerous angle
this week, when the heavy-weight
candidate slipped over to the State
end of the plank, and threw the coun-

ty candidates up in the air. John A.
Stuart, of Ellsworth, made a running
start and jumped into the big fellow’s
seat, but he didn’t jar the plank a bit.
They have tried to coax City Clerk
Cunningham, of Ellsworth, the next
heaviest man in sight, to climb up on
the county end of the plank, to prethe equilibrium of the ticket,
but he is coy.
Just at present the
plank is bucking dangerously, and at
the rate the county candidates are

serve

clerk of courts for this

remains for those

The tension in the Mexican situation has been relieved somewhat this
■week by the friendly overtures o:
three South American republics—Ar-

gentine,

Brazil and Chili—looking toward peace negotiations. Both President Wilson and President Hnerti
have
formally accepted
-offices of these countries,

the goot 1
and thei:
-diplomatic representatives in thi \
country and Mexico are now seeking
some middle ground for the adjust
xnent of difficulties. Both the Cnitet ^
States and Huerta will be asked t<

formally submit their demands, an<
then the task of bringing the two side 1
together will be undertaken. In th< 1
fo;
the
meantime
preparations

county.

who may hereafter,
with the office.

|

who

to say
come

have

and

in close contact

WARDENS.

Let no man ever take into consideration
hether a thing is pleasant or unpleasant,
rbe love of pleasure begets grief, and the
iread of pain causes fear. He who is free
from the love of pleasure and the dread of
pain knows neither grief nor fear.— l
*•

Buddha.

Makes one forget New York and work;
When the lullaby sung to us o’er and o’er
Is the pebble wash on the dear old shore.
And the heavenly mornings! that perfumed
air
Of new hay and honeysuckle rare,
Combined with the salt of the bright, blue Rea
Which, across the field, is beckoning me
To a morning dip from the old “kick- rock’’
In that icj^water—it is a shock.
But it’s stuff which makes for vim and verve
As well as the cure for tired nerves.
The uoou-day clam bakes—that custard pie!
Just the thought of it makes one sigh
For that little camp in the sedgy grass
At the water's edge, where the motor-boats
pass
At one’s very feet, and the gulls on high
Join in the laughter, eager to spy
For the scraps from the feast, which with
toast and jest
Was eaten to music we all love beat.
That of the waves on the rock-bound coast.
Who to well loved hostess and genial host
Are whispering words echoed far and near:
“God bless you and grant we’ll all meet next

mocracy of the several counties of
State, that I enter the primaries as a

our

ind

one.

Excellent judgment,great power for good,
Affectionate, loyal, proud of their blood.
Home
makers,
housekeepers, wonderful
cooks.
Fond of their

stomachs, likewise of books.
Strong personalities, noble ideals,
Quick to discern the sham from the real,
Generous, magnetic, clever with penr
Artists,musicians, leaders of men.
Strange is it not, since possessing these-

way.
But the worst trait of all, my cheeks

ination for clerk of courts.

That such nomination will be wisely
made 1 have no doubt, and with a united
democracy, Hancock county will again be
in the democratic column.

Very respectfully,
John E. Bunker.

• lOO Howard. SlOO
The readers of this paper will be pleased to
learn that there is at* least one dreaded disease that scieoce has been able to cure in all
Hall's Caits stages, and that is Catarrh.
tarrh Cure is the only positive cure now
Catarrh
known to the medical fraternity.
being a constitutional disease, requires a
Hall's
Catarrh
constitutional treatment.
Cure is taken internally, acting directly upon
the blood and mucous surfaces of the system,
thereby destroying the foundation or the
disease and giving the patient strength by
building up the constitution and assisting
The proprietors
nature in doing its work.
have so much,faith in its curative powers
that they offer'One Hundred Dollars for any
case that it fails to cure. Send for list of
testimonials.
Address F. J. CHKNE1 & CO., Toledo, Ohio.
Sold by all Druggists. 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pilla for constipation.

Vacuum

Cleaners, Post Cards of local

C

appropriate uuugs

aiw

iorgei U> return.

These (acts are raw, but “have a heart".
We claim NapoLeon Bonaparte,
Brave man, he met his Waterloo
(I'll sure meet mine before I’m through).
Theodore Parker, Ingersoll,
Men of convictions, but they’re not all;
We’ve Thomas DeQuincry, Walter Scott,
Charles A. Dana—I meant to stop.
But in histrionic hall olfame
Mu at write dear Julia Marlowe’s name
And Ethel Barrymore, fair of face,
Quoen WilbeLmina, fuU of grace;
By. no means least, and she’s from Mainer.
Oar prima donna, Emma Kamos.
These are only a few on history’s page
Who can boast of August’s heritage.
We know them, by reputatiornfair,
And respect them lor what they’ve dune and

terests. Always

Mrs.

A—I bough

some-

mixture the

drug-

gist said would cure my husband of drinking if I dropped it in his coffee. Mrs.
B—Did it cure him of drinking? Mrs.
A— Yes—Of drinking coffee.
Raskin

said;

once

“Do not

p

faults; in every person who comes
you look foe wbat is good and
strong; honor that, rejoice in it, and as
near

you can,

try to imitate it.’*

“Young man, you call regularly to see
my daughter.” U1 do.” “I want to know
if your intentions are serious?”
“You
must have the wrong man, Mr. Wombat.
I call to collect the payments on her

piano.”

The first coat of

a

first
| The
fourth

cost of

let- went out
Work

rate

The

paint,
the

wear

of

more

job, f55
is

to

third

or

flOO.

likewise.

The

course, the longer ii
you

or

better you

wears.

And

pay for your job, the shorter

and

There

likely
in

are
as

one

of

a

hundreds

dozen
of

good paints.

bad

ones.

not, Devoe is the only good

this town.
DEVOE
Mohbison-Jot Co. sell it.

HANCOCK

I*

fairly

is

sewers

the

Allen is finishing
bungalow.

stone

School society will meet
Assembly hall in tbe high school building Thursday evening, April 30, to listen
to an address by Hon. Payson Smith,
The Home and

superintendent of schools.
Bishop Cod man, of Portland, is expected to deliver the sermon at St. Savior’s church May 3, and perform the
There is a large
rite of confirmation.

State

class of candidates.

The young ladies of the Baptist church

reader.

The

Sylvia Iceland as
pastor, Rev. Mr. Puring-

Miss

new

is expected
April 27.

ton,

Saturday

entertainment

.k,!
stai?
£
con*?!
meat!!
eiuWoLLb
irr^L
senator

commission#!

season.

at

a pleasant
evening, with

As
one

l-KCMiRrs-nr

our

»

Cassellna Perry is substituting in tbe
fifth grade for Miss Drake, who was called
home on account of her father’s illness.

gave

COUNTY

CONVENTION.
rmew

TO

has begun regular
Bar Harbor hand
practice for the season.
Alice, the little daughter of Eugene
Mitchell, has pneumonia.
The Congregational sewing circle has

tinislfcd work for the

l-H

“covenant with the narmi
and to reaffirm our belief in
tabllahed principles and policies 0f ,w
Progressive party of the » nited
*™*}
and for the purpose of offering orgatmedin
Progressive party In the Htat#
port to the
Maine, the Progressives of Hancock
are hereby invited and notified to
convention at llanrork ||*|.
M»*»»*•. on Tu**a*l*jr, the second dav «.f
If) 14. at 10.30 o'clock a. m for the i.
of nominating two candidates for
candidate for sheriff, for county attorney fr»
’T
clerk of courts, for register of
Judge of probate, for county
and for county treasurer, all to he
voted fo»
at the
September election, next following
also to elect a county committee ami ;r»n.
act a’l other business as may
properly corn#
before said convention.
The basis of representation will be thai
each city, town and plantation be entitled to
one delegate, or for one delegate. for
etfT
fifteen votes, or major fraction thereof cast
for the Progressive Presidential Electors in
1912.
The county committee will be in session it
Hancock Hall at 9 30 o’clock. June i. 1914 {0
w
receive the credentials of delegates.
In issuing this call for our county convention. the county committee extends a cordial
invitation for ail those in sympathy with the
Progressive principles to be in attendance
and especially to meet and iisten toeurcandi*
date for governor, the Hon Halbert I*
ner. of Patten, and our candidate for Congress
from this Third Maine district, the Hon. F.
M. Thompson, of Augusta. The
gantry will
he open to ladies, who are especially ir vited.
By order of the Hancock Oountv Prosrea!
sive Committee.

be-

bis

on

~T1 "

Spttfal Nanus,.

stable.

season.

William

Attest:

)

soon.

April

Cha»lk* B. Piwgo,
SecreUry.
E. F. Rohimsom. Jr., Chairman.
29.1914-

M.

Sttrtmiiftra m *
Advertising is like learning to swim
confidence, strike out and you will WANTED: oO MEN AM) WOHKX
surely tcin.

*

fjave

To Ti»kf Advantage of Special Offer
M*d# by G. A. Parcber.
G. A. Parcber, the enterprising druggist, is advertising to-day for fifty men
and
women to take
advantage of the
special half-price offer be is making on Dr.
Howard’s celebrated remedy for constipa-

jfor Salt.

ONE

ONE-HALF H. P.

four-cycle.'hopper-

cooled or air-«ooled engines, the handy
boy around the farm. Only fifty at toit price.
$82.50, guaranteed,- 4 Hr H- P. #90. G. D.

Thorndike Machine Co

Portland, We.

EGOS for

full-blooded
Edmond

hatching;
Indian Kunnem: #1.00 per dot.
DUCKS
28 Central
Ellsworth.

frame work of a
windmill, about 25 ft. high, will be wold
cheap. Inquire of G. A. Parchkk, Ellsworth.

dyspepsia, and get a fifty-cent
package at half price, 25 cents.
So positive is he of the remarkable
power of thia remedy to cure those dis-

PRESS WAGON and two-seat*4
carJ
riage.
Apply to Ukorok a. Parchhr,
Ellsworth.

eases, as well as
liver troubles, that

Hamilton,

tion and

St.,

CONSTRUCTION

and

cine does not

headaches

and

quickly

relieve and

cure.

With Dr. Howard's remedy at hand you
can

eat what you want

and

have

no

fear

of ill consequences. It strengthens the
stomach, gives perfect digestion, regulates
the bowels, creates an appetite and makes
life worth the living.
It you cannot call at G. A. Parcher’a store
j to-day, send him 25 cents by mail and

j

JiltIp EELantrti.

sick

he agrees to refund the
money to any easterner whom the medi-

FOR SALE.
MOTOR-BOAT QUICK
STEP,
h-horae
Knox engine, 28 feet, alt that goes with it as
required by law Also my place at Eggemoggin; two houses; good well; large lot of
laud; near boat landing. Also one Kvturudc
motor to put on any rowboat: used but three
weeks; as good as new. Will sell very low for
cash.
Boat can be soen at George Black's,
Kggemoggin. James H. Haynes. 54 Grove
St.. Bangor. Me.

he will send you

a

|

package promptly,

charges paid.
MAN who ownr a horse, as salesman for
G. A. Parcber has been able to secure
our line of teas, coffees, extracts,
spices,
baking powder, soaps, starches, etc., in Ells- only a limited supply of the remedy, so
worth and vicinity. Must be able to furnish
gnat is the demand, and you should not
bonds and good references.
Gia.nu Union ;
Tra Co., Bangor, Maine.
j delay taking advantage of this liberal
offer Mr. Parcber is making this week.
agents to sen high grade
nursery stock, fully guaranteed. Part or
all your time. Outfit free. Pay weekly. Write

A

Reliable

Homkm Chasb Co., Auburn, Me

terms.

AGED WOMAN at once for
housekeeper in family of one; good
borne and fair wages to one who caa do the
washing. Telephone 1. H. H. Harden, Burry.
Me.

MIDDLE

—

SAVE
ALL CHICKS

Co Let,
over

Moore’s

drug store, vacated
water heat and toilet
Ellsworth.

OFFICES
by Dr. Oibbs. Hot
to B. O. Moors.
Apply

cottage.
Crockett
Cove; terms reasonable.
C. Loan. East
Me.
E.

at

by feeding for

PRATTS

contention
to Mrs.

Chick Food
Baby
earriaa
IK

ZHantrti.
to

inr-urea
our

commission.
Address
Ce-, Cleveland, O*

iFot Suit
"orth postofllc*.
FAK.M
Ellsworth.
means,

Tub

or

Surry rond.

onr

theta Safety
through
period, prevent* djeeaae,
quick growth and «ar!jr
maturity.
aa Hoary Back
by Palm Eoarywher*
v

tianger

look after
interest in
SALESMAN
Hancock and adiacent counties. Salary

•r

the first

three weeks

Apply

Surry,

Victor

>SaW

Oia

Salt
mile from Elte-

Apply l«C»PT. N. H.

Wm. O.

Special jXotifta.

EMERY

TITLES

PUBLIC NOTICE.
my wife. Mellvena Beatrice
Higgins, has left my bed and board, I
iornid any one trusting her on
my account as
1 shall pay no. billa contracted
by her after
Signed,
Charles
A. Hioojns.
at w
Northeast Harbor, Me., April
ll.

WHEREAS*
^Dated

NOTICE.
anaaal

meeting
THECounty Savings
Bank

of
the Hancock
will be held at its
banking rooms on the second Mondav of Mav
(May 11), Mil. at ten o’clock in the forenoon,
for the election of trustees and for the
transaction of any other business.
Charles C. Rorrill,
(
^
Ellsworth. Maine, April 29, 1914.

I.UWORTH,

MAINE

Searchot matf« and abstract*
and copies furnished on short
notice, and at REASONABLE PRICES.
OFFICE:

MORRISON. 10Y & CO. BLOCK.
STATE

STREET.

Illwhwt. 125-2.

P. 0. B«i. 7*5

NOTICE.
notice is

THIS
persons
L.

Annie
pay no
a

to certify that I forbid al
harboring °r trualiug my wife

Bunker, on my account, as 1 ahal
bills of her contracting after thi
Fohthr j Bunker.
West Qonldsboro, Me., April 13. 1914.
WOOD HI N E C KM E T KEY NOT!
Ck7~
those wishing their lots at Wood
bin
Cemetery cared for by the associattoi
ptease notify Gko. A. Pa at-her or L. F.
Gilr*
Per order of the association.
»

~

ILtflal Notices.
*i?e’ “otic
THf»*^.*crKber 5er,*Dy“bPO‘nte<1

thal
tor of the
MARTIN ALLEY, late of
ELLSWORTH
In the connty of
Hancock, deceased and
given bond, as the law directs
All ner
kgninst the
of s&id deceased
are
desired to present
the same for settlement, and
all indebt*<i
reque8ted
“ake
'1“-“
April J8,

“tatoo?

SaBMP

payment
tor
l9l,LT’'WOOD 1

T^he ‘hsJ'hlT'^ ,.h'irfbJ

notice that

th.hr«thVli?Tnd 2Slim?nro,f‘ted

of
WATSON

°leOU,or

GILBERT, late of TRENTON

ag MW..Tiiw

Ssr'JSW-jaispfraiS
Trenton, April JO, l»u.

APPLES
»ve

have

greatly improved facilities
for handling.

SHIP THESE ALSO:

MEATS, EGGS, and all
Farm Products.

estate

n?D,.iSadlng de,mand“

jSfcwortb,

it wears!
Devoe is

a

of Ragle lake, April 21.

roads

on

gun for tbe

sire, of course).

second

a

»

BAR HARBOR.
Moon is building

H. I).

good job of paint—

Devoe—is fBO (average

HW

I I 1 1 1 I

| | l-'l-t-l-
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All

HOW PAINT

DESIRED

S. J. CLEMENT,
H-1H-

■I1

w

au'inlistmttite.

IP"

TERMS

payment

easy

think of

other’s

NONE BETTER
MADE.

01X108 ALWAYS HIGH GRADE.

on

But there's one in our club to us more dear
Than any f*ve named, she’s present here;
Just guess who it is, you won’t be at a loss,
’Tis our hostess, Margaret Metcalf Voss.

I

views.

Always Alive to Customers' l„.
Always Kellahle, Always Up-to-date,
Guarantee Satisfaction.

for

fairly

near

can-

nomination for State auditor,
lead me to believe, after due consideration, that I can best serve my party by
entering this new field.
1 have therefore, through the press and
otherwise, announced that I am a candidate for State auditor, thus leaving open
to the democracy of this county a nomdidate for

£»enitbin| ie the Mntc lie* froa I Breed Pleno te i lewskarj
Oldest ind Best
Motocyctes, Bicyclea, Sewing
Sheet Music and Music Books,
Machines, Victor and Edison Talking Machines, Typewriters,

year.”
You months have joys, but you can’t beat fate,
August's the month in the Pine Tree State.
However, before my time is up
The club must learn the wondroua luck
It holds in members August born.
For of all the virtues under the aun
And talents unnumbered, they claim each

1888

ESTABLISHED

Cistern Mime.

in

work
I can hear the other months cry—“Gee!
I'm glad no August can claim me."
But just you wait, this little talk
Refers to August in old New York.
*
In Maine—Ah! that's a different thing.
Vacation days slip by a-wing.
Can’t you picture that State we all hold dear?
Land of the pine tree and pointed fir.
Those still calm nights when the crickets'

-*-*-++

Old Reliable MUSIC STORE

a

plan of

Since I’ve been sworn to boost Angnst
I’m bound to do it ’though I burst—
And when you’ve beard my little verse
You'll all agree none c«n do worse.
Wbat can 1 say our hearts to cheer
On the hottest month in all the year!
The very mention of it briugs
Visions of fierce mosquito stings.
Of “brown stoop” evenings, seatedf I wot.
On round straw mats as hard as rocks.
And heat oppressive, as of death.
When a corkscrew's needed to draw one’s

Jencks

was visiting in the country
One
by lived a centenarian.
morning Mr. Jencks strolled over for a
:*hat with the old man. “To what do you
attribute your longevity?” inquired the
uTo the fact,” replied the
young man.
old man, conclusively, “th§t I never
died.”

Mr.

I especially desire to express iny appre
ciation for the kindly attitude of the democracy of this county for its apparent
intention to allow me a re-nomination for
the office of clerk of courts unopposed.
Urgent requests, however, from the de-

placed

the

burn,

It is an office of great responsibility and
How well 1 have disexacting duties.
charged those responsibilities and duties

scrambling on to mak# up
of Mr. Bunker, something

for the loss
is likely tc
break.
There is bound to be some
crowding and some sore ribs.

FIRE

the follow-

—

Roosevelt decided to form the progressive party, he refused to follow
him.
At the convention the Taft
leaders offered him the nomination if

was

:hurch, in entertainments and on funeral J
occasions, and he was the life ana center j
powers
1 >f all social functions.
I
He married Miss Ella F. Lovejoy, of j And such intuition,the world is not ours?
1
Charleston, who survives him, with three Just hearken,
my friends, and the season
tons and a daughter—Harold 8., of Brewyou’ll learn,
1
tr; Leslie, Clifford and Miss Marcia,, of W’e’re not keen for work, and we fcpend what
we earn.
)edham, all of whom were with him at
us death.
He
leaves
also
an
aged Hot-headed, critical, given to talk.
nother—Mrs. Naacv Burrill; a brother— Emotional, fickle,quite apt to balk
C. W. Burrill, of Dedham; three sisters— If our view is questioned—heart always rules
head;
drs. F. W. Fogg and Mrs. L. M. Blood, of
Stubborn! A mule would be easier led,
iucksport, and Mrs. J. E. Turner,, of Untruthful, fault-findiug.
annoyed at delay.
brewer.
And argue, we’d fight ’till we dropped by the
1

papers recently filed
are

Waldorf Astoria,

the

ACGTTST.

correspondent sends a
nature
study items:

little cluster of
4*000uses are in bloom in the opeu air;
flounders are biting; lilac buds are as big
as n mouse's ear, and of course it is time
to plant sweet peas and garden peas.”
Then she adds this hint for bird lovers:

Federal quarantine against Main
! | The American invites announcements
potatoes, effective Aug. 1 next, ha * from candidates of all parties in the coming
primaries, to be published in this column.
been declared by the department o p This
is purely a news column, and announcements
be'treated as such. It will introit
was
announced
agriculture,
jester duce towill
the voters of all parties the men who
day, because of the prevalence o ask for their support, bnt no candidate will
be given, intentionally, any advantage over
powdery scab. After Aug. 1, no com another,
either as betweeen candidates for
mon or Irish potatoes can be sbippe< | nomination within his own party, or as between parties, i
out of Maine except under regulation!
Frank Bradbury, of Franklin, it is
of the department of agriculture.
understood, is a candidate for the demo| cratic nomination for sheriff,
Ab early as January 10 the Nev
William H. Sherman, of Bar Harbor, has
York THmes said
“in the Middii i
announced his

at

salmon from the

Our Bar Harbor

APRIL 29, 1914.

that,
states there are 1,000,000 idle men
with an average loss of $50,(>00,000 t

recently

considerable growth.

have made

ordered federal troops to Colorado.
POLITICAL

held

Craig brook the evening. Tables were arranged achatchery, Orland, have been placed as folcording to the months of the year, and
lows: 45,000 m Alamoosook lake; 1,162,000
of their
inOrland river; 480,000 in Penobscot river; guests were seated at the tables
404,000 in the Penobscot at Bucksport Cen- birth months. There wr.s a speaker for
tre; 160,000 in Bagaduce river. There are each month, and Miss Grace Thompson
several thousand still to be liberated, be- Moore, of Brooklyn, formerly of Prospect
sides 400,000 which are to be kept at the Harbor, was the
spokesman for August.
Craig brook station and fed until they Her speech, in verse, follows:
Humpback

ELLSWORTH, MAINE.

■I ) ] i i i 11 I t 11 H-H-H-1

At the eleventh anniversary meeting of
the Maine Women’s club of New York,

“Frolic of the Months”

AT

rearages

Friday.

the Senate

people.

SStiforrttatmmts.

Maine Women In New York.

CiOSSII*.

COUNTY

farther navy and army operations in
Mexico go forward, nothing being
taken for granted. Thie is certainly
wise, iu view of the known nature of

How“ KoMBa-

$raft00tonal CarDe.

ALIO E

II.

SC OT T

typKwRrnno' Yccounting

and

(jenkhal (Clerical work.
Agent Union Safe Deposit & Trust Co., oltonand, for furnishing Probate and Surety Bona

Agent Oliver Typewriter; typewriter suppl*«>
Cor. Maiu and Water Sts. (over Moore’s I>rug
Store). Ellsworth. Me.
Sixteen ounces of performance to every
pound of promise tn the advertisements
of THE AMERICAN.

Oetob^r. 1919-principal and
defaulted. Continued.

s. j. conn.

hantock

>*tiiid

term

.oJoewmaST rt)R tub
OU.MlDAf.'
THE

O!
OH

€

B1MIKAL

DECREED.

pOCEET-

Jirwna* A mat
PM«t<l>«« Ja*Maw-CB»EB

Hirhor
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Coaatr
_

O. «lu*aT. BUawortA
-h»rif FoMUEV
w WaaooT*. Btaabill.
I ri« W«a®
Bawwaa. Ella wort*. B,
F
Paaoboeot.
uaispta. MU
H Coaaoaa*. Aa
barn.

D- Maaoa. Eltnrtk
jlraaaafar .paiut

ladttoaotu
ol-nrittHr party.' oaranty-iaadlao.iaaa.1
•0<t

“»*■

BiMty-r‘*ht

Tbara

daaraad.

war*

antriaa

mvnrn dbcbbbd.
war* dacraad
Xbe follow In* dlaorca*
during tbr tarin:
AbWr Mltebal'. »«i
j^Iki Mltcbtll from
fur IItr0fl mid aboalaa Iraalmant <»oo*ti>a

bellmil. Htuart for llballaa.

Harbart W Aab. for ntbi
grna L A ah from
dcrrrlloti Whiting for llballaa*.
Hiram Y Mtnaoa
Carrir K Stlnaon from
SpoBord for llballaat
lor otlrr daaa-tioa
Eoaa A. FalWo. tor
John >< Falla* from
L. Maaoa for llballaat
uttrr drarrtlon. F.
flamu.1 H Blcbardaoo from Flora Elahsrd
F, U Maaoa for It(or ottar draartloo
M„,

ait

mi

Scire fsetae
9t»

State

Hid

State

libellee.

Josephine H. Stanley from George 8. manley, for cruel and abusive treatment. F. I.
Htearna for libellee

Mason for libellant; L. C

CRIMINAL DOCKET.

In the case of the State va. William H.
Russell, of Buckeport, indicted for failure
to support bis wife, the prosecution failed
to make oat a case, and the Court ordered
tbe case nol proaned.
Tbe only other criminal case tried waa
that against James A. Parker, of South*
nest Harbor, indicted for making falee
statements to obtain

property

or

credit.

County-Attorney Graham was assisted in
the prosecution
by Attorney General
Scott Wilson; E. S. Clark appeared for the
respondent.
The respondent was accused of making a
statement of hia financial standing to the
Union Trust Co., of Ellsworth, in which it
was alleged he concealed other liabilities,
on the strength of tbe statement, obtained further credit. The jury returned

and

a

verdict of not

guilty.

Following is the criminal docket with
record of disposal of cases:
ENTERED OCTOBKB

1114-15-16-1?

TERM.

1827

1828

vs

State

ve

battery
Slats vs

?fol
State

mo

it

battery.

APRIL

TERM,

ENTERED OCTOBER

t

TERM, 1912.

vs

paid.
vs
Arthur L Hunton, common
seller. Indictment filed.
State vs 8 L Treat, common seller. Octo-

ber, 1913—Principal and sureties defaulted. Continued.
BNTBBBD APRIL TERM,

1913.

By Indictment.
1992 State vs
George Lambert, arson. April
1913— Pleaded not guilty.
Law court
oa motion to
quaah indictment for
alleged defect. Rescript as follows:

synopsis:

telephone

His

an

cer-

chance

A

A
Mr.

Ashbury clement

numbeY

INVKNTOK

Eli.’*

cution.
tinued.
State vs

1*6

David

Lovell

and« Arthur

Craves, breaking and entering. Indictment filed.
State vs Hattie Pettee. breaking, entering and larceny. Nol pressed,
estate

v»

Walter

Mehan,

common

seller.

^uU)rrtisnnnu&

dyspepsia overcome
*^one ^*P *h®
Stomach with Hood’s

Sarsaparilla.
*hen y°u have
dyspepsia your
miserable. You have a bad
^0ur m°uth, a tenderness
at 1 e
your stomach, a feeling
Puffy fulness, headache, heartue is

urn, and sometimes nausea.
}spepsia is difficult digestion
at is
what the word means—and
—

6

uc

on'y way to get rid of it is

•<

ugor and tone to the stomach
the whole

digestive system.

Sarsaparilla,

d'

sold by all
medicine which
sto®ach through the
S0
directly. Its benenre telt at once.
Imone

blood
ficial

i

.ur*1*8

provc,^?
8!
,e,nt begins
][(j

blood
15
is

81

»n8i

immediately,

!apard*a

Purifies the

™.d blood that
needed8^!1*1® 1?ph d'ffestion,
need^J

builds

to

to

get

nn

n

red bl0°d tha

ihT whole
Ptrf,ect

am

o

Be sun
*bf for nosystem.
other medicim
or:a place.
s;

P

canu ‘ase
,,
its

Opening chorus, “Ikiwn the Field''
Medley, “Oh. Oh. Delphire"
Bolo, “Thy Mouth a Hose" Myrtle Monaghan
Chorus, “Solders' Field’*
Bolo, “Diplomacy".J
Chorus, “The Little Cafe"

Ay unningham

(with dance by Miss Margaret King
and Mr Falvey.)
Bolo, “Underneath tbe Tango Moon"
Philip Mims
Bolo, "Beautiful Valley of Dreams
Errs Giles

Closing number, “I Am Alone, Hr Is
Lillis

dance will follow tbe play.
Monaghan’s orchestra.
A

Gone

Phillip*

Music

by

NORTH BUCRBRORT.

Rich, one ol the beat
known and moat highly esteemed residents ol this community, died Monday,
aged seventy-two years. Chpt. Rich re8.

tired from the sea about ten years ago,
after a long service in coasting and deepsea vessels, and later in the ocean towing
trade, and in large steam yachts. He was
master at nineteen years ol age. He
a
leavesa widow and two sons—William and
Richard, both ol

Boston._

Mrs. Helen C. Rhodes, of Rockland, will be
at Mrs. C. 8. Johnston's to-day and to-morhair goods—
row, with a lull assortment of

Advt.

Conference It*

|
:

at

Kast

Prea«|ue

Bucksport

tenter

and lad Bucksport,

Newton J. i»*aaey.
I a stint, David M. Angel I
Ellsworth and Irentoa, Theodore H
Mona.
Frsnkh i, William H Dunham
Penobscot, William L. Hradeen.
Prospect Harbor and Don Ids boro. Hoy
C. Dal sell
Booth west Harbor, A. C. Elliot
Hullivan, Klchard H. Moyle.
Hurry and East Blue hill, K. Ed is Fairbain.

Island. H. Doran.
West Tremont and circuit,
Harrison.
Hwan’t

Emma E.

Saturday

morn-

schools

was

served.

The

entire

teacher,
present, and
the

were

and

left

ought to cultivate

fire pre-

day.

home

walked

from

Dr.

office

Black’s

thinking all was well. Later the wound
started bleeding, and bled so persistently
that Dr. Bragg, of Winter Harbor, was
called with Dr. Black, the latter remaining until morning, when the bleeding
stopped.
George Patten arrived home from
Augusta Saturday, standing the journey
well.*

Patten

Mr.

left

home

day, and his many friends are glad,
indeed, that after months of suffering he
His daughter, Miss Agnes
is baca home.
Patten, returned with him. Mr. Patten
has been out of the hospital for several
weeks, stopping with his son, Dr. George
A. Patten.
H.
April 27.
SEAL HARBOR.
Mrs. Hollis Rowe, with two children, is
visiting her parents, Freeman Griudal and

Portland,

is home.

The ladies of the Episcopal church realized over f 10 from the entertainment and

Friday evening at Neighborhood hall.
W. Candage, wife and daughter Nina,

who have

spent the winter in Florida,

are

hom.*.

Mr. and Mrs. Ambrose Dow are receiving congratulations on the birth of a son,
)

April

15.

|

Dodge is

visiting

Ells-

in

worth.

(apt. E.

I.. Dodge and

sons

Percy

27.

to

P.

NORTH Hl’LUVAN.
Mum

J tMK'b.
Mr*.
aeveral

tilten Hall baa gone to Wesley to
I4t« Wooster, who has been ill
weeks, is slowly recovering.

Miaa Florence
school

Hysom
May 1 w ith

will

close

her

K. of

ball in

dancing
P. halt. Noyes' orchestra.
The house being built by Crabtree &
Hav»y in nearing completion, and will be
occupied by A. K. Abel and family.
Mrs.

Ruth

Kragdon,

Bartlett

a

aud

of Sorrento and

Hatchery »»perlal»deat.
James I). UeKocher, who baa been
asaietant aupermnndeal at lit governmant flab hatchery at Nashua, N. H.. will
on May > succeed Charles U.
Atkins aa
superintendent ut the Lrai* Brook hatchery.
Mr. Atkins, who has been appointed
; flsb culturist, will remain at the hatchery.

WALSH, ELLSWORTH.

ELLSWORTH.

A. W. Nason was in Bangor Sunday
night and Monday.
Mrs. Maria Gray, who has been with her
brother, Emery Maddocks, the past two
years, is

on

now

at her

house here.

own

Maddocks is home

moose

He

from Bar Har-

account of illness.

standing
obliged

on

his

saw a

way

in the road at Bull
to leave

was

his

to

large bull
hill.

team

and

throw rocks toward the animal before it

highway.

wouid leave the

Whenever

REARDON-MOORE.
A

quiet wedding

of Mr. and

took
Frank

Mrs.

You

place at the home
Moore, Monday

when

were

present.

The

“Holz’s Bakery
Goods For Me.”

couple

have the best wishes of many friends.

Ellsworth

Sid

The Quality Will Bring
A Pleasant Smile

LIST.

MARINE

Miss

Abbie

celling on relatives here last week.
C. H Gordon died Baturday morning,
after a long illnees. Services were held in
the church Monday afternoon, Kev. G.
Mayo officiating
M.
April 17.
TtJE

A

M ERIC AX'S

letUmf down
ef bargains.

the

advert%»er$

pricebars into

the

Pur:.

A.

April 29, scb Catherine, Jonesboro

HOLZ,

Cor. Main and Franklin

Hancock

County PorT*.
Franklin—Sid April 25, scb Wesley Abbott,
Boston Mass
West Sullivan—Sid April 24, Birgadier, New
York
Bid April 25, scb Wesley Abbott, Providence,
R I
Ar April 26, schs Adelia T Carlton, Mabel E

Sts.,

Ellsw

orth

Phone 61-2.

SATIN PUMPS and
COLONIALS

Sid April 28, scb Mary B Wellington, New
York
Bass Harbor—In port April 22, schs Bloomer,
Lillian
In port April 24, sch Qladiator
Sid
Southwest Harbor
April 21, Br
schooners Genevieve, Annapolis, N S, for Boston; Pesaquid. Bear River, N S for Boston;
Lucille, Bass River, N S, for Vineyard Haven
for orders
Sid April 21, steamer Mohawk
Sid April 21, sch Ruth Robinson for Nova
Scotia
Sid April 22, ga s Clara A Marston for
l’lark’8 Harbor, N S
Sid April 22, sch Kate L Pray
Sid April 24, schs L T Whitmore, Hall
Quarry for western port; Laura & Marion
Southwest Harbor, April 2fj—Br sch Calabria, recently towed into Bass Harbor by cutter Androscoggin.|has been condemned as untit
for further service. The cargo of laths will
be tranferred to other vessels and forwarded
—

to

Sent to your home for your examination, and
if not satisfactory in quality and fit, we will
refund your money. We have these in the ten
following colors: BLACK, WHITE, BLUE.
LA VENDER,
PINK,
CANARY,
RED,
NILE GREEN, SILVER GRAY and GOLD
Turned soles, cuban heels, rose center pomVery catchy. Widths from A to D,
pom.
sizes, 1 to 8. In ordering be particular to give
correct size and width. Price $3 sent via prepaid parcel post. Also $2.50 and $2 grades in
BLACK,WHITE. BLUE and PINK. Orders
shipped day received.
BAY STATE BOOT AND SLIPPER CO.,
11'BarJfer Street, Lynn, Mass.

Philadelphia.
HORN.

BRIDGES-At Sedgwick, April 21, to Mr and
Mrs Lucius D Bridges, a son. | Homer Lee.l
CONARY—At Orland, April 23, to Mr and
Mrs Herbtrt Conary, a daughter.
DOW—At Ellsworth, April 28, to Mr and Mrs
Norman Dow, a son.
HANSCOM—At Franklin, April 22, to Mr and
Mrs Percy Hanscom, a son.
HUTCHINGS-At Bucksport, April 18, to Mi
and Mrs Melvin Hutchings, a sou.

ENTERTAINMENTS
AND

MARRIED.

»ll Occasions,

LECTURES t0f

High-Grade Lyceum Courses a specialty

GOOGINS—TURNER—At Ellsworth, April 18
by Rev P A A Killaru, Miss Lida Eller
Googinsto Harris Martin Turner, both ol
Waltham.
M’DONALD—GRINDLE
At North Penobscot, April 25, by Rev E A Carter. Miss Ida
B McDonald to Roland V Grindle, both ol
South Penobscot.

Write to

Arnold W.

—

Maine

WILLIAMS—HUTCHINSON—At Stonington
April 18, by Rev Henry It Eaton, Miss Carrit
Williams to Pearl Eaton Hutchinson, bott
of Stonington.

ABBOTT—At Sedgwick, April 22. Richard C
Abbott, aged 78 years, 1 month, 22 days.
ATKINSON—At Orland, April 26. Mrs Eliza A
Atkinson, aged 67 years, 7 months, 26 days
BURRILL—At Dedham, April 26, Hadley I
Burrill, aged 58 years, 11 months, 10 days.
GRINDLE—At Melrose, Mass, April 24, Mrs
Gabriella A Grindle. formerly of Brooklin
aged 80 years, 5 months, 24 days.
JELLISON—At Ellsworth, April 25, Mrs Lucj
Jvilison, aged 80 years, 11 months, 15 days
RICH—At North Bucksport, April 27, Cap
Samuel S Rich, aged 71 years, 7 months, 1‘
At Mt Desert, April 22, Mary I
Somes, aged 58 years.
SWAZ3Y—At Bucksport, April 23, Mrs Annii
L Swazey, aged 80 years, 10 months, 15 days
YOUNG—At Otter Creek, April 22, Willarc
Young, aged 88 years.

Dodge,

TROY, MAINE
Eastern Maine Representative for the
EASTERN LYCEUM BUREAU, of
Boston. The main bureau managed by

REARDON-MOORE
At North Ellsworth
April 27, bv Rev Orville J Guptill, Miss
Gertrude M Reardon to Forrest L Moore
both of Ellsworth.

men.

PLUMBING,
Hot Water Heating, Furnact
Work and Jobbing.
HONEST WORK:

HONEST

PRICES

Twenty Years* Experience.

J

Personal attention to all details.
Telephone
or mail orders promptly attended to.

EDWARD F. BRADY,
Grant St., Ellsworth, Ale.
Telephone 5—5.

—

•Bjimiusjpaqigg

THE—

CLARION.
Whether it’s a range or a furnace—if It is a “Clarion”, it la

Helen C. Rhodes,
of Rockland, will be at Mrs. C. S. Johnston’s,
Hancock St., April 29, for a few days, with a
full assortment of

liAIK GOODS of all kinds.
Combines flade in Any Style

to

Suit.

9ure

Made

to meet every

by

the Wood

Bangor.

J. P.

requirement.
Bishop Co.

Sold by

ELDRIDGE,
Ellsworth.

Main Street,

WANTED—LADIES
To know I Make Switches From Your
o»r

Combings, $1.50.

TEACHERS
Teachers wanted for spring vacancies.
Write for particulars.

Bureau,

Suite 410, Eastern Trust Bld’g, Bangor.
AdvertUere in THE AMERICAN

capturing the trade.

A PAIR of SHOES

styles Any

175 Tremont Street,
Boston, Mass.
Boom 57.

Ka.stern Educational

38

EASILY EARNED

Harriet N. Milliken,

art

fieia

Say Anything

Say Something Worth While.
Say

Forrest Linwood
Moore and MiBS Gertrude M. Reardon
were married.
The ceremony was performed at 8 o’clock by Rev. Orville J. Guptill, the single ring service being used.
The bride’s gown was of white crepe
meteor, with lace overdress. Only imme-

evening, April 27,

Fast Sullivan,

were

N«w

NORTH

placing their

Insurance

Bert and

Wednesday

will go to KlUworth
work on the yacht Tramp.

April

settle

Mrs. Ida Flood, is keeping house for
Emery Haddocks.

SOMES

Kate Smallidge, of Northeast Harbor, has been visiting relatives here.
Mrs.

Miss Olive

prompt

and

MAINS

will be protected from fire by

1)1 KL>.

Mrs. Linda Lynam, who has spent the

born

owners

with B. J.

wife.

winter in

protection

i_MASON,

New

on

Year's

Isle

Allister.

Lawrence

Thursday afternoon, during
the high wind, there was another scare.
Charles Doyle’s furnace chimney burned
out, and one of the front chambers caught
fire around a receiver. Prompt work saved
the house, and probably several others.
Carl Urann had a serious time, after the
tonsil on Saturday. He
removal of a

Following are the appoint roenta ol
Methodist pnatora of special interest tc

Brooks vide circuit, James H Palmer.
Bucaapurt and Or land, Ambrose B. Mc-

school

gifts.

This town

Malm

I which closed Monday:
District superintendent of Bucksport
district, Frederick I'elladiho, of Bangor.
Bar Harbor, Frederick ▲. Leilch.

others

vention

sale

Hancock county, made at Ike Kant Maine
Methodist confereocs at Pr**s«|tte Isle,

commence

many

F.

Fire

diate relatives

and

Bragdon

A delicious supper

pas rows.

M.*de

Property

Frank McGown, while
Ellsworth Falls Monday,

commence

school, Miss Jellison,

B.

Ippolntmeula

Bolo. "My Fairy Prince”.Hai*l*Falvey
Chorus. "Oh. 1 Sayv
Bolo, "Serve the Carrier". I-rank J Dunlesvy
Chorus, “Purple Koad —Quaker Girl"
Isabelle Falvey
Bolo, "Tony from America
Bolo, “Honey. You Were Made t r Mr"
Harold Haekes
Solo, "Just Because It’s You"... Lillis Phillips
Chorus, “Lady of tbe Hlipprr
Bolo, “I Can’t Forget Your Kyee".
F.arle Falvey

Capt. Samuel

me m odist

Abbie

several

who ha* need of any kind of in-

rates.

ELLSWORTH,

bor

H.

April 27.
Kenneth Bragdon is having a serious
time with an abscess on his leg near the
The
knee, causing intense suffering.
Bragdons have gone into Cocoa, from their
home in Courtenay, Fla., to be near a
physician.
Clajton Kobertson and Thelma Hanna
jointly celebrated their tenth birthday
anniversaries April 24, at Thelma’s home.
ing to

&

America*,

combine broad

our

W.

Bryan

engineer.

as

Orcutt left for Alexandria

Exception

overruled for waut of proseConJudgment for State.

yacht

daughter was born to Mr. and Mrs.
Havey April 18.
son (Wallace Everett) was born to
and Mrs. Albertis Legacy April 26.

Miss

mechanical invention to minimize tb<
of oil heating, said by aomt- of tbe leading
of tbia aection to be a discovery oi
great value. I* registered at tbe U. 8. paten'
office to tbe credit of K. J. Quinn, of Belling
bam. under “patent applied for'*. A favors
be report baa been isaued by tbe patent offici
and a working model of tbe apparatus bai
been in operational the local postofflce build
ing for a month, saving the government #40 it
power and #7 in fuel during that period.
Quinn baa charge of tbe mechanical depart
ment of tbe local federal building, and bis
invention atomizea with steam instead of air
doiug away entirely with a 34 horsepowe;
motor and an air-com pressor.
It coat $100 U
install tbe invention In tbe double boilers
and saved $27 of thia during the first month'i
besides giving infinitely ruori
operation,
satisfaction in service.
The detailed report system kept by Engi
neer
Quinn shows that during a twelvi
months' period Just closed It cost Uncle San
$et to heat the entire federal building. Th<
new steam atomising system will lower tbii
still more, it Is claimed. Although leas that
a dollar a day in coat. t.OfS feet of radtatioi
surface was covered thirty days to the montl
and twenty-four hours a day.
Tbe engineers of the different federal build
lags throughout the country art- in keen com
petition to hold down the cost of bentlng. ant
It is said that tke Bellingbau figure la lowe
than some of tbs California cities which d<
not experience cold winters

by chorus, “Gridiron King,”
“Harvardanna," “On to Victory/*
“Soldiers’ Field,” “Victory."
Yale songs by chorus, “Dowd tbe Field,'*
“Eli Land,” “Touchdown.**“ButI Dog.**
“Good Night," “Poor Old Harvard.**
“Whoop it up for Yale." “Vlctorloua

C.

Andrew’

mginrera

songs

Slaven

EAST SULLIVAN.

coat

ACT I.

open for business.
left for New York Mon-

Miss Nora White will
in Dexter April 27.

says of hie invention:

is

being d*lft

Dainty

refreshments

Whereas, Almighty God, in His infinite
wisdom, has removed from our midst oar beloved brother, Frank A. Davis, therefore be it
Resolved, That in the death of Brother
Davis, Mountain Rebekah lodge has lost a
faithful member, his family a loving husband
and kind father, and the community an
honored and respected citizen; be it further
Resolved, That a page of our records be
dedicated to his memory, that a copy of these
resolutions be sent the bereaved family, also
one published in The Ellsworth American.
Lena 8. Snow,
Lizzie P. Wardwku,
Alice M. Twining,
Committee.

A

Following

scheme

MEMORIAL RESOLUTIONS.

present, and those desirous of joining
get in touch with him as

possible.

attractively

most

was

white.

and

day on the
April 27.

president
of the college
a

store

the color

Marshall Olds

Quinn Secures Patent on Oil
Heating Device.
E. J. Quinn, of Belliugham, Wash., ar
Ellsworth boy, has patented a device tc
minimize the coat of oil heating, frotz
whn-h much ix expected.
Mr. Quinn in a
eon of (Jeorfe W. Quinn, of lake wood
Ilia wife wan Mias Maude Trundy, formerly of Ellsworth. The Bellingham Ileralc

“They’ve Got Ms Going It Now".

Harvard

was

the

there is

The

in every

was a success

served. Miss Cbas* was assisted by
Miss Beatrice Abram. Monday the store

K. .1.

This is a farce comedy in two acta, by
Hoy C. Haines. Act 1 ia laid at Hlaka'i
room at Yale, and act i a celebration at
the “Little Cafe”. Following is tbe musi-

Bolo,

that

a

way.

Saturday

were

to win

H.I.SWOUI H

Bteve Hlake. senior at Yale .Walter M Allen
Harold Llnnehan
Hud Hemming,
William J Flanagan
Hill Atwood,
Steve's
Kip Shaw.
Bryant K Moore
Herbert S Beal
/-friends
Night long.
I at Yale.
Percival 1. Weecott
Buck Worth.
Harold lUskn
Harhe Lawson, |
Harold Gould
Sid Armour,
Bim Gordon, assistant football trainer.
Aabburv Clement
Mr Hlake, Steve's father.fclarle Falvey
Mr Dean, of Harvard.Frank J Dunleavy
Marion Hlake, Stove • stater Miss ICrva Giie*

cal

State

so

receive

on

blue

42*11.

is

GAMK

0.

hr

noon as

Wednesday.

May

everybody

secure

Chase

arranged,

70 per cent, on the
will receive special
not

merits with the

The opening of the store of Miss Edith

the club should

It ban been foutxl necessary to postpone
the Dingo club entertainment, “At the
Biff Game,” announced for May 1, to
evening,

no

year’s work, extends from August
to April.
Particulars of these contests
will be given later. Suffice it to say for
the present that it will be well
worth
while for the boys and girls to compete in
the various contests. The officers of the
club are:
Keith Killam, president; Fernald Webster, vice-president; Doris Colpitts, secretary; Harold Dorgan, treasurer.
G. N Worden will act as local leader foi

The IHrlgo (Tub Knte>rt*lnment Post-

Wednesday

There is

policies
lowest possible

that all

was

ing the

Continued
power Hoe
wn state «• John K
Moore, illegal toting
Ca potato iaaue
VfM Htatr va Percy g
Moore, illegal toting,
t'aplaa to iaaue
vn-k State v« Jarnea A Parker, falae alateineota to obtain
property or credit.
JW7. nol proear l jri», trial, not guilty
Vtt» Htatr ta Walter H Kuaaeil. failure to
Trial Wednesday.
Nol
anpport wife
proeaed by order of court.
K30 State ta Kdward J Ueagbaa. common
aailar. Capiaa to iasae.
2081 State ta Cbarlee w (Jerry, oomuon
aeller. Cap la* to iaaue.
2032 State ta Tbomaa H lender*, common
aellar. Capiaa to iaaue
2033 State ta Michael
McCauley, common
aeller. Capiaa to iaaua.
2034 State ta Henry
Moulding, common
aellar. Pleaded guilty, continued for
•cutenee on payment of coete, • 2ft 60
2036 State va Oeorge W’eacott. common aailar
Capiaa to iaaue.

to Neat

10.

The circle of the Congregational church
entertained Thursday by Mrs. H. E.
Morton, Mrs. Mina Douglass, Mrs. Mary
Mayo and Mrs. Fosta Hinckley.

re-

something.
The second contest on “Showing-Chickens", lasts from July to December, and the
third eon test on “Kgg Laying”, complet-

electric

poned

agriculture,

for

ast or rHASAcraas.

By Indictment.
E Q Orob, common seller. October, 1913— Principal and sureties defaulted. Sentence, fine $100, costs $15,

1976

of

the cast of characters:

1912.

average of
rW of the contest,

w

state

II Ui

May

Chase.

membership,

for

prizes, and those who do
average of 70 per cent, will
tificate of merit signed by
*>f the university and dean

Wr*A A Pattea. asaaull and
Mo! protted

Til K

eligible

is

secure an

Hy I+dtcim*ni
n Cbartaa Heal,
Illegal flablog
Mol proceed on payment of flat of |*M
and coat a Uiai at >»
***** Kdwerd K Chaae. aaaault and battery.
Continued
WM State va Rimer DeWitt, interfering with
mi

VI

1M7—State vs Arthur Hunton, common seller. Oct. 1912—Principal aud sureties
defaulted. Indictment filed.
1938 Stats ys Thomas Landers, common seller. Oct. 1912—Principal and sureties
defaulted. Continued.
1389 State vs Michael McCauley, common
seller. Oct. 1912 —Principal and sureties defaulted. Continued.

1966

** 4 pneaL
Hiaoche Hartllag. assault and
Selre facias to iseue.
Prank Ha* I am. illegal Ashing.

pr»Mvd

By Indictment.

State

Tans. lilt.

State vs

ENTERED

1966

common seller,
teens
John Maine* drunk and disjtoi planned.

»«

Mu*

girl from ten to eighteen

or

to inform every reader of Tiif.

surance

Mildred May, Capt. Kane, is
for Charles E. Qreene.

Miss Agnes Lord, of Ellsworth, spent
the week-end as the guest of Mrs. Mabel

hatching the highest percentage of eggs set ; (2) to the member
Nhowing the largest number of healthy
chicks
in
proportion to the number
hatched; (3) to the member showing the
highest average weight per chicken; (4)
to the member writing the best composition on “Hatching and Rearing Chickens”.
Those who do not win first places but

on payment of costs #15.87
Michael MeOnuley. illegal de
po«lt »f latosicatiag liquors
Mltlmus

law

are

to the member

inane.

mersnsn a rail.

»IT

seller.

to

orderly

1911.

John I Frederick, forgery. Capias to issue In 1914. Indictment filed in other three cases.
State vs Michael McCauley, common
nuisance.
April, 1912—Principal and
sureties defaulted. Continued.
State vs J A Hherrard, common seller.
Capias to issue.

to

common

management

s

days.

few

a

Schooner

expense whatever to members of the club
aside from securing their foundation stock,
and full instructions and record blanks are
furnished by the extension service. The
motfcpofthe club is “To make the best
betteP\ In brief, the plan of work is as
follows:
Kach member must set at least two hens,
with pure breed eggs.
This starts the
hatching and rearing contest, which ends
July 1, at which time there will be a local
exhibit and prizes will be awarded (1)

Oeorge Weacott.

vs

i'nplaa

beiiam

Gr*cr Robertson from Albert Robertson. for
intoxication. K. 8. Clark for libellant
Caivin N Webber from Katherine Webber,
lib llaot
for adultery- K 8. Clark for
Clara E. Fullerton from Frank B. Fullerton,
libellant. L. F
for extreme cruelty. Giles for
Mason for libellee.
from
Noyea Haakell. for
Ethel M Haakell
adultery. Hlaitdell for libellant; Hurley for

Henry Ryder,

vs

of

ceived not later than

vs

State

here with coal

further applications for which must be

Continued
R tl tirob, common sailer.
<
apiaa t<> inane
state vs 1> A
Herliby. common seller,
t'aptan to issue
State va Thomas H laoders, common
seller
Scire fact as to issue,
mate vs r
>ma* H Landers, single sale.
Metre facias to inane.
State vs Charles R Uadail. immoral
daw ta* Continued
State va Michael Mr' salty, common
teller
Metre facias to issue.

Miss Elizabeth McIntyre is visiting her
father, Frank McIntyre.
W. L. McDonald, of Philadelphia, is in
town for

years of age

sentence

State

ladies’ social library will hold its
annual meeting May 4.
Miss Belle Butler is home from Woodland, where she has been teaching.

eggs, and to show the increased revenue to
be derived from well-bred poultry when

pursued.
Any boy

common

summer.

poultry industry and the marketing of a first-class product; to teach
better methods of caring for poultry and

methods

Advertisement

employment

where he has

of this

Object

New

The

of the

proper

<
sellar
apt as to issue
State vs Joseph Orajr failure to
support
wife. Pleaded guilty
Continued for

tor IE* tarrn <m
Coart finally adjo.nwl
Mia*.
bwt law trial*, lit
Tbouyh l bar*
tba d»u doafcat-forty by
««# ,,-arna oB
°» «'<*»'*•> ‘blrtF-*l* b» anlry
.tlroraa*

to

Oesghan,

lor the

den, director of farm demonstration in
Hancock county.
The objects of the club are to give a better knowledge of the value and import-

4nstln. common seller.
issue.
State ve A i Puller,
practicing taedietae without a license
Nol prossed.
••ate vs Rdward J

gwB,.<.»rh«f-W,,.u»a

Bedford, Mass,

under the direction of the agricultural extension service of the University
of Maine, was organized by U. N. Wor-

ance

The

BLUEHILL.
John W. Kane, jr., has gone to

club,

f)#fM

*•

(h>ISI

Boys

the

Jtp Indictment.

Oaoutlaa-O

ten

and Girls Organize
First fn Maine.
At a recent meeting of Ellsworth boys
and girls interested in poultry, a poultry
LI Is worth

»• Thomas
Sheehan, search and
•Sliwn. Wen of not guilty withdrawn;
sentence imposed. Demurrer filed and
overruled. law court on
exceptions.
Exception overrated; Judgment for
Ultimas issued.

a

u.

THRU, 1911.

■tnrrer lied and overruled. Law
court
*• ••'•PMwns
Reception overruled;
Judgment for A tale. Mitlmus issued.

ths rotH.

*»*>•*. Aabara■»*»“• **'
n.rt ->!»■« «

----

ocroman

‘Sbbertfsemmta,

COUNTY NEWS

POULTRY CLUB

Hi Appeal
*'**• M ®,rrf ^ Wo,
(earth and seizure.
M*Mo* to quash complaint and warrant overruled.
Plea of not guilty
withdrawn: sente nee imposed. De-

A

pItfO.*tOFCA*EB
111 Vr>BCI

sureties

art

All
3i7.es
and
widths

woman can earn

this beautiful pair of
$4 shoes during a lit.
tie of her spare lime
For particulars address
BAY STATE
HOSIERY CO., Inc.,
Lynn, Mass.

ELLSWORTH

Steam Laundry and Bath Rooms.
•NO PAY, NO W A 8 H 15
All kinds of laundry work done at short notice.
Goods called tor and delivered.

H. B. ESTEY & CO.
Kstey Building, State St..
Ellsworth, Me

atitmtiBfment*.
observed here next Sunday. Everyone
is urged to be present.
Benjamin Young and wife, of Ellsworth,
be

COUNTY NEWS.
WEST FRANKLIN.
C. E. Butler, who has

the

gaining very fast.
Millard Springer intends to move

past

visiting
Salisbury.

year, is not.

A tire set at
his

put out by
April 27.

was

working

is

place of

clerking for

Irvin

S.

helping

came

to assist.

H.

_R.

Friday,

who

Springer,

illness of several months.

the seminary, assigned by vote of the class and by appointment, are as follows: Lewis C.
Pendleton, Camden, salutatory and oration; Adnil Barnard, of Bucksport, and
E. C. Smith, of Dixmont, orations; Stella

present.

him at

an

parts

Graduation

his house.

on

after

S. S. Scammon is sawing his lumber here
The
at the mill as fast as it thaws out.
ice will go out nearly a month later than

Herrick

William

at

quite ill.
in

was

Warning!

Camdenlas*

Mrs. F. W. Cole leaves to-day for Boston
for three weeks.
Mrs. Wallace N.

widow of Frederick Swazey, one
the town’s most estimable women, died

of

S.

Irvin Springer, who bought the Willard
Clark house, is rebuilding it. Claud Clark
is

who

AnBie,

Lawrie

Scammon in
is

men

BUCKS PORT.

last winter.

Stanley

Boynton’s

got beyond
the house, but

BROOK LIN.
Bent is

Ralph

Mrs.

shore

threatened

control and

family to Sullivan soon. He will work on
the quarry.
It is reported that Francis Wilbur will
rebuild his buildings that were burned

daughter, Mrs. W. K.

their

are

ill for

been

[

COUNTY NEWS

Nobody allowed

Smith, who has been

The best outdoor tobacco
because It holds alj its good-

her sister.

Melrose,!Mass.,
his;,mot her,
Mrs. U. A. Grindle, here Saturday.
Leslie and Robert Friend, of; Melrose,
Mass., were in town last week |to attend
the funeral of their aunt, Mrs. Q. A.
Orindle, formerly of this place.
Harold

Orindle,

A.

of

ness

the remains of

April

Farley and wife have gone to Mc-

Seth Crabtree and Everard Cousins have
exchanged houses and moved their fami-

Kinley.
fishing,
Mrs.

who

has

been

south

lies to their

is home.

E.

past week,

seems no

who has been ill the

finish

better.

saw

Rumill spent
Sutton, the guest of Miss Ethel Bunker.
Julia Webster, who fell and
Mrs.
sprained her arm three weeks ago, gains
Miss Leola

& Wyman, of Cherrytleld, plan to
sawing with their portable steam

Dwelley’s point

mill at

April

B.

27.

and

wife,

who have

The Handy
the Pound and Half.
S-OM Tin. the Full-Sire I0-C«nl Tm,
Pound Tin Humidor* and the Pound Gia»> Humidor

house.

Schools have been in session one week.
are Miss Pearl Marsh, of East
Eddington, and Miss Mary Whitmore, of
Southwest Harbor.
The teachers

Norwood, of Southwest
Harbor, who has been visiting her son
Dennis and her sister, Mrs. Eliza Rumill,
returned home Saturday.

Daniel

Chester

Sawyer.

spent
home

Sunday.

call-

NORTH HANCOCK.

Dow, who, with his wife, has
wiuter at Owls Head, came

the

was

Bucksport

Katherine have been visiting Mr. Clark’s
cousin, Mrs. Ed Childs, at Manset, and
have now gone to Islesford to visit her

brother,

of

Miss Flora Blaisdell, who has been in
seven months with her aunt,
Mrs. Flora Dorr, is at home on a visit.
L.
April 27.

daughter

and

EVER-LASTING'LY. GOOD'

Ml For

Cigarette

Mrs. Grindle

time its chief

were

daughter,

and

Gardner,
also granddaughter, Lima Sawyer, came
son

Make sure that such is not the
with your child.

child.
case

McGown and wife, of Franklin, were
week-end guests of Mrs. C. E. Googins.
ira

Leslie Tripp and wife are receiving congratulations on the birth of a daughter,
born April 26—Pauline Frances.

a

vacation after

April

and full

lip,

sour

stom-

breath,

hard

belly with

occasional

an

absence of two years.

27.

V.

Signs of worms in children
are:
stomach,
Deranged
swollen upper
ach, offensive

templar.

She

was a

t&Vfpsin

member

of Brooklin grange, of which for many
years she was chaplain. She was also a
charter member of

lodge,
cle.

and

a

Center Harbor Kebekah

member of the church aid cir-

When the

library

association

was

organized, she did much to promote its
success.

Many

the pleasant and helpby her to the Mutual Benefit column of The Eli^worth AmeriMrs. Grindle
can, under the name of G.
leaves one daughter—Mrs. George Allen,
of North Sedgw ick, and two sons—Wallace, of Los Angeles, Cal., and Harold, of
Melrose, Mass., with several grandchildren and great-grandchildren, besides a
have been

COUNTY NEWS.

pneumonia. Mias Virgie, a trained nurse
from Bangor, is with her.
Greyson Webster, of Islesboro, with his
bride, is visiting his parents, Daniel

MT.

Elmer Bridges is ill ot pneu-

monia.

The

Devereux, captain of a steamer
of the Clyde line, visited his mother, Mrs.
Frances Devereux, recently.
Charles

A

in

Lonnie Woodworth and son Harold,
of Bar Harbor, are visiting her parents, B.
F. Jordan and wife.
Mrs.

Mrs. Thomas Macdonald and three sons
Tuesday for New Jersey to join Mr.

Macdonald,
Mrs. Percy

who has

employment

there.

Moore and son Frank
spent last week in Ellsworth Falls with
her parents, Frank Cottle and wife.

April

son was

Bridges

B.

27.

May.

PARTRHXjE COVE.

born to Mr. and

Mrs.

L. D.

last week.

ents at South

visiting

her

par-

Bluehill.

Byron Wood, of the steamer J.T. Morse,
is at home for a few days.

at the

Candage and sold within a few hours to C.
A. Conary, the present occupant.
were

received here last week of

Mrs. R. G. Allen, of Haverhill.
Mrs. Allen spent much of her early life
here, and leaves many staunch friends
who remember her as a beautiful and attractive woman, and of a sweet disposition.

sympathy
family.

Much

reaved

April

is extended the be-

27._H.

William

for

a

Taken

It

needless to suffer any longer
with rheumatism, and be all
crippled
up,

evening. May 2.
Miss Bernice

Capt.
ors

in

Murch

has

returned

Varnum,

William Sellers

Bangor this

Leach and
business visit-

Otis

were

week.

Several young ladies will give a ball at
the town hall Wednesday evening, May 6.
served.
Hall’s
be
Refreshments will

April

Dunbar is out again.

Sylvia

:

with his Bon, B. E. Varnum.

visit

Woodlocke.

27.

WEST GOULDSBORO.
to

Richard

improved.

Mrs. Galen Smith is having her house

repaired by Fred Tracy.

his

bottle.

_

WEST SEDGWICK.

|
or

say to

is

grupurt

EAST BLUE HILL.

Hooper is able to be out again,
alter being ill several weeks.
Miss Edith Torrey, ol North Sedgwick,
Eben

witb her

sister, Mrs. Minnie Gray.

Robert Astbury and Maynard Gray have
Boston, where they have employ-

“Stickney & Poor’s”

gone to
ment.

!

April 27.

X.

IA
CASTOR
Children.
Infanta
For

and

The Kind You Han

Always Bought

and bent out of

heart-wrenching pains,
surely avoid it.
Rheumatism

comes

shape

with iu
when you can

active

from weak, in-

found time to give much attention It matters not how old
you are, or
|
things outside of her home. 1 how long you have suffered, it is
Her public spirit was almost unlimited. practically impossible to take it into
!
She gave not simply her sympathy, but the human system without results.
j
ilso her time aud labor freely to all the You will find relief from the first few
fraternities aud benevolent societies in doses, and you will be surprised how
quickly all your misery and suffering
our
which
were
community, among
will end.
church, Sunday school, Christian EndeaAn original package of Croxone
church
aid and Eastern Star.
vor, library,
costs but a trifle at any first-clasi
But her service to these did not exhaust
drug; store. All druggists are authe supply of her generosity, for she had a
thorized to sell it on a positive moneystrong desire to be helpful to every indi- back guarantee.
Three doses a day
vidual, every worthy movement and in- for a few days is often all that is
ever
needed
to
cure the worst backitituiiou which needed help.
Another thing to be mentioned in ache or overcome urinary disorders.
Mary • home life was the helpfulness of her
brothers, George A. and Richmond L.
ikunes. Between her and these brothers
[hero was naturally the fullest measure of
LifeMdidenoe and good fellowship.
They PArlHlHU Sage Makes Thin
never put hindrances or
less Hair Soft and Abniiiiant.
annoyances in
ber way, but on the contrary seemed
Tieautiful hair, thick, soft, tLiffJt
pleased with her generous feelings and lustrous, and free from daminiff, is
gladly gave her every freedom and op- one of woman’s greatest charms, yet
so many have streaked, thin ami lifeportunity to e»rcise them.
Many years ago there was a scarcity of less hair and think there Is no reined*
Pretty hair is largely a matter of ea.'c.
teachers in our Sunday school, and at my
Frequent applications of Parisian
request Mary took a class.
It was very
Sage well rubhed into the scalp » nil
soon evident that she
was putting the
that is needed
it acts like magic.
same enthusiasm into this work as into
be
Try it to-night
you will really
other work that she undertook.
Not only
She surprised with the result.
meant to teach the class
something, and will the hair become soft. duffy,
doubly
the very large stock ol bibla
knowledge radiant with life and really
which she acquired in a very short time beautiful, but all dandruff disappears,
hair and itching scalp cease—
was always
I think falling
surprising to me.
your head feeis fine.
this bible study and the
resulting meditaAil
druggists sell a large bottle W»
tion were a great force in her
*lct
life, for she Parisian sage for fifty cents.
sought the highest ideals and made con- from 11. A.
Parcher; he will refund toe
tin us 1 efforts to make her life consistent
money if you are not satisfied.

WEALTH OF HAIR

—

Q. C. Gouldsboro, who has been ill, ia
much

Katharine Harmon is the guest of Miss
Vera Dunbar.

is

ind service to

meeting of Penobscot chapter, O. E. S.,
will be held at Masonic hall Saturday

BRIGHT’S DISEASE

your

Find Relief After Few Doses
of New Remedy are

but she

A

RHEUMATISM AND

Flavoring K*tracts,

Chronic. Crippled-up Suffer**

liked

the system.
Croxone is the most wonderful
medicine ever made for curing chronic
rheumatism, kidney trouble*, and
Mary did not shirk or neglect her home bladder
disorders. You will find it
duties. On the contrary, she was very
different from all other r medics.
prompt and efficient as a housekeeper, There is
nothing else on earth like it

Devereux, of Castine, is visiting
A. W. Gordon and wife were in Ellsuncle, Duncan Dunbar.
worth and Hancock last week.
AJ/V
as
engineer
Roy E. Webster is employed
Alton Young has moved his family and
Clarence Yroung is employed in Ells- on steamer
Castine, of the Bangor route.
will work for F. P. Noyes on his farm.
worth getting Arthur Holt’s boat ready
Arthur Guilford, of Vinalhaven, spent a
for summer business.
Schooner Louise Frances arrived Friday j
few days with his family here last week.
Hubbard.
with freight, and will load stavea for F.
April 27.
of
is
Miss Maggie Emerton,
Bluehill,
P. Noyes.
visiting her sister, Mrs. Percy Wardwell.
SWAN’S ISLAND.
Miss
Prof. HikIIoiik wa* Quickly ReWyman, who is teaching in ;
Mrs. Nina McIntyre, of Castine, is visitG. W. Joyce and wife took their son
Gouldsboro, visited Miss Lovejoy Saturlinerl of ilotli A 1)1 u l tons by
Raymond to Rockland Friday, where he ing her parents, Burton Wardwell and day and Sunday.
t'siiiK Kbenuia.
had his appendix removed at the Knox wife.
Mrs. Irving Smith, of Steuben, visited
If you suffer from any form of KheumaMrs. Lizzie Sylvester, of Searsport, is her
hospital.
mother, Mrs. Joseph Strout, who is i
niwmbn
KHKIMA
that
to
tiam,
goes
O. L. Milan and wife, Mrs. Dora Stinson, keeping house for Joseph Perry and son with Capt. Strout in the Louise Frances.
work quickly to nnon the cause, uot
Archie.
L.
April 27.
Many Mrs. M. A. Barbour and Mrs. Ella Morse
•imply to retieee the distress.
Miss Annie L. Dunbar, teacher of the
years' use has damonstrated that it goea are attending the great council of Red
ISLES
FORD.
school in the Perkins district, is ill of
to the seat of I ha disease and expels tbe Men of Pocahontas in Portland.
23.
Mrs. Jennie Pierce, of Munset, was in
I
B.
poiaouous matter through the natural | April
town recently.
channels-the kidneys, bowels, liver and
Strengthen* WeaK and Tired Womfii
EGYPT.
**I was under a great strain nursing a relaW. O. Sawtelle, of Haverford, Pa., was
•kin.
tive through three months’ sickness,” writes in town last week.
George Jordan has been quite ill.
••For many years 1 was troubled with
De Sande, of Kirkland, 111.,
Mias Hester Clarke bas gone to Banger- Mrs. J. C. \an
Kheumstiam, also with Bright's Disease
Rev. Hannah J. Powell held services in
me
‘‘Electric
Bitters
from
and
kept
of tbe kidueya. 1 suffered awfully. Tried ville to teach.
afternoon and evening.
breaking down. I will never be without it.” the church Suuday
Mrs. Way land West, who bas been very
After using
Do you feel tired and worn out? No appetite
many advertiasd remedies.
Miss Myra Walls, of Otter Creek, was
It
the
won’t
isn’t
is
food
digest?
and
spring
improving.
remarkable
truly
your
preparation, ill,
the guest of Miss Elsie Stanley last week.
weather. You need Electric Bitters. Start a
Floyd Scammon, wbo bas been em- month’s treatment to-day; nothing better for
BHETMA, I was fully cured.”- Prof. C. J.
Miss Collins Morrill, of Pittsfield, has
in East Orland the past winter, stomach, liver and kidneys.
!
ployed
The
great
Budloug, Bound View, Conn. KHEl'MA returned borne last week.
spring tonic. Belief or money back. 00c. and gone to Bar Harbor for a short visit.
a guaranteed by Q. A. Pan-tier, who aeila
f1.00, at your Druggist.
M.
S.
April 27.
April 27.

When you need Mustard, Spices

Everyone

Mary take pari in such things, and made
it easy for her to go by her own willingness always to remain at home.

orchestra.

NORTH CA9TINE.

Bluehill.

Elvira Young has been with her mother
the past week.
Francis Eaton left Thursday for New
York, to be employed on the boat with
Capt. F. T. Burkhart.

fT

a

sadness

which

kidneys, that fail to filter from
the blood, the poisonous waste matter and uric acid; and it is useless to
rob on liniments or take
ordinary
remedies to relieve the pain
This
her half-sister, Julia A. Lord, and here 1
only prolongs the misery and can't
want to say a few words about this sister, possibly cure you.
for she and Mary had certain prominent
The only way to cure rheumatism
qualities in common. Both had energy* is to remove, the cause. The new disactivity, self-reliance, willingness tor ser- covery, Croxone, does this because it
neutralizes and dissolves all the poivice and self-sacrifice.
sonous substances and uric acid that
With Julia it was home interest and
lodge in the. joints and muscles, to
home service, for while she had a feeling
scratch and irritate and cause rheuof good-w ill for her neighbors and friends,
matism, and cleans out and strengthshe did not go among them, and did not ens the
stopped-up, inactive kidneys,
show any desire to participate in public so they can filter all the
poisons from
matters. But Bhe was Always glad to have the blood and drive it on and out of

Schooner

Mrs.

for book.

it for SO cents

PROMPTLY DISAPPEAR

death of Mary B. Somes brings to

many hearts a measure of
words can hardly express.

Albert F. Billings is the guest of friends
Mattapan, Mass.
Miss Rose Henderson is

Mrs. C. M. Eaton is *ith Mrs. S. J.
dotson.

the death of

left

Auburn. Satue.

MAKES RHEUMATISM

DESERT.

OBITUARY.

Webster and wife.

SEDGWICK.

Master

Tidings

TRENTON.

gripings and pains about the
tint, eye* heavy and dull, twitching eyelid*. itching of the now, itching of the
rectum, short, dry cough, grinding of the
teeth, little red point* sticking out on
tongue, starting during sleep, slow fever.
If at all doubtful, make certain of health
I»r. True’s Kiixir, the Family
liixative and Worm Kxpeller. it's the one
best thing tor regulating the stomach and
At your
bowels sod expelling worms.
druggist’s 3&c, fiOc and fl.OO. Advice free.
Hpecisl treatment for tapeworms. Send

ite*4Cm,

r.

born

was

Mrs. George Turner returned home from
Railroad, Capt. Merriman, is North Brooklin Saturday.
factory wharf.
Miss Bertha Turner, of Bangor, has
Schooner B. J. Hazard,
Capt. P. R. spent several days with her parents.
two weeks ago.
Ellis Springer has gone to the Point Know lion, is discharging a cargo of coal
Thelma.
April 27.
Mrs. Lelka York, of Brooksville, is with
where he will be employed in the livery for Smith Bros.
Mrs. Henry W. Sargent for a few .weeks.
stable of C. H. Smith this summer.
Mrs. F. B. Hamilton is teaching in disLAMOINE.
Calvin E. Billings, of Mattapan, Mass.,
Harry Maddocks and wife are spending trict No. 7, Brooklin, during the illness of
Work is oegun this morning on a library
spent Saturday and Sunday with his
the
teacher.
a
few
regular
days with Mrs. J. D. Springer before
room at the church.
parents.
for North Leeds, where Mr. MadMrs. Mabel Bridges, of West Brooklin,
Mrs. Emery Curtis, of New York, has leaving
Mrs. Neal Dow, of North Brooksville, is
docks has been transferred.
with two children, is visiting her parents*
been visiting friends here.
visiting her parents, Capt. Charles Babsou
Anon. H. H. Candage aud wife.
April 27.
Rev. W. H. Rice fell Thursday hurting
and wife.
There will be a roll-call of the First Baphis foot and hip quite badly.
EDEN.
Walter H. Sargent, of Boston, spent a
tist church Thursday. Speakers from out
C. F. King is having extensive repairs
few days recently with his parents, CapHarvey Moore, who captured four little
of town have been engaged for the occafoxes, has sold them to Massachusetts made on his farm buildings.
tain Benjamin C. Sargent and wife.
sion.
Sim.
parties.
April 27.
Ludolph Hodgkins, who has been in
C. A. Holden and daughter Constance,
Go-to-church Sunday, which was ob- Florida the past winter, is home.
who spent the winter in Koseboro, N. C.,
PENOBSCOT.
served by other churches in March, will
Lewis Garland, who has been employed are en route for home.
They will spend a
is employed in
Leach
Miss
Marion
in Clifton the past winter, is home.
few days in Portland.
Bridges Bros.’ store.
aaDmisstnuntt.
W. L. Alley and family visited friends
A quick transfer of real estate w as made
Mark I. Smith, of Boston, is visiting his
and relatives in Ellsworth last week.
when the A. S. Grindle place, known to
Mrs. Ruth Smith.
mother,
WORMS IN CHILDREN
Mrs. Charlotte Elliott, who has been the older residents as the Kingsbury MorA.. E. Varnum went to Tagus Saturday
Worms are a danger to the health of a
studying for a trained nurse, is home for gan place, was purchased by Leonard
His wife

Mrs. Harold Lawson and her

Pip# and

_

Aljava

Clark, jr.,

5TA£

L. Dorr,
Capt.
Bucksport,
her, and all seemed to understand and apMrs. Jennie Bridges, of Penobscot, who preciate her worth and the full measure cf
ing on relatives here last Wednesday.
large circle of friends by whom she will
her
All will miss her was called here by the illness of
the loss to her family, friends, neighbors
Mrs. Mabel Leach and son Hoyt visited be greatly missed.
her parents, R. S. Leach and wife, re- sweet face and pleasant smile here during mother, Mrs. Edwin Ordway, returned and the whole community. Any sketch
home Sunday.
the summer season.
of her life which does not deal somewhat
cently.
L.
Services were held at the Baptist church
and associates
April 27.
with her environment
Gerald WTiliins, who cut his hand badly
Rev. Arthur Tarbell
would be incomplete, and so 1 shall write
on
a
sawing machine, is
improving Sunday afternoon,
SARGENTVIJLLE.
of her as I saw h**r in relation to others in
officiating. The many and beatiful floral
rapidly.
tributes showed the love and esteem of
Guy Freethy left Monday for New York the various activities of her life.
Eugene Leach arrived Tuesday from relatives and friends.
to join a yacht.
When Mary was about twenty years old,
Olamon, where be has been living the past
Cnk Femme.
April 27.
J. Whitney Grindal visited his son in her mother’s death threw the cares and
winter.
Kockland last week.
responsibilities of the home upon her and
E.

spent the winter in Rockland, are
They will occupy part of the Allan Pierce

Mrs. W. A.

The best Indoor tobacco
because of its fresh and delicious fragrance.

her best-loved,
in November.
1833, and was the last member of the family of the late Lydia and Robert Friend, of
North Sedgwick. When the Good Templar lodge was organized here, she was
one of the foremost w orkers, being at one
those around her who

ful letters sent

WEST SURRY.

Murphy

here.

Mrs.

this week.

W.

slowly.

Joshua

abodes.

B. Blaisdell & Co: have loaded the
schooner Portland Packet for Boston, and
schooner John S. Beacham, for New York.

week-end

the

at

very

new

Ward

Reed,

B.

visit

nesday from a business trip to Boston.
Congratulations are extended to Mr.
and Mrs. Percy M. Hanscom on the birth
of a son, born April 22.

THE MONT.

Harold Lawson,

a

Friends of William F. Cook, a war veteran, regret to learn of his illness.
Mrs. G. W. Collins arrived home Wed-

_CH’E’EK.

19.
WEST

Earle

Mrs. Adelaide Dunn is home from
Gouldsboro.

of several weeks in

regularly

in the open air.
Convenient Packages:

Bradeen, of Alton, and Evelyn Nichols, of
Searsport, essays; Leonard Hodgdon, of
usual.
Orland, valedictory; Ivan Perkins, of
OBITUARY.
John T. and Harry Clark have moved Penobscot, president’s address; Elmer
The many friends of Mrs. Gabrille A.
They Rideout, of Bucksport, history; Stanley
back to their farm at Beechland.
Grindle. of Melrose, Mass., formerly of
will pay considerable attention to raising Sawyer, of Sebois, prophecy; Josephine
this place, were shocked to hear of her
st raw berries.
Mann, of Bucksport, presenter; Pearl
death, which took place at the home of
of
of
John
more
Lewis,
that
deserve
odist;
deaths
Clay,
Bucksport,
Among the
her son Harold A., in Melrose, with whom
Muriel
here
reGould,
Brockton, Mass., marshal;
than a passing notice, occurring
she made her home. Mrs. Grindle was ill
of
will.
class
B.
of
Scammon,
Bucksport,
George
cently, is that
less than a week of pneumonia, the end
who died from chronic heart trouble. Mr.
coming suddenly Friday morning, with
son
of
Ambrose
FRANK UN.
Scammon was the eldest
and Fhilena Springer Scammon, born
December 16,1S52. Mr. Scammon was a desirable citizen, of good morals, and a man
generally liked, being an industrious and
useful citizen. He leaves one brother, S.
S. Scammon, of Franklin, and one nephew,
Carroll Phillips, of Waterville.

this earth except

STAG.

certified smokers of

threatened with pneumonia, is better.
Mrs. Hattie Joyce has returned from
Revere, Mass., where she has been visiting

accompanied

on

Mrs.

John Tufts is spending a few weeks

Waltham, Mass.
Percy Moore and wife, who have been
living here during the winter, bave returned to the Granite, where Capt. Moore
is getting Mr. Slaven’s yacht, Alfredine
IV, in readiness to go to New' York.
R.
April 20.

—

with them.

She had unwavering faith in
Christianity
potency and helpfulness uf a
righteous and faithful life. The outcome
of this faith was au Intense
loyalty to the
work of the church, the
Sunday school
and the Christian Endeavor
Her
8oeiely.
and the

words

were

always helpful

and

inspiring,

whether given as testimonies or as
words of encouragement or
instruction to
the juniors, no one who listened to
her
utterances could have any doubt
about
their sincerity, or the source of
her
and

sAluminum
i

COOKING UTENSILS

Ware that Wears
GUARANTEED IS YEARS

inspiration.

Of course we know that
things will go
on here as usual.
societies
and institutions will do their
work here
in the future as in the
[last. But there is
a universal feeling that au
irreparable loss
has come to us; that there will be
no duplicate of Mary B. Somes, and her going
out Will leave a vacancy which will
never
be filled.

Individuals,

But while

we

grieve

Send 15c for
Pan.

Sample

H. W. Sargent, Ellsworth. Box 196

the loss we
say: “The’beat
practically and
self-sacriflcingly loyal to the things'I believed in and labored for.”
April 27,1914.
K. L. Ohindle.
over

know that Mary would
way to honor me is to be

in

SEAL HARBOK.
dancing class so successfully conducted bere through the winter
by Miss
Emilie Young, wUl close with a
May ball
The merchant who does not adc^J***
Friday evening, May 8, at Neighborhood
a dull season makes it more
hail. Kelley’s orchestra will
profitable jo
play.
those who do advertise.
The

if flal Xoticta.
OK

3-jWTK
8

MAIJfK.

folkf >l0"°[h“
<■'
..salon of .»t<i board
,)<-.<-*at
umnr.
K||,worth »n ««ld county on the
10 M S^th day of April, a. d t»U.
,0#rJthlfund»ral*ned. municipal oIBccra of
town
n

01 Mount DfMrt.

■

Hancock

rsa^ctfully

SiEiATras* S.X&’tffi fhu,b,“^
<

Ellu A.

nn'rtlnj

Brimmer, late of Mnrlaville In raid
^ cert*,n inetrument pur

la«‘ will and tentameutof
“W aeceaaed. toeelher with
petition for proP"«hWd by Lizzie M, SlUby,
ik. executrix therein
the
named.
Harbor, in
..hi county, dec. ased. Bouthwent
said
Pei ition that Edward
"“ilobie person be apa0ri0p";.0,hcr
pointed administrator of the estate of said
deceased, presented by Alice M. Hodadon. a
daughter of said deceased.
t-aivin Weacott. late of
Brooksville. in said
coua y. deceased.
Petition that Melvin D.
C hatto or some other suitable
person be appointed administrator of the estate of said
decease.1, presented by Annie H Gray and
C* "®«cott, heirs-at low of said deceased
Fannie Newbury, late of Tremont. in said
connty. deceased.
Account or Loren W.
Hum ill, administrator, filed for settlement.
Frank M. Conners, late of Eden, in said
county, deceased. First account of F. Marion
Kich and < bar Its E. Conners,
administrators,
filed for settlement.
Willard C. Gray, late of Penobscot, in said
deceased.
county,
First account of o. M
Ktaplea, administrator, filed for settlement.
Nathaniel W. Preble, late of Boston, Massachusetts, deceased. Final account of Wm. B.
Blaisdell, administrator, filed for settlement.
E. Frank Kellogg, late of Sullivan, in said
First and final account of
county, deceased.
K.
Black, administrator, filed for settle-

r,h.i!,o
JV, ,“,cK*.y'l*,'‘
Ml.

B'f .i?'“i roll
4ai»ree«
iml

iSlnutna

*“1il'«ht>hund “HbVteettrom

point
^^ JoU.”pbH,Curll_.;.;t.ble^id
of,
south sixty nine degree*
ea-t

fhirty-nine

WJonswn.paSl

„.i_•..

o..i

tfd>i«ting.o_.h«rUht.l.d„r«..„d
2’iwtb "w nUdcS'r«a
...

2,1
Slice
II

S,™

-»

s*

—

Lc.fivf
ifvrn

defif’cilng

j

opposite

1

■

••

»

J

.•

\*

MMIFRF.AS,

th' r,ll3t

lam.*.?-

--

hither
toni'rnotice
•aidhZ*

®fth#»A*n“
»

liCSW.UP
£5IOre
therm,^ ?P0,l*hing
°a

JL

tim«0I1#to
cotDowffi8a,d

beardl/iK118

*tm*.^Att.e8.l:~Jo"H

notice that
dereby
he
°1 th« uf‘.a8..7*en d»ly appointed executor
wlU and te®tament'of
Mixv IE
PKaZIER- late of ELLSWORTH,
iath
Hai»cock, deceased, no bond*
htia*
by the terru» of said will. Ail
Ute 0# H_ijVinK demands against the es*
deceased are desired to present
the am.
thereto «, for •®Wlem«Bt, and all indebted
re<lae*t«d
to make payment tm“^iateiv
John W. Fbaxikb.

hab*^i?er

«

r!2t?ity2L
«**2ta?H.re?
EluJl'J'.

April, 14,1914.

T^h*
<h^TCv^?*r
®ftheuSklni
“

her®by gives notice that
duly appointed executor

1 1 and te®ta“®ot of
iriuL
HN A>
HODICK. late of EDEN,
la tw
Hancock, deceased, and
law directs.
All peraors
Cfca«ed
aSa»“®t the esUte of said dta*ttlteahT a°d all to present the same for
indebted thereto are re^UestMt. °
mak* payment immediately.
Andbbw Stroup Rodick.
fi*rHarK«.
aarbor, April 14, 1914.

e'^abc!S.nfy
liatSei/V***
&r^^ud8

April 7, 1914.

____

mBK aubscriber nereoy
adminisX he has been duly appointed
of the estate of
trator ui
iraior
AMHERST,
of
late
WILLIAM H. SILSBY,
Hancock, deceased, and
in the county of
All
direct*.
per-^
given bonds as the law
the estate o.
aona having demands against
the siarne
said deceased are desired >° present
thereto are
for settlement, and all indebted
requested to make payment

immediately.^

Ellsworth, April 10.

1»1«.

that
subscriber hereby gives notice
adminisshe has been duly appointed
of
tbeestate
tratrix of
„„„„
of EDEN,
JENNIE G. WEBSTER, late
deceased, and
la me county of Hancock,
the law directs, dl1
given bonds as
estate
having demands against the

THE

?La:ime7orruU.menLe,.ndd.l«°lnPdr:St£d

B&t ”que;;;d p®"
Bar Harbor,

April 15, 1W*.

Gross asst ts,
Deduct items not admitted,

LIABILITIES

Georgia

answers

Gross assets,
Deduct items not admitted,

Total liabilities and surplus,
M. E. HOLMES,

Ellsworth,
MASSACHUSETTS

Total liabilities and

U‘cu

..

INS. CO.,

572.500
23,500
11,359,834
l,698»v37
1,272,788
7,500
100,310

00

#15,034,670

96

#

admitted,

00
00

94
89
00

13

76,573 25

Admitted assets.
#14,968,097 71
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1913.
Net unpaid losses,
# 140.132 60
Unearned premiums,
7,160,947 43
All other liabilities,
676.MH) 78
Cash capital,
2,5T"’.0UO 00
4,1' .056 92
Surplus over all liabilities,
Total liabilities and surplus,
$11,958,097 71
M. E. HOLMES, Agent,
Ellsworth, Me.

You Want

More than
Just“Flour

airtifrtismsnv

When you start
make the dainty
cake or luscious pie
or the good, whole-

Maine
Central

to

;

bread on which
the family thrives.
Order William Tell
Flour and baking day
will be a pleasure and
a triumph. Richest in
nutritive value too,
and goes farthest, bemilled by
cause it is
our special process
from the finest Ohio
Red Winter Wheat.
Your grocer will
have it
just say
send me
(18)
some

:
|

—

QUARRIES, FACTORY
TIONS, MILL SITES,

LOCA-

FARMS,

SITES FOR SUMMER HOTELS
and CAMPS
Located

the line of the

on

Maine Central R. R.

—

give opportunity to those desiring to make
change in location for a new start in life.

a

Powers,

Water

Undeveloped

Unlimited Raw Material,
and
WHITCOMB, UAIM19 *
C. VV. GltlNDAL.

Good

CO.

A wait
ForColds.SoreThroat,
Croup. For Aches,
Fains and Wounds,

Farming

Land

Development.

Communications retarding locations
invited and will receive attention
w hen addressed to any agent of the

are

|

I Maine

Central,

or

to

Af

Attest:—T.

—-

In the District Court of the United States for
the Hancock District of Maine.
In the matter of
I In Bankruptcy,
Bknj. H. Sturdkb,
No. 10,4S4.

\

To the creditors of BenJ. H. Sturdee. of
Stoningtoa. in the county of Hancock and
district aforesaid, a bankrupt:
is hereby given that on the 18th
d. 1914, the aaid
d»y of April, a
was
duly adiudicated
Beni. H. Bturdee
drst
meeting of bis
the
thal
and
bankrupt:
creditors will be held at ray office, t-lls15. a. d. 1914, at one
wonh, Maine. May
o’clock in the forenoon, at which time the
said creditors may attend, prove their claims,
and
appoints trustee, examine the bankrupt
transact such other business as may properly
come before said meeting.
William E. Whiting,
Referee in Bankruptcy.
Ellsworth. Me., April 24, 1914.

NOTICE

subscriber nereoy gives notice that
X she has been duly appointed executrix
of the last will and testament of
EDWARD E. CHASE, late of BLUEHILL
in the county of Hancock, deceased, no bonds
All
being required by the terms of said will.
of
persons having demands against the estate
said deceased are desired to present the
indebted
and all
for settlement,
same
thereto are requested to make payment imEdith M. Chase,
mediately.
Executrix.

Bluehill, April 21,1914.

PIKE

Real estate,
Mortgage loans,
Stocks and bonds,
Cash in office and bank,

Gross assets,
Deduct items not

JOHNSON’S

I

ANODYNE

ess

never-failing
remedy. Keep it in your

home and be ready for
both internal and external ills.

j

WORTH,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and |
All per- ;
given bonds as the law directs.
sons
having demands against the estate
are
desired to
deceased
of said
present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imLeslie W. Jordan.
mediately.
Ellsworth, April 14, 1914.

IN USE 103 YEARS
25c and 50c

that
rpHE subscriber hereby gives notice
.L she has been duly appointed executrix
of the last will and testament of
KURT DIEDER1CH. late of BAR HARBOR

Parsons* Pills
relieve constipation
and headache

(EDEN),
county of Hancock, deceased, no bonds
being required by the terms of said will. All
persons having demands against the estate of

in the

said deceased are desired to present the same
for settlement, and all indebted thereto are
requested to make payment Immediately.
Enid Hunt Slater.
Bar Harbor, April 14, 1914.

THE

S

Lamoine, April 14,1914.

everywhere

I. S. JOHNSON & CO., Inc.
Boston, Mass.

/

subscriber hereby gives notice th»t
he has been duly appointed administrator of the estate of
ALDEN B. HIGGINS, late of LAMOINE,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
given bonds as the law directs. All perdemands
sons
against the eshaving
to
said deceased are desired
tate
Of
resent the same for settlement, and all inebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
J. Shkrman Douglass.

LiNiMENT
is the

_

rflHE

#3,476,171 54

surplus,

Bills receivable,
Inteiestand rents,

,,

Bankrupt.

181,£>7 28

Ageuts’balances,

A

coorn'y

#3 660,628 82

CITY, NEW YORK.
ASSETS DEC 31, 1913.

aodcr'isnntnts

fagor

u

#1,400 00
2,174,008 18
497,603 99
932,886 18
623 16
24,410 19
17,167 15

OF NEW YORK

FORECLOSURE.

« b.

BONDING Jfc INS. CO

FIDELITY-PHENIX

Signature.

a*

#8,002,962 21
Agent,

Me.

C. W. & F. L. MASON, Ellsworth. Me.
ALVIN H. STINSON. Seal Harbor, Me.
EDWARD L. WARREN, Bucksport, Me.
MACOMBER, KARR & WHITTEN,
State Agents, Augusta, Maine.

If my application for registration is accepted, please send me, without obligation, further and complete information and particuincluding maps of the land, showing its exact location on the Atlanta, Birmingham and Atlantic Railroad, its transportation facilities, agricultural, frujt and out-growing possibilities, etc.
Very truly Yours,

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
'VIT’HEREAS, Mary Leland Carter, of Stonf HEKEAS, .James A. Parker, of Southwest
▼ T
ington. Haucock county, Maine by her
Harbor. Hancock county, Maine, ami
deed dated October *8. 1909, and reFred L. Parker, of Rockport, Knox county, mortgage
corded
in Hancock registry of deeds in book
Maine, by their mortgage deed dated Septem- 464.
page 85, conveved to the Ellsworth Loan
iu
recorded
Hancock
ber
15, 1910 and
and Building Association, a certain lot or
county registry of deeds in book 471. page 442,
parcel of land situated in Stonington, in Han
conveyed to the Ellsworth Loan and Building cock
county, and bounded as follows:
Association, a certain lot or parcel of land at
Beginning at the road called Eastern
Manset iu said Southwest Harbor, described
Avenue at the southeasterly corner of the
as follows:
Arthur Carter lot, so-called, being the same
Beginning In the west line of land of James lot ci nveyed by Levi K. Stinson to Arthur M.
Parker, deceased, at a point near the office Carter
by deed of October 25, 1905, recorded in
building, the point of beginning being Hancock registry book 425. page 465; thence
marked by an iron bolt driven in the ground;
but eve.
following said road
easterly,
thence in an easterly direction following the one hundred and ywhere
eighteen feet; thence northcenter of a private way to be laid out and eswhere
with the Arthur
but
every
parallel
erly,
to
an
tablished and hereinafter referred to,
Carter east line ninety feet, more or less, to the
iron bolt set in the ground near high water northern line of the Carter
thence
property;
to
low
water
course
same
on
thence
mark;
westerly one hundred and eighteen feet, more
thence following low water mark or
mark;
less, to the northeast corner of the Arthur
northwesterly, westerly and southerly to the Carter lot, so called, marked by a bolt. Tosaid western line of said Janies Parser’s esgether with all buildings on the above detate; thence southerly by said western line to scribed
property, and it is expressly guaranthe place of beginning, together with wharf teed that the house
recently built oy the
also
with
a
and all buildings thereon; together
lot.
the
above
is situated on
grantor
right of way oue-half rod wide bounded The above described mortgage was
given
the
iron
between
drawn
a
line
northerly by
the
morta mortgage given by
to
subsequent
bolts hereinabove mentioned, and reserving to
therein to Ida M. Eaton, of said Stonthe grantors iu the deed hereinafter menngton but under agreement dated Octotioned. being the other heirs of James Parker, ber
recorded
in Hancock
1909, and
27,
a right of way oue-half rod wide bounded
registry of deeds in book 464, page 83. this
I
southerly by said line.
takes precedence to said Eaton 1
mortgage
all
to
convey
The purpose of this deed is
j mortgage and has the same effect as if it were
and the same real estate described as condated, delivered and recorded prior to said
veyed in the deed from Frances M. Parker to Eaton fiortgage. Reference is hereby made
James A. and Fred L. Parker dated February to said agreement and the record thereof for
2, 1909. recorded iu Hancock registry of deeds
further information respecting, the same, and
In book 459, page 525, together with the twowhereas, the condition of said mortgage has
ninths and all the interest therein inherited been broken, now therefore, by reason of the
lather,
from
their
herein
the
grantors
by
breach of the condition thereof, the said Ellsof
said
whole
James Parker, so that the
worth Loan and Building Association claims
mortgage;
premises shall be covered by this
a foreclosure of said mortgage.
said
of
mortgage
condition
the
whereas
and
Ellsworth Loan and
has been brokeu, now therefore, by reason of
Building Association.
the breach of the condition thereof, the said
Peters & Kuowiton. its attorneys.
By
Association
and
Loan
Building
Ellsworth
Ellsworth.
Maine,
April 11, 1914.
claims a foreclosure of said mortgage.
Ellsworth Loan and
Hitildinu Association.
!
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
By Peters & Knowltou, its attorneys.
Ellsworth, Maine, April 11, 19H.
'IIT’H ERE AS, Blanch R. Pierce, of Brooklin,
\V Hancock county. Maine, by her mortgage deed dated April 1, 1907 and recorded in
Hancock county registry of deeds iu book
OF
MAINE.
STATE
437, page 535, conveyed to the Ellsworth Loan
Hancock ss.— At a probate court held at and Building Association, a certain lot or
Ellsworth, in and for said county of Hancock,
parcel of land situated in Brooklin and being
of
a part of lot No. 31 first division on said towu
ou the fourteenth day of April, iu the year
and
hundred
nine
thousand
one
Lord
oi
plan and bounded as follows:
fourteen. (Adjourned from April 7, a. d. 1914 )
Beginning on north side of highway at
CERTAIN instrument purporting to be stake ami stones; theno by said highway
N. 34
a copy of the last will and testament
degrees west thirteen rods; theuce
N. 60 degrees east eleven rods to slake and
and codicil thereto of
stones; thence N. 72 degrees east twenty-on*
8. WEIR MITCHELL, late of PHILADELrods to stake ai d atones: thence S. l» tlj dePHIA,
grees west thirty-two rods to first bound,
containing three acres, more or le«s, together
commonand
of
Philadelphia,
in the county
house and ail other buildthe with the dwelling
same
wealth of Pennsylvania, deceased, and of
the
thereon, being
ings standing
Philadel
described as conveyed in the deed
probate thereof iu -aid county of been
premises
preniua. duly authenticated, having
from Lucy A. Redman to Blanch R. Pierce,
said
sented to the judge of probate lor our liLkirur ! dated January 19. 1917. recorded iu Hancock
o( Hancock f»r the purpose of beinK ; registry of deeds iu book 438. page 221). and
BIIUWCU,
allowed, Bled and recorded in the probate 1 whereas, the condition of said mortgage has
court in our said county or Hancock.
been broken, now therefore, by reason of the
Ordered, That notice thereof be given to ; i)reach of the condition thereof, the said
all persons interested therein, by publishing : Ellsworth Loan ami Building Association
weeks successively I claims a
a copv of this order three
foreclosure of said mortgage.
in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper
Ellsworth Loan and
of Hanprinted at Ellsworth, in said county of
Builiu.no Association.
fifth
the
May,
to
day
cock,
prior
Peters A Knowlton, its attorneys,
By
at
a
probate
a. d. 1911. that they may appear
Ellsworth,
Maine,
April 11, 1914.
court then to be held at Ellsworth, in and for
the
said county of Hancock, at ten o’clock in
forenoon, and show cause, if any they have,
Hubsciiber hereby gives notice that
rpiIE
against the same.
1 he has been duly appointed adminisJEROME H. KNOWLES, Judue of Probaft!. trator of the estate of
Atrueeopyof the oriKinal order.
E. Maho® by. Reciater. MARGARET M. BARBOUR, late of ELL3-

00

Agents:

lars.

i_

_40,000

Admitted assets,
#3,476,171 54
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1913.
Net unpaid losses,
$ 433,463 79
Unearned premiums,
1,3*4.971 19
Ail other liabilities,
352.405 80
Cash capital,
1,000,000 00
Surplus over all liabilities,
305,330 76

of laud in the United States?.

Eegal Ifotttt*.

66

750,00000
2.326,053 39

Gross assets,
Deduct items not admitted,

Name.City.

OF

81,

Real estate.
stocks and bonds,
Cash in office and bank,
Agents’ balances,
Bills receivable,
Interest and rents,
All other assets,

Htate.Street or R. F. D. No.
Age.Married or Single.Widow, Widower, or Orphan.Occupation.

NOTICE

563,965

8,002,962 21
1913.
$ 342,519 73
4,544,389 09

BOSTON, MASS.
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1913.

Department:
hereby make application to register (or jour Fruit and Agricultural Railroad-Land OpeoiiiR, and furnish you with the correct
to the following questions:

3£rijal Motto*.

$880,728 90

#8,566.927 87

Admitted assets,
LIABILITIES DEO.
Net unpaid losses,
Unearned premiums,
All other liabilities,
cash capital,
Surplus over all liabilities,

BUILDING, WASHINGTON, D. C.

now own over ten acres

88

PENNSYLVANIA F1KK
ASSETS DEC. 31; 1913.
Real estate.
189,1,877 0
Mortgagej ao8,
181 500 0
Collateral oans.
475, 384
Stocks an bonds,
6.7*7, .523 0
Cash in o ce and bank,
,497 3
Agents’ 1 lances.
693,.445 3
Interest and rents,
101

Railroad-Land Development Bureau,
Washington, D. C.

Nationality.Do you

#991
278,235
1,692 51
649,809 77

THK

Registration
1

81, 1913.

Total liabilities and surplus,
MINNIE E. HOLMES,
Ellsworth, Me.
FRED C. LYNAM & CO.,
Bar Harbor, Me.

SOUTHERN GEORGIA RAILROAD-LAND DEVELOPMENT BUREAU.

Southern

$830,728

DEC.
Net unpaid losses,
Unearned premiums,
All other liabilities,
Surplus over all liabilities,

plant,

COLORADO

81S g

#831,962
1,223

Admitted assets,

now.

A^.

•flj

You will not be required to leave your present surroundir gs
liberal-minded opening, similar to those of the Northern Pacific
All we ask of those to whom we grant tracts is that they
and other railroads when they granted their lands, and we expect
or arrange to have
a crop of one of the above-met.
to benefit thereby, as well as the ones who will receive the tracts.
planted,
tioned products within three years, after which we will have it
We have also planned to develop what is designed to be the
(harvested and replanted) for grantees, in consideration
operated
best equipped, most up-to-date, scientific, commercial farm and
of 26 per cent, of the net protits derived from the sale of the crops,
orchard in existence. It will cousist of six thousand acres, and
thereby allowing the grantee to pursue his or her present, occuwill be included in this opening. All who register and receive
pation until such time as they determine just what the yield of
tracts will get the benefit of the experiments and scientific
their acres amounts to. Consider what this may mean as a source
methods in vogue thereon.
While we are arranging to prevent
of income, when statistics show that the yield of one acre of celery
over-registration, we will avoid many disappointments, such as
amounted to #1,268.45. and that one acre of well-cured-for paper
occurred
in other land openings conducted by the United States
shell pecans, in full hearing, should net its owner as high as $660.00
government and railroads, by granting those who register in exper year. We are of the opinion that after it is proven by actual
cess or the number of tracts to be granted, an interest in this comresults obtained in operating the land they will need no furmercial farm and orchard enterprise, in the hope that they may
ther urging, and waste no time in locating in this land of plenty.
later locate in one of our town sites.
W e also require grantees to
occupy the lund within ten years, or
I xamination of the land will cheerfully be permitted, and the
sell it to some one who will occupy it; otherwise it reverts back to i
will be held at Browntown. Wayne county. Georgia, one
the grantor.
openiug
of the stations of the A. B
A. kail road, which is located on this
The land included in this opening is located directly on and
adjoining the Atlanta, Birmingham aud Atlantic Railroad, about i property, and will occur as soon after the closing of registrations
as arrangements can be made.
twenty-five miles west of Brunswick, a thriving city of fifteen
The presence of those registered will not be necessary at
t housand, having direct
steamship service to New York and BosBrowntown on the opening day, unless they wish to attend, for
ton, and excellent railroad transportation facilities to all points.
there will he no favoritism shown anyone. It will be conducted
The average temperature for six months of the year, from April to
< ictober. is 77 degrees; the climate is most
by a committee selected for the purpose, and those registered will
healthful, delightful,
be notified of what they have been granted, as soon as possible.
and iuvigoratiug, aud there is an ample rainfull of 51 inches
per
W ith the ever-increasing reputation of this
country there is no
increase in the area of land, and naturally as the
corresponding
OUR AIM IS FOR riUTUALLY BENEFICIAL RESULTS
population increases and seeks the land in pursuit of health, happiness and independence, it will continue to be harder to secure.
As we are extremely desirous of having settlers locate on this
j
The prosperous and contented class in Europe to-day are the
property, and assist in its development, and thereby greatly in- I
crease the value of surrounding and intervening propertv, which
descendants of those who secured land there when it was plentiful,
j
we will hold, and to increase the traffic along the Atluuta.
while the descendants or those who obtained no land are now the
Birmingham aud Atlantic Railroad.ttnd thus facilitate the service, we feel
peasants and slaves. You must realize that this may be your last
warranted in granting these tracts to those who register with us.
chunce to secure land in this countiy without a large outlay of
We also have in mind business and resideuce plots which we
capital, so it should not be necessary to urge you to net at once by
will offer for sale after the opening, but which will not be included
forwarding us the application for registration attached to this aniu it. We have "money-making afterward" considerations in this
nouncement.

115.000
594.646
20,605
12,434
6,011

Agents’ balances,

An Opportunity to Secure Rich, Productive Land Without Capital

feet distant from the north
H is
thence deflecting
roner of said stable;
minuies.
ft rive
live degrees and eighteen minuies,
course of south eight de.....i.oti
sou oo »
lour hundred
cast in..*
ininulea
filtcen
,r-r.and
and seventeen-hundredths feet;
<r7»AriT-sii
.»d forty
1
aoutb three degrees
rorooass course of
hundred and tweaty-nine leet;
one
the left Ilour degrees and
lo th*
*a.flactin.
deflecting in
fl'-r minutes, and on a compass course
ai«I for.y-fi've minute.
s
siiiy ami seventeen-hundredths Jeet;
Ihe
left eleven degrees
to
dehrclliig
Halortr minuies. and on a compas. course
degrees east slaty and
n inr leen
.twtii
feet to a point w hich
..mi -'Ac hundredths
'north slaty eight decrees and thirty
ot, aud is ten feet from an elecsouth of Wheelwright's sooth
tric light nt.lt
thenre deflecting to tiie left
,rn fl p|r & fl C
and ten minutes, and on a
*“degrees
*
OMir«e of south thirty-six degree j
Wtiliam Fennel I v, late of Eden, in said
hundredth*
mi «ixtv-five and eighty-seven
to the left seven de- 1 county, deceased.
First account of Elmer J.
(Mt'* thence deflecting
and thirty-live minute*, and on a coin- j Morrison, administrator D. B. N.. C. T. A.,
of »onth forty two aegree* and > filed for sett lenient.
oi*i courBed fold E. Tracy, late of Winter Harbor, in
minute* east, sixty five and eightyhundredths feet; thence deflecting to said county, deceased. First account of Kubie
J. Tracy, administratrix, filed for settlement.
five
aud
mluthirty
eleven
degrees
the right
William L. Hayford, late of
o'M.»ntl n a com pa** course of south thirty*
Bucksport, in
auii forty-five minute* east, one said county, deceased. First account of O. P.
one de*' •<*
feet loa point which I Cunningham,
administrator dr bonis non
aud
thirty-one
hoodre-i
I
with
west
of
*nd
the
will
is
annexed, filed for settlement.
degree*
KM-, north seven
J. Bewail Cray, late of Penobscot, in said
twenty-four and five-tenth* feet from an e!ecdeceased.
Second account of S. B.
trie light pole with its b»*e painted while; county,
Ikcnce deflecting to the light four degrees and ! Condon, administrator, fl ed for settlement.
Edwin Ashworth a minor, of Ell worth, in
»reo minutes, and on » compass course of
said county
Final account of Grace L. Ashtouih twrntv-seven degrees aud fifteen turnworth. guardian, filed for settlement.
sirseast fifty.six and eight-buudr*drhs feet;
J.
Bewail
nine
aud
late of Penobscot, in said
to
the
left
degrees
Cray,
deflecting
Heace
decease t. Petition filed by 8 11 Conjhv minute*. and on a compass course of county,
don, administrator. that an order he issued
sever. Jegrecs and thirty mlnntes
joa.b t blr;
flit,(ortv our and two tenths feet; thence to distribute among the heirs at law of said
t
the left eleven degrees and deceased, the Amount remaining in the hauds
thirty-five minutes, aud on a rompa*s course of s.»id administrator on the settlement of
o( south forty-nine degree* eaat. forty-six and his (.mind account.
Connera Bros., of Eden, in said county.
Jortf-t*o hundredths feet; thence deflecting
fifteen degrees aud twenty five First account of Alfred E. Conuers, surviving
to d»e left
filed lor settlement.
Bioutes. aud oil n compass course of south { partner,
Baron E. Wight, late of Bucksport, in said
sixty three degrees an«l fifteen minutes eaat,
deceased
hundred!/!-*
Petition that Linme W.
tnd
two
county,
feel,
Q
ninety
fifty'
thence«iefl-cting to the left six degress and Keyes or some other suitable person he apfiftv rite oiinu era, and on a compass course of pointed administrator of the estate of said dedegrees and forty-five minutes ceased. presented by Limiie W. Keyes, u
math ne'e
one hundred aud
sixty and forty two daughter of said deceased.
George K Stover, late of Biuehiil, in said
hundredths fret to a point which beats north f
tveniy-OD« degrees and thirty fntnutes west couuty. dec* seed. First and Huai account of
Forrest B. Snow, administrator, filed for
ot still thirl*-three and eighty-three hunfro.n the easterly corner of J. I*.
dredths It
Annie Faire, late of Verona, in said connty,
KipkiofouN tble, said point also bearing
First and final account of Fred M.
torfb mil> :i*e degrees and fifteen minute.-* deceased
Mansfield, admfnistiator, filed for settlement.
(Mt it su'd thirty nine and thirty -three hull
drrhbi ftvt from tho westerly corner of said; Augusta C. Pierce, lute of Bucksport, in said
county, deceased. First and final account of
»ub;e.
Frank 8. Pierce, executor, filed for settleWe respectfully pray that the part of said
ment.
be
at
hereinabove
described
highway
may
altered
shall
be
Ephraim O. Bruith, late of Bucksport, iu
slteredso th«t the same as
•aid county, deceased.
First account of
described »u -tantially as follows:
M. Nye, administrator, filed for cettleElliott
at
»
the
entrance
j
Beginniror
point
id. so called, said point bearing msnt.
tf At
James 8. Douglass, late of Brooksville, in
north eighty five degrees east and being
twenty I ur >nd eight tenths feet distant said county, deceased. First account of O. L.
cue j-'ist
eet *n the ground on the
from a
Tapley, executor, filed for settlement.
Sarah M. Gilley, late of Bucksport, in said
vev side of
d highway, sti not *- marking i
com ty. deceased.
Hrst and tinul account of
f *aid highway a* determined
thewe-.
Howard F. Giliey, administrator, filed for
lutifii
h) tbit court at the December term,
settlement.
1JW.
t
shown
as
of beginning being
p.•
Mary 8. Stanley, late of Cranberry Isles, in
plan made by Alvab L. Heed, i
First and final acsaid county, deceased.
•> J7, 1914. and filed herewith;
count of Edward J. Stanley, administrator,
•staiion A south three degrees
filed for settlement.
11* * east four hundred thiriyforty*:!
He-man L Richards, late of Eden. in said
Ut- And
l.ths feet to station H on said !
from station H *outh
six de- couuty, deceas d. A certain instrument purplan; th
uie« east six hundred twenty- j porting to he t he last will and testament of,
at ion C on aaid plan and from * said deceased, together with petition for pro- I
he azimuth angle of two hun- j hate theieof,
presented by Sadie Richards, i
dred fi:t\
<iegrt ,s nine minutes and fif J the executrix therein named.
George Blodgit, late of Bucksport, in said
ten*ha feet to the southeast j
*7 Mu.
'»* bundiet) ninety-ore degree*
county, deceased. Petition filed by Benjamin ;
in* s hii y-six leet to the north- I P
Ulodget and Fred H. Blodget, executors, j
firty thr
J'Mpn 11. Curtis's stable; that the inheritance tax upon the estate of |
said deceaseif he determined by the judge yL j
ou C south seveuteeu dcp: t *lxty feet to station D
probate.
Anthony Howard Hinkle, late of Bar Har- |
eutr from station D south
Petition filed
said couuty, deceased.
greea eight niitUt«a CS*t *iX- | bor. In
h on said plan; thence from
by Katberiue D. Hinkle, executrix of the will |
that an order of partial dis- (
thirty three Oegrees forty- of said deceased,
irihution may be issued by said court to pay
two hundred fifty four and
j under the terms of saul will legacies to cer>t t->
station F ou said | Un;
-!* lon
K south f«*riy degrees- tain legatees, all as appears in said petition
lor distribution.
t«’*:
rust aixiv nix ar.d eigthDavid Sawyer, late of Castine. in said
vaii'‘ii (i on said p'an; thence J
Petition that Charles E.
county, deceased.
ra«-«th hfty thiee degrees thiror some either suiiahle person he
a*
sixty feet to ratal ion II on McCluskey
fr« in ratato n H south sixtyappointed administrator of the estate of said
Charles L. Sawyer, an
twenty five minutes east one j deceased, presented by
a« «!
mx-lentha feet to heir-at-law of said deceased.
of
T.
late
Howard
Ball,
Eagle Island, in said
I
Said
station
plan.
being
Petition filed by I.ucy
;i in
county, deceased.
k11 de<enmuaiion of 1904.
U Sirs -4
administratrix of the estate of
'hirty h»« e ard eighty three Crinimin Ball, that
an order be issued to dishaudredl:.* f et from the northeasterly J said deceased,
( r*#»
tribute among the heirs-at-law of said deU niue ...i**l thirty three hun<• eAhs \r
ceased the amount remaining in the hands of
corner
ut 1
vf Hopkiosi ’« fctahi». northwesterly
aiid administratrix, upon the settlement of
j her first account.
'it.tr
u h* einiioove described to be
Helen R F. Davis, late of Ellsworth, in said
e
of <*siid highway as alter*d.
fcii4 big:.
Petition that Einbert 0.
e three
rods Wide through- couuty, deceased
Mt.
Osgood Dr some other suitable person be apof the estate of said
administrator
«-r
pointed
pray that so much of said
Embert C. Oa
r-t
hereinabove described as deceased, presented by said
of Irving Os<limits mt the highway as good, representing the estate
said Helen R.
the
iau
oi
We respect* good, deceased guard
.i-conlinued
,B!lj prs
F. DsvU.
Honorable Hoard will
yt»«ir
*1T< such
ice as Is rtt^uired
by law and JEROME H. KN0WLE8. Judge of said court.
*‘H. after 'a
arlng had, niter said highway A truecopv of the origiuttl order.
•ttbstant i.
Attest: —T. F. Mahoney, Register.
quested
SorttHdsl Hstbot, Maine.hereby.
Vlsich 1«, 11)14.
.NOTH K OF rOKKCLOSlKk.
Kknkst a Atuood.
Willie K Pickering, of Or*
Fhb» H. I'arkku.
M
iJcal officers of Mount Desert.
land, Hancock county. Maine, by bis
October 18. a. cl. 191.1.
dated
d^d
mortgage
of
ami recorded in Hancock county registry
J ATE Of MAINE.
deeds, book 801. pag< 424. conveyed to George
HASr<>t
Sla e.
and
*uid
—Court of County Commitcounty
Verona.
of
\V
Bassett,
in said
ii term, A. D. 1914.
cert jin real estate thus described
loreKoiu* petition the cotnrais* 1
Hatisfitu that the petitioner*are
A cer*aln lot or parcel Of land situate in
that an Inquiry into the merit* is ]
said Orland, being tbe westerly end of lot
**M'mt
that the peiitinm-ta ought to he
M4) according *Q the
number, d eighty four
heard u> iC ng the
»nermatter set forth In their
plan and survey of said town by Jacob
Petition,
and described
is
lot
bounded
Said
bbrn. esq.
Cou«ty commissioners tweet as follows, to wit: On north hurt east by lai d
»t me
the *. '-'-tmen's
office tu Mount Desert, of Sabrina Stevens; on south and west by
°d Thu
the 21»t day Of May. a. d.
land of William B. Gram, containing about
Vtdock |». in., and thence proceed tifte. n acre^ (15) bain* part of a lot deeded to
roatt mentioned in said petition.
William F Pick* ring »>y Edward Buck, by bis
H*ter which view, a hearing of deed dated April », 18#4, and recorded in
th*ha
’and witnesses will be had at Home
Hancock registry of deeds vol. 191. page lo*
tonvenie,
P,mc® ih the vicinity, and such
oiKt."e;,t
R serving and excepting therefrom a strip
u*w
m*;tBUr** taken in the premise* us the on the outbe. esi corner as deeded to W illiam
cnn,Z mean-*
Sl°Utr 8 “hall Judge
proper. And it is B. Grant hv William F. Pickering; also the
coneasterly half of skid lot; and whereas tbe
of the time, place and ditions ot said mortgage have been broken,
lht commissioners* meeting aforesuch breach of
now therefore, by reason of
mort
10 alt Person* and corporations
condition. I claim a foreclosure of said
an attested copy
^rvin* au
cony of the
Pttitir?.. V thi*
^rv*nK
^
aiB ora*r
seventeenth
order
the
tneciera
the
clerk
thereon,
Maine,
upon
at
Gated
olthf tn
Bucksport,
®°* Blount Desert, a like
copy upon day of April a. d. 1914.
Bassett,
Gao bob W
by r*v«\i Alwoo<h one of the petitioners, and
attested copies as aforesaid in
By W. C. Conary, his attorney.
i c P,at'es in said
town,thirty days at
lestt k-,
April a. d. 1914.
Inie appointed lor said view,
view,
Hid
lud t.v
i“e time
that
the* petition and order
rpgg subscriber hereby gives notice
three w*=eks
he has been duly appointed adminissuccessively in the ElUworth
the estate of
a newspaper published at
of
trator
c^n*
•1,1 me
P lhe county of Hancock, the first IRVING OSGOOD, late of ELLSWORTH,
pakii
be thirty ds>s at least before
the
Hancock, deceased, and
in the county of
v»ew, that *11 persons and
All
ad the law direct,.
*®t*rest»d n**y attend and be given bouds
the estate of Itaid
'“mif they think fit.
demands
a*am.it
Bavin*
same for
the
to
present
deceased are desired
Buskfh, Clerk,
indebted thereto are re
wpy of the petition and order thereon. settlement, and all
make
to
payment
quested
Attest:—-John E. Bunk tea. Clerk.

wd,

CO.

4,900
78,361

$

interest and rents,

TWELVE HUNDRED AND FIFTY TRACTS of five and ten acres each to be granted to prospective settlers in throwing open
Twenty Thousand ACRES of RICH, Southern Georgia Land, which is admirably adapted to the growing of celery, sweet and Irish potatoes,
canteloupes, water melons, corn, oats, cotton, bay—in fact, all staplecrops grown in this fertile section, as well as a large variety of
semi tropical fruits, and the famous
immensely profitable paper-shell pecans.
you are eligible under the classification! prescribed by us, you are now offered an excellent opportunity to break away
JPrS*vid.inK
rrom the
drudgery and toil of a small wage, or working for the benefit of landlords, and go back to a land of plenty, to which, if granted,
you will hold a warranty deed and abstract.
The best security on earth is the earth itself, and land is the basis of all wealth. Owners of
productive lands are benefiting by the
increasing high cost of living, while others are suffering from it.

Srorth'ln* \fI?b?iS.CJJUTl

lW;

Real estate,
Mortgage loans.
Collateral loans,
Stocks and bonds,
Cash in office and bank,

Big Agricultural Land Opening

That

°,lhi» order to be
">oo««‘l»ely m the

J°py
w"ks

,.

INM.

QUINCY, MA88ACHUBKTT8.
ASSETS DEC. 81, 1918.

to be h«M Ht
worth in said county, on the fi'th
day of
way, a. d. 1914, at ten
t the clock in the
*nd be bea,d thereon if
they see

•""dSfiSJSX

also

hi reby ordered'

*

h,.

Hl.worth 'A
«

l>*ve#*Um
,ro,
•Mnaw-uT/p
w"h

*5.

indicated, it is

Duhllehert

»sk-o
*b
e*ten<1
is » p*r» of the highway
A.tlcou corner, so-called, to the
in*
p Hopkinson in said town of
the present boundaries of
determined
on petition therefor
wbicn
th|ll COurt at the December term,
Voondarlaa of that paa of
an alteration of which la dede.cribed as follow.:
•ia point opposite the center of
>o called. and ru nnin* aonth
ll><
.sat lour hundred and twenty!»•'“
tweutv-live humiredtha feet to a
which bear, north any eight degrees
eaat of. and la lorty-tbree
thirty
the aoithe.al

bilL!Lh*«*y
T»?r%

ner

?e°t.d*bV^.fc,.,,’,*nto
*

askiijx

town.
which we

QUINCY MUTUAL FIRK

ACpr““,'i. ,9HuUC°Ck'
TH«n,ttii0roenfi.r,“',v
h;,in« »*•« pr*aMer fndh?a/£I llv I*C w°u *herei»Pon herein

present ibis our
respectfully
for the alteration of a

within said

insurance &tatcmmt0.

T”»'J

Board of County Cninmncounty ot Hnucock, stnto of

If
counts

atibrrtisrnunt*.

leUrMted In either of the
teteeP'”0,n*
hereinafter Dinted:
In end
Ai^, ^°bat'0?'lrt hcm*t Ellsworth,
oa the
d»y of
S

ILryal llotuas.
sutscriber hereby gives notice that
she has been duly appointed administratrix of the estate of
SU8AN E. LAUOHLIN, late of GREAT
POND.
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
All pergiven bonds as the law directs.
sons
having demands against the estate
of said deceased are desired to present the
same for settlement, and all indebted tteieto
are requested to make payment Immediately.
Lillian L. Wbston.
Bangor, April 14,1914.

THK

INDUSTRIAL BUREAU,
Maine Central

It. It.*

PORTLAND, MAINE.

Steamship
Corporation.

Eastern

Schedule in Effect April 13.
Mount Desert and Bluehill Hues.
Round
To Boston

From Bar Harbor $4.75
Bluehill
$4.50
$4.00
Sedgwick

Trip

$8.50
$8.00

$7.00

Leave Bar Harbor 10.00 a m Monday* and
Thursdays for Seal Harbor, Northeast Harbor,
Southwest Harbor, Stonlngton, North Haven
and Rockland; connecting with steamer for
Boston.
Leave Bar Harbor 12.00 r.oon Tuesdays and
Fridays lor Stoning ton, North Haven and
Rock landLeave Bluehill 9am Mondays and Thursdays for South Bluehill, Brooklln, Sedgwick,
Deer Isle, SargentvU'e, South Brooksvllle, Dark
Harbor and Rockland.
On Tuesdays and Fridays* steamer leaves
Brooklln at li.45a m for Sedgwick, Deer Isle,
Sargentville South Brooksvllle, Dark Harbor,
and Rockland.
Returning, stea«« er leavfs Rockland 5.15 a ra
Tuesdays, Wednesdays, Fridays and 8aturd.ys for Bar Harbor, and Intermediate landLeaves Rockland 5.15 a m for Bluehill and
on
Intermediate landings
Wednesdays and
Leaves Rockland 5.16 a m for
Saturdays.
Brooklln and intermediate landings on Tuesdays and Fridays.
Turbine steel Bteamshlps Camden and Belfast (Boston and Bangor line) connect with
the Bar Harbor and Bluehill boats at Rocklaud
on Mondays and Thursdays.
E. L. smith. Agent, Bar Harbor.
A. M. Hkkhick, Agent, Bluehill,

pleasure

CIVIC IMPROVEMENT
]

them pulp and aH n
thick iM peas along towards the end of
November. If you sow them much
earlier, mice end squirrels will get them.
They can grow where they are sown the
first year, and be planted w here you w ant
to make your hedge the aecond year. If
these are planted thickly they will turn
any kind of stock and make the countryside most attractive both in the spring

quite ripe. Mid

riding along the roads,

to those

the neat and well-kept farms and
cottages one passes, not so much the High
secluded estates. How distressing it *e to
see tight fn among well-kept places, one
or thro of the dirtiest eyesores it is possible to imagine
wagons, machines and
where
manure, all out in the open and left
is to

Paper delivered at meeting of 0reen Mountain Pomona grange wit® Bejeide grange,
by A. E. ChilmaD. of Baytiew grange.)

Civic improvement, to my mina, 19 me
and
making of our communities good
our children
pleasant places for ourselves,
and our-neighbors to live in, and where

see

—

they were last used; the barns and buildings plastered with cheap and gaudy adwhen laden
! vertisements, and altogether a most deso- when in flower and in the fall
with berries, as any travelled American
late and uninviting prospect.
right
inches is
I have heard it said that the character ) will tell you. About eighteen
order.
{
!
the way the the usual distance apart to plant these
Most of us like to*e thought of as good of the inmates can be told by
!
de- windows are kept. This is usually said in things.
and patriotic citizens, and as such
At present we are cutting down too
and the impression
lighted to take a hand in anything having a disparaging manner,
windows have no many trees, without any regard to the
for its object the betterment of the com- given that houses whose
future. Land owners should raise more
are the abodes of people
munity in which we live. A live neigh- embellishments
bad. of the white pine (pinus utrobu-) which
bor is a much better thing to make sacri- considered no good if not downright
visitors will be glad to come, pleased to
recommend and sorry to leave, which is all
in line with the teachings of our

Some

Fortunately

get no further than merely singing “My
Country ;tis of Thee”, and so catch the
crowd, but there is a truer and deeper
patriotism than shooting the patriot’s
band wagon.
6ong or climbing up on the
in looking over the w ork and the topics

true. There

fices for than

is

often

whose

goods,

of this

reverse

people

many

hand,

On the other

there

who

those

are

a

life seems to be to devastate and desecrate
best posted and the most progressive
everything within sight, who lower the j
people in the community, and the know
ledge we have gained ought to show itself tone of living, cause values to depreciate,
with the inevitable result that cheap
in improved surroundings and in leadership or alliance with aii uplifting meas- lands mean cheap neighbors.
To create a home we must have the spirit
Civic improvement, to most minds,
ures.
oi home.
Just as the smallest village tnay
means simply the plaining of trees and
flowers around the home and public places. have its history, its moral stamp, so the
It does mean this, and as I have intimated smallest home may have its soul.
The reason I say we should begin at
already, in its broadest sense, it means
home is because the man who gets his livthe welfare of the whole community.
Just as the colleges try to turn out well- ing from the land is not good at co-operacivic
so
rounded men,
improvement tion, and for this reason, the person who
should mean well-rounded and balanced works his own land for a living is usually
He looks to the
strong individualist.
earth, rather than to persons, for Ipis livelihood. He does not cater. If, in any

communities.

a

There are families in all communities
that take the initiative in all good works,
and societies that are satisfied to let the

country, he patronizes, it is because of his

faithful ones carry on the work and
bear the brunt of the battles. We see tLis
everywhere. The good of the many al-

social

few

good,

a

his ideas become

quently

should endeavor to make the

1

improvement

or

some

here make

us

look

on

There

homes where the children bear

are

continual

criticism

from

flaws,

their

rather than the

traits, held up to view.
Whether these judgments be just
the effect

upon the children is the

good

or

pessimists,
harsh experiences

As

result

a

made such not
of

we

by the

looking

life, but by the habit

in

a great measure those of the little
ones, and will be theirs until each young
life has had its own experiences.
are

The sunshine and the shadow
lives
as

in

are not

surroundings

our

of
so

our

much

in ourselves.

Then

ypon it,

we

begin

can

that he is

does not

no

love his

true

country

munity enough

to

and

cleaned

man

outside.

keep

his

Depend

patriot
or

own

his

who
com-

door-yard

up, and he is no
to criticise the town officers for negli-

barn-yard

gence if his own place is nothing but a
blot on the landscape. You see, the town
officers
know

or

naturally
expect

examples

you

think

that you don’t
anything better than the
them
in your own
give

places.

ordinary barn

as an

or

emcom-

we

might do is to fix

because

j

they are immediately connected
everyday life, and every live
is deeply interested in the affairs

our

granger
of all three
I

had

institutions.
last

experience

an

Arbor day.

hide the house.

illows;

short-lived

both

ny>re attractive. 1 sent him all be needed.
He
A day or two afterwards I met him.

are

which is

was

Plant those things

and anyone so inclined could have
a big business in antiques, old stoves,

the shores of

if there

usual

criti-

cisms, and always from those who

never

more

than

much

see

the

but talk.

cans

of

trees to

some

grounds.

noted for

Now,

I

I said to him:

j

plant
never

:

44Y<Tu

tact,
the proper authorities and I will lend
so

you a horse and jigger and you take some
of the larger boys and go up to HireBon’s
You will find there three fine shadhill.

bush, that have been undermined by the
road commissioner, and all that’s necessary is to back the gigger up to them,
slide them in, haul them down and plant
them.”
They were good trees, blossom early,
and when the children are at school, and I
could not have bought them for less than f>5
each if 1 had wanted them. One was fifteen
to twenty feet tall. Well, he promised to
do all this faithfully. Arbor day came and

al*

it seemed a«

were

was

Frenchman’s

buggies, bottles, wire and tin
descriptions. When I began,

anxious to find

around the school

as

bay,

on

j

1 mention

The

thrifty

men

to the

man

expressed

\

'Slibrrtistinmts

...

We all know that which

gives

the

most

in the

subject

of

improvement

of

school

attach

it to

*J>1 bill, after coupon is filled out, and
mail it to The Ellsworth American.
a

Fairs and fair

grounds

are

another thing

be improved.

They should
first offer more prizes for children, that is,
if we live in a vegetable-producing community, the boys and girls should be interested some w-ay, and the grounds be an
example of what the prizes are offered for
and that is the best it is possible to
which could

Publishers

American, Ellsworth. Me.:

address:

$1 for eight months’ subscription to
American, to be. sent to the following

grangers exhibit
cannot all enter t he

but

we

and assemble the whole

exhibit, under the
are

as

individuals,

fetch bring the best each had

could

into

one

worthy

of the grange we
members of and show outsiders that
name

primarily interested

in

the pro-

ducts of the soil.

....

Before

Address

our

leaving this subject of bettering

meeting-places,

1 would like

to say

that the grange halls, as planned at present, strike me as being unsafe in case of
fire. I think they would be far Bafer if w'e
bad an exit on each side with outside

Subscription

to be

at end of time
for unless cash for renewal is sent.

(This

we

as grangers; we
different classes probably,

we are

Maine

think

enough

Enclosed find
The Ellsworth

don't

stopped

condition will be

printed

on

your

paid

receipt)

stairs,
The

that could be used in

one

exit at the

sufficient,
Let’8

it

seems

an

emergency.

back of the hall is into

me.

get the motes from our own eyes
to take the beams from our

trying
neighbor’s.
before

1 take it for granted that all good gran-

Retail Store. UK*-203 Lisbon stree
American Central Insurance Co.,
m. u>ris, missocki.
ASSETS DEJ. 31. 19:4.

ABSTRACT OF THE

ANNUAL statement.
.•EtiiH Insurance <Oinpany,

For

Twenty

Years

William Pillsbury of East Northport (Maine) has been a constant
user of

“L F.” Atwood’s Medicine
Used as a year-around tonic, he finds
It invaluable for the prevention of
sickness—the relief of stomach
troubles—the restoring of strength.
East Northport, Me.

yi have used
icine lor

your ‘L. F.’ Atwood’s Medtwnty yean and find it ail that it
tor it. I do nut allow myself to be

ciaimtJ
without it."
A

[signed] William Pillsbury
big bottle—at your dealers 35c.

A liberal Trial Bottle FREE to you
if you’ve never used it before.
"L. F.” Medicine Co., Portland, Me.

Mortgage loans.

HARTFORD. CORN

day of Dtcember, 1913. made

to the
of Maine.
Incorporated 1819. Commenced business 1819.
Wm. B. Clark. President
K. J. Sloan. Secretary.
Capital paid np in caxb, #5,000.000.
ASSETS. DEC. 31. l?13.
Real estate.
# 827.507 93
Loans on collateral.
6U.000 00
Stocks and bond*.
18„V>T.W9 U
Cash in office and bank.
1.6..V/V9 5&
1,791.843 79
Alt* its' balance*.
97.87* 4^
Interea’ and rents.
Bills receivable'
2.482 84

On the Slst

Gross assets.
Deduct luma not admitted.

dross assets.
Deduct items not admitted.

All other liabilities,
ash capital.
Surplus over nil liabilities.

31
230.6*7 00

voted

InltH Main Branch
North British A MtTMntilr Fire In*. Co.
or LONPOX AXD KDIXRCtc.H

ASSETS. DEC. 31.
Stocks and bond*.
Cash in office and bank.

i

12

$3,514,125 50
LIABILITIES. DEC. 31.1913.
Net unpaid losses.
f 673 927 51
Unearned premiums,
1.210 697 77
All other liabilities,
210,979 66
Cash capita],
I.OOO.OOOOO
over
all
Surplus
liabilities,
418.520 56

1

!

300.000 00
1.994.970 00

6,670,493 00
828.371 56
1.091.056 m
61.012 62
88

Admitted assets,

$10,943,902

88

LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1913.
unpaid losses,
#483,024
iums,

5 286.834
342.669
2.500.000
2 331,373

All other liabilities,
Cash' capital,
8urplus over all liabilities,

63
80
59
00
86

A

Hartford,

ItTFOHD, CONS.

A88ETS, DEC. 31, 1013.
Rea! estate.
Mortgage loans.
Stocks and bonds.
Cash in office and bank.
Agents’ balances.
Bills receivable.
Interest and rents.
All other assets,

$

dross assets.
Deduct iiems not admitted.

$15,566,923
81.161

Admitted assets,

610,16? 49
1.566,150 00
10,759 7» 15
913.607 47
1.335,052 98
219.122 67
160.012 H4
2.950 73

_BAR

LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1913.
Net unpaid losses.
$ 612.522/6
Unearned premiums.
8.140,335 93
All other liabilities,
650.462 66
Cash capita].
2,000,t)0u 00
over
all liabilities.
Surplus
4.082,440 88
Total liabilities and surplus,
$15,485,761 53
O. W. TAPLEY, Agent.

$625,301
33,867

Big Reduction in prices

Admitted assets.

§12.993 TV »
tW.433 89

• IS..Vi. 103 24

LIABILITIES, DEC. 31, 191L
Net unpaid losses.
f
Unearned premiums.
All other liabilities,
over all liabilities,

8.4'-^,k07*
* tf>

8.2V: •dW

Surplus

Total liabilities and surplus,
FIELD & COWLES, Mgrs.,

tl2..V3..W4 24
Boston. Mm.

O. W.

TAPLBY, Agent
ELLSWORTH. ME.

ASSETS, DEC. SI. 1918.
Real estate.
f r>
Mortgage loans.
Stocks and bonds.
Cash in office and bank,
Agent*’ balances,
1,134- 1 r" M
Bills receivable.
*1.3 C*
Interest and reuts.
*
All other assets,
Ik*.'

g

on

COATS

#7.»l <72 67
1.3ft*.1 '*’*1 *{

Gross assets,
Deduct items not Emitted,

fft.47V.4il ^4
LIABILITIES, DEC. 31,1917

Admitted assets,
Net unpaid losses,
Unesrued premiums,
All other liabilities.

58

f

19U1

*
•1'

(k-

4

1.0

Total liabilities and

_

-32* 48

l,19Mi

Deposit capita!,
Surplus over all liabilities,

#6.479,411
surplus,
O. W. TAPLBY, Agent,
ELLS WORTH J1IE.
hint** Itrauch
f nsurance

Hamburg Itremeu fire

ii

Comp***.'’

or

HAMBUBO, liBItM AN Y
ASSETS, DEC. 81. 1913.

#1,606,810 00

Stocks and bonds,
Cash in office and bank,

51.966 67
268.473 40
23.500 21

Agents’balances,

Interest and rents,
Gross assets.
Deduct items not admitted.

#1,950,750 28

Admitted assets,

#1397,048 25

60
41

DAVID FRIEND

53,702 03

%

LIABILITIES, DEC. 81, 1913unpaid losses,
$ 116,455 60
Unearned premiums,
1,232.415 29
All other liabilities,
85.000 00
200.000 00
Deposit capital,
813.177 96
8urplus over all liabilities,
Net

Total liabilities and surplus,
#1,897,048 25
O. W. TAPLEY, Agent,
ME.
ELLSWORTH,

IRA B. HAGAN, Jr.
Civil
Land

Engineer,
Surveyor.

Corrtspoodtici Solicited.
P. 0. Box 7.

repairing promptly done ELLSWORTH FALLS, ME.

No. Carolina Farms.

If you want a grain, grans and
atock farmtobacco farm or a combination
farm write me
your wants.
Splendid land at reaaonable
price*. Poultry farming pays here.

Edw. M.

I .HX. WOO
251. 100 00
•.mm «
:cr2.0«l 77
l.lK.d’-SR
99 254 09

#

Qroas assets.
Deduct items not admitted,

United

234;i93

All kinds of

HARBOR. ME.

Real estate.
Mortgage loans.
Stocks and bonds
Cash in office and bank.
Agents' balances,
Interest and rents.

ME.

Admitted assets,
$591,527 19
LIABILITIES DEC. 31,1918.
Net unpaid looses,
2 945 84
Unearned premiums,
047'as* so
All other liabilities,
, £5
Surplus over all liabilities,
37
Total liabilities and surplus,
*591 527 io
O. W. TAPLEY. AK.Dt
ELLSWORTH. ME

FUR

'*»

ASSETS, DEC. 31, 1913.

31
NO

$15,485,761 S3

_ELLSWORTH.

'•

3,:i'i<.215 ft

Commercial I'uion Aftiumnrn Co.. Lift-.
OF LONDON, ENGLAND.

National Fire Insurance Co. of
H

i'.:.** 25
4.H49 ST* **

f

ELLSWORTH, MB.
LYlf AM & CO., Agent*

Total liabilities and surplus,
$10,943,902*8 ;
O. W. TAPLEY, Agent,

ELLSWORTH. ME.

1913.

or li van pool, *xo.

ASSETS, DEC. 31, 1913.

$10 913.902

931.104 23
*«

STATEMENT UNITED STATES BKaN.H.
Royal Insurance Co., Ltd.

MASSACHUSETTS.

Gross assets,

#9.713,110 tt

FRED C.

i

ME.

v.5M

lOi.fisw

Admitted assets,

!

Springfield Fire A Marine Insurance Co.

Unearned’pre

«/<

Total liabilities and surplus,
#*.:•«: 2064T
O. W. TAPLHY, A (tent,

Total liabilities and surplus,
$3,514,125 50
FIELD & COWLES, Mgr*, Boston, Mass.
O. W. TAPLEY, Agent.

Net

tM'T.ffctM

LIABILITIES, DEC. 31,
Net unpaid losses.
Unearned premiums.
All other liabilities.
Surplus over all liabilities.

155.891 62

f

1913

Gross assets.
Deduct items not admitted,

Admitted assets,

Stocks and bonds,
Cash in office and bank,
Agents’ balances.
Interest and reuts.

apim

Aff-nta' balance*.

$3,670,017

Real estate.

transfer f|.000.000 from
to the surplus account.

to

account

Rills receivable.
All other assets,

ASSETS, DEC. 81, 1913.
Stocks aod bends, market value,
82.608.2M04
Cash in ctlice and bank.
343.552 54
Agents’ balances,
666.230 57
Billa receivable.
:«eo
Interest and rents.
36,193 15
All other assets,
13,246 22

Mortgage loans.

^ 70
4s.21 %«T

ELLSWORTH, ME.
Under date of March 5. 1914. tLe stoc kholders

or NKW YORK.

SPRINOriKLO,

«
i,

2

Total liabilities and surplus,
O. W. TAP LEV, Agent

Itojal I ml*-molt y Company

_ELLSWORTH.

.»*.3.2l’- er

LIABILITIES DEC. 31. i»u
unpaid losses,
f
Unearned premiums.

Aggregate. Including capital
aud surplus,
#22,481.250 34
Surplus for policy-holders,
#11.909, 89 69
Losses paid in 95 years,
138.501.3*8 36
O. W. TAPI.EY. Resident Agent.
ELLSWORTH. ME., Agency.

|

t

Net

Admitted assets.
#22.481,250 34
LIABILITIES. DEC. 31. 1913.
Net unpaid losses.
Unearned premiums.
All other liabilities.
Cash capital,
Surplus over all liabilities,

]
j

V*l.
ar-s. 513 »

Admitted assets,

#22.711.917

Gross assets.
Deduct items not admitted.

40. r»«i
302.
4,577.
’*0 ►7*97
•tl, *7|«
w.,247 »

Collateral loans.
Stocks and bonds.
»’a*h in office aud bank.
Agents’ balances.
Interest and rents.

State

Gross assets.
Deduct items not admitted,

produce.
1

it.

Middlesex Mutual Fire Insurance Co.
CONCORD, MASSACHUSETTS.
ASSETS DEC. 31,1913.
Rea) estate,
$ 40,417 84
Mortgage loans.
34.400 00
Stocks and bonds,
616 327 25
Cash in office and bank.
13,129 38
Agents’ balances,
15,464 20
Interest and rents,
8,656 92

grounds.

Stick a Pin in This;_

postal brings

Bradford, Conant & Co., LEr^,^!)N>

j

S

A

Warehouses, Bates Street.

bring.

farmer comes nearest of all
ideal condition of the wise
in the wish, “Give me
neither poverty nor riches.” He can have
he took a wheelbarrow and some boys and
profits will far
enough to comfortably house, clothe and
detractors may say or do.
dqg up four little maples about as thick ; feed his family in the midst of surroundAbout two years after the planting was as my finger and planted those. Of course ings as wholesome as the world affords.
He can give his children, by the aid of
done, one evening in the early summer a that was all right as far as it ewent, but, their
healthy bodies and strong hearts, as
party of four on horseback drew up in as I told him afterwards, he had missed a good opportunities for education as any
;
front of the house, and after admiring good opportunity to impress on the minds ran use. He has a natural leisure for
things for a while, a lady asked if she of the scholars, the need of taking care of self-culture in the use of papersand books,
if he tries to use it, and his relations with
could rent the place.
Secretly, I was the things that nature has so bountifully | neighbors of similar abilities are more
pleased to know' my efforts bad appealed blessed us with, as well as to have made human, more true than those found in
to those of refined tastes.
A little while his grounds more attractive w ith a mini- any other circumstances,
If we live as we ought, our homes will
after, this particular planting was illus- ! mum of effort.
; be centers of true hospitality, tru.1
trated in Country Life in America, the
This shad-bush, or wild pear, as some thy for human rights; and with sympaa little
best magazine of its kind iu this country, 1 call it, amelanchier canadensis, the
pur- ! more constant care for neighborly spirit
would
come
nearest
to
and about two years later 1 had this catathe
true
giving
ple-leaved one, and A,oboralis, the silver- foundation for
manly and womanly charlogue brought to me by a man who asked leaved one, are natives or this and other acter in children
and so in ourselves.
if 1 knew the cover design.
It’s one you New England states, the first growing on
Patrons, I have tried to bring to your
all know —Larkin’s—1 have never bought higher land and making a
larger tree; the minds some of the things we can do
the line of civic improvement.
1
a cent’s worth from them, yet
they were latter grows in low, moist soil and is more along
have tried
to confine
to those
using an illustration of my home for the shrubby in habit. Both are beautiful things we have around usmyself
and for which
cover design of their
catalogue; the same trees at any time and take the place here we have the remedies in our own hands.
piece of planting. I was surp-ised and of the white thorn (cratagus oxacantha)y I think you will agree that if these things
can be remedied we could take a pardonpleased, as these things were done with- so abundant around the lakes of Killarney. able
pride in our communities.
out my knowledge or solicitation.
And, friends, it’s worth taking care of.
‘•Man wants but little here below"—
This whole job, outside of the labor,
I was mortified later in the season to
Bo runs tbe good refrain,
cost but |50, and we had to buy the loam,
find that those three particular trees had
Alas! that little always is
trees and shrubs. Those of you who own fallen into the road and had been
What’s hardest to obtain.
chopped
your land and woods can make just as up and burned.
j
Anyone interested in the white pine can get.
j
good a picture with the materials you ! “For easy things that may be got at will, ! for fifteen cents. Bulletin No. 13. Feb. 24. 1914.
from the Agricultural Department at Washhave right to your hands.
j Most sorts of meu do set but little store.” } ington, D. O.
Another thing that would add to the
Anyone accepting the offer of assistance
The small effect of Arbor day is most
j
from the Rural New Yorker should not follow
beauty of our surroundings and the
After all these years of plant- its directions too
closely, as our homes,
general landscape, and cost little to keep surprising.
and of song and recitation about it, both inside and out, should express our inYou have a
up, is live fences.
native ing,
dividuality.
thorn that would make an excellent the communities have not yet risen to the
j
hedge-erateagua crus qulli, the common j point of having well-planted school premeockspur thorn, or the common barises. The larger part of the grounds are
beniea vulgarif, and Japanese barberries.
All three are easily raised from seed. I yet bare of good trees. This would not be
Gather them in the fall when
they are so if there were any genuine local interest

although civic improvepleasure, the pleasures and
out-balance anything our

I

the

on

bare of

If the world owes one man a living, then
he, as an undivided and indivisable part
of the world, owes the rent of it it* living,
which he’ll always find harder to earn
than just his own.
Then 1 hope to see our town officers alert
enough to erect and maintain artistic public advertising spaces.
This could be
made a source of income to the town, as
well as do away with the practice of giving or selling sjwce along our country
roads for cheap and gaudy advertisements.
•Then I hope to live to see the time when
our telephone and electric light companies
will be compelled to pul their wires either
underground, or in conduits along the
surfaoe, and do away with the miles and
miles of unsightly poles and wires and
mutilated trees which we now have disfiguring almost every country road.
Then I hope we will follow the example
of Germany in the matter of funny and
artistic sign posts, which give the traveler
pleasure as well as information.
I began this paper w ith the children. It
seems to me civic improvement rests largey with them and in our attitude towards
them. Anyway we have got to have a desire for better things before we will get
out and work for them.
We can teach
them to work for money only, or the larger field of service.
Rural communities can take advantage
of many inexpensive ways of adding to
their welfare without great wealth.
The
natural
of
the
surroundings
country home give development to ability
and courage in children that are better
than wealth.
The same principles of
thrift that are to be cultivated for the
sake of material comforts apply to the
larger welfare that a wise enjoyment of
nature’s gifts and nature’s lessons may

|

wrong side. Parents
should remember that their view-points
of

or w

;

!

same*—

they learn suspicion, contemptuousness,
denunciation, three things quite un-

natural to the child mind.

as

|

not,

and

have

to

This handsome Dining Room Suit is the nrme of value, beauty «nd
prndabiltty. Each piece Is ms.If of sturdy oak stork tutd I* designed for flu
I ho I*«»fls’f Itrts a 4>> III. lop of beautifully llaktsl wood;
appearance
graced hv
ii full length beveled mirror; Inis swelled front top drawers and contains utBll
I hc 42 In. table extern!* to tl ft. ami has heavy pedestal
bullet appointment*.
and legs ending In claw feet. Six chair* made of quartered oak; well hr*c«l
All pieces finished
and rodded and seat* upholstered In genuine leather.
In
a Hell lasting golden.
rills is one of the many bargains shown III our newly Issued lilt; noisy
FURNISH INIS ('AT.VI-.OI*I’K. I hls large tiooh picture* furniture f,,r
! amt every room, stoves, ranges, curtains, etc. Upholstering materials ofeach
*n
sorts are listed, and In a sense this big book brings our store dirretlv into vour
home. Send for this wonderful MOSEY SAVINti IIAIKIAIN UA I’Al.oot'g

|

parents,
where the conversation is make up largely
of adverse judgments of everybody and
everything, where every character is dissected and the

not

to you

a

ment is not all

first; teach the children to
the right side.

seen are

schoolhouse.

with

this to show that

home

on

The three things

a

settled

done

grange halls
the outside.
Most of
our

up around our grange halls, churches, and
schoolhouses. I suggest these three firs

home the

men

accomplish

minds, w hen we get home, that we
are going to do something for the common
good. Where shall we begin? I suggest
our

in the

bellishment
mon

we

planting

the

attractive

those that I have

joy
they develop,
and which will improve with age.
had
an
in
I
my home town.
experience
The particular lot on which the bouse is
built must have been the dumping ground
for the neighbors ever since the French-

are

Now suppose if

as

that will be

usually busy whittling
sticks and reputations, and the opposition
of those whom one would naturally expec
to help. But remember this:
“The re- |
ligion which balks at work, stopping at j
prayer and contemplation, is a form of arrested development.”
up

as

so

not their worst faults.

the

as sure as

store, who

and

ought to make

me we

are

Never

you start something new or
different, you may count on the certain
criticisms of the nail-keg philosophers of
the

to

necessary both for The school teacher sent to me for some
wind-breaks, but they should ! seeds to help make the school grounds

trees

planted
plant poplars
cheap-looking and
be

pleasure;

not all

is

think

shade and

for this is the grange is made up of practical every-day workers, who see life at

Civic

it,
and

natural frame.

too many churches. At the same
I do think the grange touches and

develops more phases of family life than
the church can possibly do. One reason

just

picture

a

And that brings me to the concluding
part of my paper: Howto know encgb
to be of real use; how to see enough to ue
a real leader ; how to be good enough to be
good for something-that is the new prob-

iem of social service.
I hope to see the time when we, as votwill show enough business acumen,
ers,
are raised from seed which you w ill find
tc study the fitness of those whom we
These open early elect to run the town affairs.
Although
secreted in the cones.
grange forbids me talking politics
in
September to discharge the small the
under the title of this paper, 1 may draw
winged seed, which matures in August on your attention to the spectacle we have
the two-year-old cones. The seed can be often in town affairs.
Men who have
made a failure of everything else will run
sow neither in the fall or kept in fairly
I for office and sometimes be elected.
You
moist sand in a cool place till the follow
upon it that the man w ho is
The little may depend
ing spring and sown then.
incapable of running his own affairs, is
trees can remain in the seed bed the first not the man to run yours or the town's,
| which is about the same thing.
year, slightly shaded, and be planted out
We are doing our best to breed up a
in their permanent quarters the following class of men who are worthless when
spring. About twenty feet apart each way brought face to Dee with real life and reis a good distance to grow good lumber; quired to earn their wages before they are
paid. This is the kind of men who will
any farther than that, the grow th will go *trui around and tell
you, “This country
more to branches, which is not desired.
owes me a living.”
What did President
If we would only plant 100 each a year, Wilson say recently when stating his pobusiness?
He said this:
sition
towards
it would not be long before this State
“Every man who wants the opportunity
would be worthy of the name of the *‘Pine and has the
seize
it. is going to
euergy to
Tree State”.
be given a chance.” That’s about all an
Acorns are another thing we might plant industrious man would ask.
God forbid that 1 should sneer at the
These can be planted in the fall
more of.
The
child born,
unfortunate.
little
as soon as ripe in their permanent place.
through no fault of its own, with some
Maple seed is another we should sow and deformity which prom'pt outside help may
The
If we remove, ought to haVe that help.
treat similar to the white pine.
honest, hard working man, who meets
would only bestow half the Care on these with
accident, again through no fault of
three things that we do on potatoes, cab- his own, ought to have the care bis case
bage and corn we would be very much calls for. The poor widow, deprived of
her wage-earner and left with helpless
surprised at the results in fljre years even. little ones, ought to have assistance
till
After making our home-grounds neat she can put herself and them in the way
of self-support.
But
in town Rffairs
and attractive, we will be ready to take a
especially, we need more of the doctrine of
And first I
hand in the community.
“He who will not work, neither shall he
would remind you that the second de-

more

grounds

the home

!
I

to

to understand
season

ployed.

gree admonishes us
plant vines Rnd
flowers around our dwellings, and it seems

t©

crystallized.

planting

in

centre of

places is

not away up in
clouds most of the time.

personable

freight prepaid

that’s worth going to.”
Not only is he idle who does nothing;
! but he is idlfe who might be better em-

j

a

thing to remember in
fixing up the home grounds is this, and
it’s what the first four degrees of our order
teach us: First, labor; second, culture;
third, harvest; fourth, home. That is, a
good home is as near to Heaven as we can
hope to get here on earth. And conse-

live grange, than

are

is

The fundamental

I don’t want to belittle in any way the
good work of the church, although I do
think the curse of a great many small

first hand, and

or

he falls into the routine of the

giange is living up to its possibilities, it is doing good work, and a
stranger can readily notice a higher tone
among the people of a community in
none.

on

and when be is not

experience;
analyze his experience

Where the

time,

His work is founded

of ideas.

“On deep-rutted roads that are centuries old.
The cait and the plodder will travel, unled.
A poet, a lion, a man wise and bold.
Will beat out new pathways for plodders to

where there is

because he

not

This individualism conduces to isolation
al

which there is

and

farmer.

upon the courage and fideli-

ways depends
ty of the few.

position,

Dining Suit,

oak

I

j

community under any
circumstances, whose whole purpose in
credit to

need

that I

j

consciousness aroused.
are no

quartered

for me lo Bay anything beyond
hope none here feel the same as the
^ben
roan, who, whittling a pitte stick,
approached with the question: “Don’t
I
you want good roads?’* replied; “Oh,
donno, “there ain’t no place around here
no

I

j

littered around

their virtues, are
everywhere and whose places have a general take-us-as-you-find-us air, who are
the best of neighbors, but need their civic

past twelve months,
that, as grangers, we ought to be the
the

the
are

like

in the grange
it seems to me

presented

been

that have

grandfather.

dead

a

S6brrtl«rmrnt»

interested in good roads. We
of
are bearing so much about this line
eiWo improvement jufC new* that there is
are

gers

sow

Linville,

Albert N. Cushman
Electrician and Contractor
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Telephone
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